


There were perils even on dry roads - 1J0te the wheel tracks of horse drawn
vehicles into which the car has fallen.

Facines laid on the worst of the soli Roing.
-~ . .. --

Facines would have heen helpjil! OIJ Ihis stretch of "road"

Draining the last of the petrolfrom the hose. mandatory with manual
pumps, How aboll/ the cigarette?

A 'high .Ipeed' section of the ·'highway".

The Mud·Pluggers
In a collection of old photographs I found these pictures of three Austin Sevens experiencing travel in the Far North during
1927. The cars and drivers are not known to anyone connected with Seabrook Fowlds who were the distributors at that time
and from whose files the negatives came. They were possibly sent by the owners as examples of what the cars were up
against. From other pictures it has been possible to locate the scenes as being in the Bay of Islands area. They have nothing
to do with John Seabrook's trip to Cape Reinga. The registered numbers of the Austins were 10857, 17-616 and 41-958.
Can anyone help with further information.
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CONTENTS
This is our last

copy of Beaded
Wheels before our
Annual General
Meeting takes place
in Dunedin this

August. You will have received copies of
the Financial Statements, Notices of
Motion on two issues and voting papers
for the Management Committee. I
believe it is the duty of all club members
to exercise their rights and return their
votes for counting. If you have an issue
that requires airing during the AGM or
executive meeting, then raise it for
debate at your branch to allow your
representatives time to prepare a
submission for presentation.

It has been particularly pleasing to see
the deluge of identity card applications
arriving at our National Office. Minor
hiccups have been identified in the
system and are being rectified as they
occur. In the near future it is our
intention to write a set of guidelines for
all branch examiners to ensure a set of
standards are applied fairly across the
board.

For the future it is intended to carry
out a complete re-write of the secretaries
manual, which I am sure the Branch
Secretaries will agree is long overdue.

The draft copy of our restoration code
is now with Land Transport and the Low
Volume Vehicle Organisations for their
perusal. Hopefully after final acceptance
we will have a few copies available for
the Executive to see at the August
Meeting. This code which has been
written by club members has been
produced to give guidelines and aid to
those working on or restoring a vehicle.

Nicky and I were pleased to accept an
invitation to attend the Motorsport New
Zealand annual dinner and prize-giving,
where we were able to see and hear first
hand those young people who are at the
top of their chosen motor sport activity.
Altogether it was a pleasant and
interesting evening.

The North Island Easter Rally proved
to be another successful event which we
both enjoyed taking part in. Ray
Singleton was kind enough to loan us his
1928 National Chevrolet which
performed well and made our attendance
that much more enjoyable. The next
major event for us will be the Irishman
Creek Rally at Queens Birthday
weekend and then the AGM in Dunedin.

Happy and safe motoring
Frank Renwick

PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE



W
hat a pleasure it was once again to
be co-organiser, with our Club

ICaptain John Boyes, for this years
Scenicland Rally. The coast's glo

rious indian summer prevailed with a per
fect weekend and all roads in excellent con
dition. This year's run proved to be one of
the most interesting of recent years by
virtue of the variety and record number of
entries, over 80 for the first time. Not a bad
effort for one of the smallest branches in the
country. The highlight for us had to be the
Veteran contingent ably led and organised
by John Wallace. Twelve of these magnifi
cent vehicles had their Coast to Coast
marathon and returned with a bottle of
Tasman sea water to prove the point to any
doubtful East Coasters! What an effort,
twice over Arthurs Pass, the Lewis not even
an option perhaps. Long may this continue
as it's great to see these machines on this
side of the hill. Another surprise was the
three Bentleys, a 3 litre, Speed 6, and a
Derby, all participants on the NZ Bentley
Rally that had finished the week before and
took in our rally on the way (long way)
home. All in all a special field for the rally
start from Greyrnouth at 9.30am.

This year's route was split into three for
the early around the town stage, with plenty
of questions to keep navigators and passen
gers on their toes. Later a drive up the Grey
Valley on the western side, saw the cars
emerge through a low fog into brilliant sun
shine at Taylorville and Stillwater. A stop
to answer a question at the Nelson Creek
Reserve provided a delightful impromptu
morning tea break for almost every car, and
for this scribe was one of the delights of the
day. Interesting and sometimes a little cryp
tic question have become a feature of our
rally and we make no apologies for this as
it's heaps of fun for the crews and what the
heck if you miss a few. Some of the answers
uncovered by the marking team provided as
much amusement as the entrants checking
out clues on the way. Some aren't fit for
publication!

After driving through the beautiful beech
trees of the Hochsetter Forest the route con
tinued alongside Lake Haupiri on top class
gravel roads (no dust) to our lunch stop at
Kopara. And what a lunch stop it was! This
was the surprise we had kept from even our
own members and was more successful
than we could have hoped.

Kopara village is the site of an old

Right: Lunch stop at Kopara saw over 70
pnt"nn/c pn;nv thp hnt'n;/alitv nfthp .fRlnr'"

Text Robin Ross
Photo Stewart Nimmo
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1929 Delage

1914 Rover

1912 Humber

1930 Whippet

1928 Whippet

1916 Overland
(blown clutch)

1935 Bentley 3L

Oldest Car
Peter Croh, Ch ch

RALLY RESULTS
First overall
Peter Palmer, Nlsn
Second Overall
Craig Keenan, Chch
Third Overall
Frank Renwick, Ch ch
Hard luck Trophy
Geoffrey Neal, Wgtn

1909 Wolseley-
Siddeley

longest Distance Travelled
John Stokes &
Don White, Akld
First Motorcycle
Robert Wood, Chch
lucky Number Draw
Brian Black, Chch
First Coaster
Allister Lee 1930 Chevrolet
Best local Restoration
Bob IIton Ford Capri.

continue to use good quality formed roads
suited to your cars, so come in your droves
and enjoy the scenic Scenicland.

Above left: A swell Andrew Boyes and Lara
Waghorn enjoying their Scenic/and.
Middle: Ready to roll- a SLttdy in concentration.
Right: 1926 Chrysler 6 Tourer.
Below: John & MOI"gOl"et Wallis in a 1910
Darracq

sawmill and now home for the West Coast
branch of the Black Powder Club. Four
couples live in cottages on site and
members converge for regular shoots and
the occasional hold up! To the delight of the
rally entrants they were met by members in
period costume, complete with muskets,
tomahawks, beards and bandannas. The
Black Powder Club catered for 140 of us
with a barbecue and provided
demonstrations and entertainment both
outside and inside their quaint hall and bar
complete with all the wild west trimmings.
This ideal setting among the mountains and
the bush was made all the more enjoyable
with rows of Vintage and Veteran cars
parked among the old buildings. The return
route was via Rotomanu and Moana with
the first gravel stage being swept clean for
us earlier in the morning. Yes, as
coincidence would have it, those noisy
powerful modern rally car types had had
their famous Lady Lake stage just hours
before we used the same road. Not often are
the Scenicland and the Westland rallies
held on the same day on the same road.
Suffice to say our average times and
average ages (cars and drivers) were a little
higher for the stage. A quick stop at a
geriatric home for Messrs Morris and
Austin (the old workshop at Dobson) saw
most back in Greymouth by 4.30pm at
Rally HQ, the Recreation Hotel. A night of
fine food and entertainment followed with
the usual stories - good, bad: and
exaggerated.

To all participants - come again next
year and bring your friends. And to those
intrepid Veteran types, you have our
admiration and we are in your debt. We will



Changing the vehicle's charging system
from a generator to an alterna'tor,
changing the lighting system from 6volt
to 12volt, changing the diff ratio, mak
ing a gearbox change without chassis
modification, fitting optional extras as
available for the specific vehicle,
including overdrive units, fitting an
alternative period body style etc.,

Changing from 2 wheel brakes to 4
wheel brakes. (Where there was no later
production change for the same chassis
by the manufacturer.)

Fitting an engine from a different man
ufacturer.

Fitting or modifying an engine from the
same manufacturer that has more than a
20% improvement in power.

Chassis cutting and modification.

Major suspension modification.

A change of steering type or mounting
modification.

Changing from drum to disc brakes.
(where there was no recognised factory
option)

This list is not complete by any means
and providing any changes do not affect a
safety standard, is not deemed modified
where you need to mark the box YES.

As a result of our regular meetings with
the LTSA our form VCCR&D I, named the
HISTORIC MOTOR VEHICLE DATE OF
MANUFACTURE & AUTHENTICITY
STATEMENT, has now been published in
the pre-registration procedure manual for
vehicle certifiers. This form w,ill be used
when compliancing historic motor vehicles
that have been recently imported, or being
registered for the first time.

Reference to the Vehicle Identity card
system has also been published in amend
ment 20 of the WOF guide. Although the
LTSA say the Vehicle Identity card is not
mandatory for historic vehicle owners to
have, they suggest the card will greatly
assist the WOF agent when processing their
vehicle.

Finally, please attach a note marked
'urgent' to your application form front
page, if you have an urgent need for a
'Historic Motor Vehicle Date of
Manufacture & Authenticity Statement'
this will ensure priority status through out
the process.

with the VSR's or the Low Volume Vehicle
Standards.

Here are a few examples of modifica
tions that change the state of a motor vehi
cle:

Using the old version of the

~
'. application form

,. \. - _. please mark
:~~j:,,",..- the YES
1"-,,,(". :"'''''~,''''.';;'-l4...>.\,. J .

·"~tJ .. ::; 11)1;\"111 ."""..... box \\llth a

Q ~::'~.:.:.. .'1 if you are
~~~ III any
'" ~<~. doubt.

All devia
tions from

the vehicle's
authentic origi

nal specification
are to be listed

within the appro
priate questions I to 15. Any
modification that changes the
state of the vehicle will be

directed to a Low Volume Vehicle Certifier
at the time of registration, if the vehicle has
been recently imported or is being regis
tered for the first time. The modified vehi
cle will need to comply with the VCC of
NZ (Inc) Code of Practice, being part of the
Low Volume Vehicle Code November
1998 or any published amendments since

conveniently fit on the computer-sized sta
tionery when folded in half to form the
card. Those photographs that are presented
too large, have to be cut down to 9cm x
13cm to fit the page.

Historic motor vehicles that have previ
ous registration history in New Zealand
before 1991 and have a lapsed Licence, are
not required to have a full Certification
examination, provided they meet WOF cri
teria for structural condition and have not
been de-registered as a result of a write-off
(when referral to a Repair Certifier will be
required). These vehicles may (ulllil further
notice from the LTSA) be checked against
current Initial Safety Inspection (IS I)
type procedures.

Vehicles that have been recently import
ed, or are being registered for the first time
will need a 'Historic Motor Vehicle Date of
Manufacture & Authenticity Statement'(
Form VCCR&D I) to assist with compli
ancing the motor vehicle. This form is pro
vided by the National Office after a com
pleted application form for a Vehicle
Identity Card has been accepted by any
Branch of our Club and approved by the
National Registrar. After completion of the
compliance examination and issue of the
Form MR2A (Application to Register
a Motor Vehicle) the vehicle can be
registered, licensed and issued with a
Warrant of Fitness.

There has been some confusion as to
what the term modified means on the
application form. The latest version of the
application form has an extra box marked
with a '1 for applicants who are in any
doubt. It now reads:

Is the above described vehicle modified?

IYES I ~EJ

Rod Brayshaw
National Regls/rar

Sponsored by

ROYAL &,!-I_' _
~ SUNALLIANCE

Insurance

The Royal & SunAlliance Vehicle
Identity Card Roadshow was completed
late in March. Members of the
Management Committee assisted me and
shared this time consuming task of visiting
all Branches. Large attendances throughout
the country showed a positive attitude,
which has made the branch visits a reward
ing experience for the presenters. The aid of
a computerised graphic slide show gave the
attending members an insight into the new
Vehicle Technical Code and a visual
instruction on how to complete the Vehicle
Identity Card application form.

I thank the Management Committee
members for all their efforts and time freely
given to launch the Vehicle Identity Card
system.

Completed Vehicle Identity Card appli
cation forms are now arriving at National
Office at a rate of over one hundred a week.
These are being processed in order, giving
top priority to vehicles where restoration is
nearing completion and are soon to be com
plianced.

Please do not lose sight of the many
advantages in applying for a Vehicle
Identity Card for your historic vehicles.
One significant component of the Vehicle
Identity Card
system is com-
piling a statisti-
cal database of
historic vehicles
numbers in
New Zealand,
either in stor- .. "".....~.,,,- rn:.::-:7.:.'''''',;;';;::' rn::::::;-...;.,·
age, under
restoration or
available for
road use. This database will assist us in the
future to advance and protect our hobby.

There are a number of photographs
being presented that are of a larger size than
requested. I made a recent quick ring
around local photo processing shops, and
have confirmed they know what R3 or 3R
or 9cm x 13cm means. This size was spec-



Vintage Car Club of NZ Inc,
PO Box 2546, Christchurch A

Phone (03 366-4461.
Fax (03) 366-0273

To All YCC Members
Enclosed for VCC members you will

find the following:
Annual Accounts (1/4/98-31/3/99)
Auditors Letter
AGM Agenda
President's Annual Report 99
Two Notices of Motion. These are to be
voted on separately, there are two ballot
papers.
Ballot papers

John L Goddard Trophy
Nominations are sought for this presti

gious VCC trophy. Please refer to the
advertisement on page 20.

Membership Cards
Membership cards have been forwarded

to all financial members. For the year I
April 1999 to 31 March 2000, your mem
bership card is coloured green.
Subscription Payments

During the recent subscription period,
the National Office did not receive one
member's payment that was paid in
cash and forwarded by post. Forwarding
cash payments by mail is not safe and no
guarantee can be given that this will reach
its destination. Therefore, the Club strongly
recommends against cash payments
unless they are hand delivered to the
National Office.

Additional Staff Member
The office has the assistance of another

staff member. Karen Milward will be
assisting me with the day to day adminis
tration of the Club.
Club Website

The Club is happy to advise that a
Website is now available on the Internet.
information can be obtained on:

www.Ycc.co.nz

Have your registered for the Royal &
SunAlliance Rally 2000 yet?

Rallies and Swap Meets
For inclusion in our next issue,fax details ofClub Events to 03 332-3531 by the 24th ofJuly, 1999

Wellington Colonial Cup 20 June Rotorua Central North Island Swap Meet 18 July
Ashburton Winter Solstice Run 20 June Wairarapa Casual Run 18 July
Manawatu Brass Monkey Rally 26 June Wellington Night Rally 24 July
West Coast Mid Winter run 26 June Bay of Plenty Half Day Run 26 July
Canterbury Branch AGM 27 June

Otago VCCNZAGM 6-7 August
South Canterbury Branch AGM 21 July Horowhenua Car Show 14-15 August
Banks Peninsula Nelson Snow Run 15 August

& Canterbury Combined Mid Winter Speed Day 4 July Wellington Festival Rally 22 August
Wellsford Winter Woollies Wanders 3-4 July Auckland Vintage Muster 22 August
Far North Ladies Run 18 July

AIS2l
• Zenith and "R ' carb
• Round peedo
• 1930 radiator, incomplete.
• 1928 headlamp bars.

ew Parts
• Books.
- Leakless waterpumps.
- Headlamp glasses.
• 1930 sediment bowls.
• Front springs.
- 1930 Roadster front bows. J
• New exhaust systems
- Front and rear shackles.

___-'__-_Z_enith and "B" ca_rb_k~it_s I

P.O. Box 15-114 Christchurch pearsons@xtra.co.nz

YOUR SUPPLIER OF MODEL 'A' AND MODEL 'T' PARTS FOR THE
ROYAL SUNALLIANCE RALLY 2000

• 1, 1930 front left guard in reasonable condition.
- 1, 1930 fuel tank in excellent condition. (early dash)
- 2, 1928 fuel tanks, one excellent cond. One in need of small repair.
• 1, 1928 front left guard with wheel well. verage condition.
• 1, 1930 open door, left, In need of repair.
• 1, 1928 Tudor, left door, in good cond. Ha been repaired.
• 2 x Pair 1930 Phaeton rear guards, on pre. ex. cond 2nd pr. needs wk.
• Model'A' hurn in good working order. Unrestored.
• 1930 Rondster rumble and boot panels. Curved inner for rumble,

curved inner for boot, plus outer panel below rumble. All new!
• 1930 handbrake levers and dash panels in good condition.
• 1928 Bonnet in excellent condition. (not 'AR')
P~rt'O: or"'~r'O: (01) 1RR.l11 £,. or (o?en 1R.d..R?£"
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STORY OF AC~DILLAC SERVICE C

Rcscan:hcd and \\ nlIL'1l b) D~lIln) R) an and Boh I-L\) Ion

mately 30 inches. This required a stretched
chassis, reshaped roof and rear body line,
including a large boot. At the same time,
the rather upright 1930 style of the front
end was re-arranged with a more pleasin-g
radiator line and bonnet, swept back wind
shield and re-styled mudguards, to give a
mid-thirties look. However, the original
Fisher body waist rail mouldings were
retained, with only minor variations to
adapt to the stretched lines of the body.

The wheels were changed from the orig
inal wooden spoked style to Michelin disc
wheels, probably to cope with the increased
weight (upped to 2 ton, l7cwt unladen), as
much as for styling reasons. The length of

the car was now 7 metres and
the colour became Webb's
beige and cream, although
this was afterwards changed
to deep royal blue over black
running gear by a late owner 
Newmans.

Webb's Motors was
bought out by Newmans in
1945 and the Cadillac was
used as No. 14 Service Car in
the National Park fleet, as
attested by the destination
blind which still shows the
options of Wanganui, "House

~ T'\._

points, with the inlet and exhaust manifolds
contained within the vee. A single updraft
carburettor provides the gas/air mixture to
the engine from a Stewart vacuum tank
delivery system, and a single distributor
driven direct off the camshaft delivers the
sparks. The very obvious belt drive is just
for pushing around a six bladed fan, whilst
the water pump is driven off the same
morse chain which drives the generator - a
separate chain drives the camshaft.

The Crawley Ridley conversion was
very cleverly carried out, using the right
rear door as tbe centre left (in a three doors
on the left, one on the right configuration)
and extending the body length by approxi-

"!!I!!. here is quite a thriving business
nowadays in importjng pre-used
vehicles from overseas and re-fur
bishing them to 'as new' condi

tion, often with some specification upgrade
- the business in rebuilt Kenworth trucks or
Hino buses springs to mind. But there is
nothing new in this arrangement, as the
Caclillac Service Car restored over recent
years by Danny and Vickj Ryan and friends
can testify.

This 1930 model 353 Cadillac (origi.nal
a 7-seater car with jump seats), was import
ed into New Zealand after several years ser
vice abroad and re-engineered by Crawley
Ridley & Co. Ltd, Coachbuilders of
Wellington, as an 8/9 seater style
service car. A number of vehicles
were given this treatment in 1935,
two of them going to Webb's
Motors of Raetihi (founded by Mr r

Archie Webb) and Danny's car
being the survivor of the pair. .

The model 353 Cadillac (this ~

one has chassis number 500129)
has a V8 side valve motor with
dummy rocket covers on the cylin
der heads to give the appearance of
an ohv configuration. Capacity is
353 cu. in. using cylinder blocks of
cast iron, but cast alloy crankcase
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near Pipiriki), Waitomo, Special or
Chateau. Newmans sold both of the ex.
Webb's Motors Cadillacs in 1951, through
Nelson where they had their headquarters.
One went to Smith's Motors at Riwaka and
this found its way to a Christchurch wreck
ers yard. A group of Hobsonville ailmen,
sent down to Wigram for a year, thought it
would be just the thing to transport them
around their special engagements; they
sold the Caddie on to the next group of air
men, of which one finally obtained it per
sonally and brought it to Hamilton where it
passes onto Bob Alexander, and then Fred
Ryan (Danny's father), in the 1960s.

The car finally became unwarrantable
and was put into storage pending a rebuild.
This was ultimately undertaken by Danny
and others in the late 1980s, being com
pleted in February 1993. The restoration
proceeded in fits and starts as circum
stances allowed, the wooden frame being
rebuilt by John Curtis in 1989.

As far as performance is concerned, the
high torque long stroke motor will propel a
full load of eight passengers up the longest
drags in top gear. Danny reports that only
one gear-change on the 3-speed box was
necessary on a recent trip from Hamilton to
Taumarunui. After going back on the road
some five years ago, the Caddie has cov
ered some 2000 miles for a return of just
IOmpg.

Wherever the Service Car has been seen
by the public, on runs, rallies or even in use
at a couple of friends' weddings, it has
been appreciated for it's beauty, size, dif
ference or gleaming finish. The pleasure
given to others in this way has in turn
rewarded Danny and Vicki with immense
personal satisfaction. In this respect, the
annual Waikato Branch picnic at the
Boxing Day Meeting at Pirongia Races has
been a particular favourite.

The quality of this vehicle's restoration
can perhaps be best judged by the insurance
valuation certificate, which attests to the
job being done faithfully back to the
Webb's Motors conversion arrangement
'without any consideration of cost'! It was
perhaps appropriate then, once Danny and
Vicki had decided to part with the Service
Car in order to enable other projects to pro
ceed, that it should go to the Crawley
Ridley Museum Trust in Hastings. Here it

was destined to join over fifteen other
Crawley Ridley bodied vehicles, including
four other Cadillac 353 service cars.

After half a lifetime spent with the Ryan
family, the Cadillac delivery trip from
Hamilton to Hastings provided the oppor
tunity to enjoy one last memorable episode
before a final parting.

Once this trip was imminent, the
Cad iliac was run around to Fred Ryan's for
a final look over and a trial run. At this
point Fred decided to come along too 'for
old time's sake'. So, with Danny driving
and Fred riding shotgun, plus Vicki and
Tracey in the modem car required for the
return trip, the expedition set off at 9.00am
on Saturday 4th July, aiming to reach
Hastings that evening.

A stop at the Putaruru Timber Museum
for a cuppa saw the Caddie parked along
side two of Newman's modern tour buses,
amidst clicking cameras and a show of
great interest from their passengers. Clearly
over-awed in the presence of great style
and the impact of features from bygone age
such as the large chromed headlights, some
would admit to finding it difficult to
believe such a thing ever existed.
Surprisingly, others were at a loss for
words when face to face with the origins of
their own mode of transport all these years
later. On such occasions, Danny will admit
to a certain sense of quiet satisfaction in
helping to preserve some of the history of
those pioneering legends of the New

Zealand passenger transport industry,
Crawley Ridley & Co, Webb's Motors and
in particular, Newmans.

Through the Central Plateau the Service
Car was performing well and soon made
the Napier road, with only a stop at Taupo
to top up the fuel tank. Not in any great
hurry, the delivery crew were able to stop
and explore a few of the sites on this road.
Amongst them, the Armed Constabulary
grave site at Opipi where approximately
one dozen men were, last century, sur
prised and killed by Te Kooti supporters.
Gigantic venison toasted sammies were
enjoyed at the Tarawera Pub, whilst in
beautiful weather at the Titiokura Summit
Kiosk there were pictorial reminders of the
region totally snowbound, just two years
before to the day! On down th.rough Napier
to Hastings where the CadiHac finally
reached its new home amongst Grant
Taylor's well represented collection of
New Zealand historic passenger transport
vehicles, near Longlands.

Danny, Vicki and Fred all felt that the
delivery trip, signalling their parting from
the Cadiliac, had gone well and was some
thing of a dream fulfilled. They have now
handed over the reins to Grant to safeguard
the future of this unusual vehicle, its
preservations ensured for many years to
come and for others to enjoy.

BRITISH BIKE PARTSl
..~ -"'§A

* NEW ZEALAND'S LARGEST STOCKIST
* FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE - VISA AND BANKCARD
* PRICE LISTS FOR PRE-UNIT BSA AND TRIUMPH MODELS
* ALSO SOME POST-WAR AMC SPARES

AMAL Lucas
BRITISH MOTORCYCLES & SPARES LTD.



THE WAY WE WERE
Compiled hy John Palmer

From the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) Archive

"Mistral Body Beautiful." 8 Novemher. 1958. The Slanlon brolhers disclI,s IOClics(or Iheir record

Apptaralll'" In
Nc-w Furm
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t ':.Stanton's Special
r.,:::,:"",·:.'"~J::" Sets New Record

M. StantoD Win
Hill Climb, Sets
New C r Record

The "Cropduster" with Mal/rice driving. Mairehal/ Road Race. 1955.

T
he Stanton Special with its rear
mounted 6124cc de Havilland
Gipsy Major aero engine and
supercharger was built by Charles

Stanton and his brother Maurice. The
engine was bought at a war assets sale for
£20 brand new! The Special was completed
just in time to compete at the first New
Zealand Grand Prix meeting at Ardmore in
January 1954. This road race and subse
quent road racing did not prove to be the
domain of the "Cropduster" (as the special
was known) however sprints were a differ
ent matter. The Stanton Special was to hold
the New Zealand record for the Flying
Kilometre, Standing Kilometre. Standing
Quarter Mile and Hill Climbs.

The Stanton brothers began their impos
ing series of speed records in 1956 when the
Special roared up Tram Road, North
Canterbury and averaged 151.04 mph over
two nms. This was a major feat as the car had
already notched up the New Zealand
Standing Kilometre record and recorded the
fastest Australian and New Zealand time for
Standing QUa!ter Mile in 12.96 seconds.

The original angular body with its aero
plane nose and no streamlining was not a
pretty car. Motoring correspondents called
it" ... one of the oddest looking cars in cap
tivity ... It looks more like a grounded air
craft than a car with its aeroplane nose and
fuselage ... the slab sided ugly duckling." In
any case, the Stanton brothers had reached
the conclusion that they could not squeeze
any more power out of the engine without
streamlining the Ca!' to tear less of a jagged
hole in the air as it sped along! A Mistral
fibreglass body specially made to their
specifications was fitted.

This modification proved itself when in
1957 the new streamlined body with stabil
ising tail fin gave them the New Zealand
absolute speed record of 168.8mph. The
previous best time was I64.084mph set by
Australian, Norman '<Wizard" Smith at
Muriwai in t932. In 1958 Maurice Stanton
smashed his record again and set up a new
national speed record of l73.8mph for the
Flying Kilometre. A new quarter mile time
of 11.815 seconds was created setting a
British Commonwealth record.

The Stanton brothers were VCC NZ
members in the I940s and early I950s com
peting in their 3 litre Bentley and 1930 BSA
twin cylinder cars. Maurice who rejoined
the club in recent years passed away in
1997. His brother Charles lives in retire
ment in Nelson. The car with its original
slab sided body has been owned for ov~r 30
years and is regularly raced energetically by
Banks Peninsula branch member Warner
Mauger.
Acknowfedr!ements' Warner Maur!er.
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In 1965 I saw a 2CV chassis for sale.
bought it and built a body of half inch
squared tube steel and galvanised iron. (See
photograph.) This body had flush windows,
cowled headlights and sidebars. The fast
back lifted to make a station wagon, interi
or length 6ft for sleeping in.

~-'e'~ ~

suspension and~~ .
:--- "'..... • f

two well made::::::::: <5& '"- ~ ~ ~
Bradford vans that ~~ " Z)~~Z
were unbeatable on ",,'0-~, ~F r
ice and snow and - ~ / ...~ .ff
never needed new tyres. I
climbed South Harting hill on one cylinder
when a big-end went!

My wife is a keen historian and we were
travelling in the Bijou on an ancient British
track on the top of the Downs when a
farmer stopped and told us to cross his
ploughed field as there was five feet of
water in the next dip. The wheels jumped
up and down and the clever suspension kept
the body level. My daily trip to Theale of
fifteen miles down quiet country lanes at
forty miles an hour gave sixty to the gallon.

En route to Scotland on the M4 I was
overtaking a car transporter that was cruis
i11g on the inner lane when a mate of his
overtook me on the outside lane. They both
shot off giving me the impression of going
backwards while the speedo read fifty-eight
miles an hour.

On another occa-~
sion after being y-

washed out of ~~
camp and alone, I /" { I / 'I

feU asleep at the wheel
and woke to find the'S' bend ahead of me
curved behind my right shoulder, I yanked
the wheel and trod on the pedal and round
she went, phew l

There were no belts on the engine as the
generator and fan were mounted on the
crankshaft of such proportions that I have
never head of a 2CV having bearing prob
lems. The two clutches are a help in slow
traffic problems and I like a starring handle.
When our children grew too big for the
back seat we exchanged the Bijou for a OS.
When these very efficient machines were
winning trials all over the world I noticed
that in British car magazines the pictures of
them always had sloping backgrounds
showing that the pictures had been doc
tored, whatever the faults of the OS rolling
on corners it was only in the minds of the
envious opposition as was the remark of
complication, as all earthmovers and lift
vehicles are hydraulic. I have had no trou
ble with OS GS or any Citroen suspension.

Dear Sir,
Re, an article in your magazine about the

Hucks Starter, I have enclosed a photo of
the one at Old Warden that may be of inter
est to your readers.

I think that the thing worked through a
system of dog clutches including one on the
driveshaft. The aircraft was also well
chocked for good reason.

Yours etc.,
B. Alpass.

Someone from the Humber Owners'
Club can probably shed more light than me
on the details, but I believe the Humber Ten
(unknown in the UK) was a special badge
engineering exercise for ew Zealand to
take advantage of the non-remittance side
of the scheme. I gather that if one customer
provided the overseas funds to bring in one
vehicle the dealer could bring in one or
more to the same value without funds. As
the Humber Snipe was a popular vehicle in
farming circles - where the wool clip could
produce overseas funds - it was worthwhile
to "reinvent" cheaper Humber's (which the
Rootes Group discontinued about 1940)
and be able to bring in two Humber Tens
for every Humber Super Snipe bought with
overseas funds.

I do know from personal experience that
when the scheme was in force all sorts of
"doubtful deals" and "uncles" could be
worked, and remember on a fire brigade
exercise in New Plymouth "finding" a
number of brand spanking Triumph
Heralds stored in an old warehouse and the
dealer only ever having one "on the floor"
and a waiting list.

Yours etc.,
Bob Clark

Dear Sir,

More 2CV Truths ~1~~'~~~.....
Of my twenty-five '

cars, which included a
lovely Lanchesrer LD 10 and a
silent Mercury ambulance. I think the
Bijou was the best. After spending years
keeping old cars in good condition my wife,
who was earning as much as I was, sug
gested that we bought a new car. We tried a
small Fiat but its small wheels found every
bump and the rear engine was noisy. We
went to Reading where a whimsical Irish
salesman demonstrated the Bijou's ability
to run up garage ways and bump down off
pavements ad infinitum, we were
impressed.

It cost £620 in 1964. On pulling the
starter knob the gears silently engaged and
the ever willing 425cc motor burst into life.
I love the buddy-buddy burble of a flat twin
t;~lr",,""r r ....... h ne- ~ ...... " ').,(\.......... 1")"' ....... 1..... "
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Dear Sir,
I can't help Alasdair Brass with his

request for an explanation of the overseas
funds scheme but have found a photocopy
of the list prices in a 1965 "Dealers Guide"
of "current" models and the Sterling deposit
required. (Stg.Dpt).

The editorial committee reserve the right to
publish, edit or refuse publication of any item
submitted as comment.
The views expressed herein are those of the authors
and do not necessarily express the policy or views
of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) or
the publishers.

Dear Sirs,
I would like to air my views on the issues

of Digital ID Cards and profit driven road
reforms being pushed by our "honourable"
government, views I know are shared by
thousands of other "ordinary" ew
Zealanders. The leaded fuel fiasco was
insignificant by comparison, thanks to gov
ernment and oil industry officials portraying
it as only affecting a small group of "old car
fanatics", but these new "people control"
measures will affect us all. Our parents and
grandparents fought two world wars to main
tain the freedoms that we have had up till
now and we owe them to at least make a
stand and not roll over this time. I strongly
urge all motoring clubs in New Zealand (two
and four wheeled) to talk to each other and
organise a national day of protest against
these bofflns in Wellington. Just imagine the
impact of filling our roads from Kaitaia to
Bluff with Vintage and classic cars. motor
cycles, hot rods, trucks, Jap imports and 4W
Drives - (clean injectors please) and even
pushbikes in a moving display of strength 
after alL strength in numbers can achieve
results - (eg French truckies and farmers a
few years ago). Sure, it will take effort, but
so do our national rallies, etc., and isn't
something as important as this wOlth saving.
We also owe future generations of ew
Zealanders at least the chance of enjoying
some of the freedoms we have had. Wake up
New Zealand and vote with your wheels, this
often talked about revolution must start now!

Yours faithfully
Glen MOl'eton



Dear Sir,
Greetings from Dunedin, Florida, USA.

A friend, Tom Mix of Florida and
Massachusetts, USA, who is a member of
Vintage Car Club of New Zealand, loaned
me several issues of Beaded Wheels.

I have read many of the articles and
Mailbag letters. I think No. 236
February/March is the best one. Everyone
of the features is so interesting that I had to
read it through before I could put it down.

Of especial interest to me, as founder of
the Marmon Club, was the mention on page
28 of the Marmon, "In 1929 Dodge Bros.
(by now under the Chrysler
flag) wanted a luxury car to
compete with Auburn, Packard,
Marmon, etc." This is the first
time I have seen Marmon men
tioned in any of the Beaded
Wheels. The Marmon Club has
members in New Zealand and
Australia, perhaps they are also
members of VCC of NZ.

Marmon Club members 10·

New Zealand are: Murray A
and Corinne Flintoff of
Dunedin and Reg M and Glenda
Homer of Christchurch.

There are many Marmon
Club members in Australia, fif
teen that I know of. If you would like to
have their names and addresses you may
have them.

If NZ and Australian Marmon and
Roosevelt owners are not now members of
VCC of NZ, I am certain that they would
like to join you and receive your excellent
publication.

Keep up the good work,
Yours etc.,
Leona R Belote, (Mrs Philip W. Belote)

Dear Sir,
In my capacity as Club Archivist, I wish

to put on Public record my appreciation and
thanks to the New Zealand Community
TlUst for approving of a grant of $12,000.
Thanks are also extended to the owners of
the Brook Tavern, Rangiora and The Lodge,
Christchurch for agreeing to allocate us a
share of their charitable funds. Already we
have purchased some much needed fire
resistant storage cabinets with a proportion
of the grant and began producing the fi.rst
feature of our four or five documentary films
of New Zealand motoring and Club video
features. T am grateful to the Management
Committee and National Executive who
unanimously approved a grant of $10,000
towards my film projects so these can be
completed this year.

The Archive has been fortunate in
acquiring movie film and video over the
three years of its existence, but I do make the
plea for more footage of Club activities over
the past 30 years to the present. Many
members owned 8mm and 16mm movie
cameras and over the last 20 years or so
video cameras and have shot many club
activities. To these people ] ask, look
through your film & video, and contact me.
I would like to use it for documentaries. I
may be contacted through the Club National
Office or at home II B Ham Park Place,
0L_:~ .. _L .. __ L 01.. /",..,\ "')14..., {V"'AI:: r: __ 1L.

what is going on in the Club archive which
adjoins the club national office.

Yours etc.,
John Palmer
Club Archivist

Dear Sir,
Your artlicle on 'Those Stanton Specials'

had me digging through my photo collec
tion, and I thought your readers might
be interested in this photo of the Stanton
Corvette participating in the Kiwi
Hill Climb on Christchurch's Port Hills 
March 1967.

.:

The car had a red fibreglass body on it
then, and was raced on the Hill Climb with
out the rear body work.

Geoff Mardon was the driver and broke
the hill climb record that day (from
memory). This photo won me second place
in the magazine "Autonews" national photo
competition published by Alan Dick out
of Dunedin.

A friend who was with me that day, held
me by the belt over a fence, as I panned
my camera at arms length aiming in the
general direction of this awesome machine
of its day.

Love the Mag.
Yours faithfully
Bob Mclntosh

Dear Sir,
It was a great pleasure to read Mike

Poynton's article on the Delage I owned for
many years. His experience and memories
of the car filled many gaps in my knowl
edge too; I particularly like John
McMillan's advice on how to cope with a
Slipping clutch. I always thought the clutch
was the weakest point of the whole design,
I believe it was carried over from the
smaller DM series.

One of the fascinating aspects of old car
ownership is fIlling in the jigsaw puzzle of
its history, and perhaps readers may be inter
ested in a footnote to Mike Poynton's story.

Just recently we discovered the WE
Sykes, one of the two naval officers who
imported the Delage (probably as deck
cargo on the Achilles, as Mike says) was
living in retirement in the UK, and was an
old friend of an uncle of mine who also
served in the navy in WWII.

When Clynt very generously lent us the
Delage for the Christchlirch 50th, we had
Tim Mason in our crew. To cut a long story
shalt, Tim Mason is a son-in-law of my
• 1_ _ _..J L.. _ __ __ _ ... L _ _ _ _ .•. 1.. _ ___ ~ .J _ ..1._

Delage part-owner of 59 years ago, and
Cmdr (ret.) Bill Sykes, living in retirement
in Cornwall. When Tim visited him during
his next trip to the UK he showed him a
photo of the D8 with the question" does the
name Delage mean anything to you?" Tim
said there was a stunned silence and then
the memories poured forth. Among them
stories of at least two trips to Wellington
while the Achilles was in Auckland and the
crew on leave. He said the colour of the
original drop-head coupe body was a plum
red, with black wheels. The hood also was
black abut then he added "of course we

usually had the hood folded
down so we could wave to the
ladies!"

It's easy to see that a couple of
young naval officers in an open
Delage would probably had had a
pretty good time while travelling
about war-time NZ, especially
after the victorious return of the
Achilles from the River Plate.

Yours etc.,
Bill Inglis.

Dear Sir,
Bob Clark should be aware

that not all road users consider
Vintage cars acceptable. I sus

pect that this is the basis of Frank
Renwick's remarks (BW No 236). Many,
including apparently the editor of "AA
Directions" magazine and a number of ill
informed but influential environmental
activists, regard our vehicles as unsafe, pol
luting relics of a bygone age much more
suited to a museum or a tip sire than mod
ern roads. We are very dependent on the
goodwill of other road users and legislators
for the continued ability to use our vehicles
as freely as we do.

Traffic travels more safely when its speed
is uniform and overtaking is minimised.
Those who travel slowly (remember that
50mph is 12 mph below the open road speed
limit) must be very careful to drive with con
sideration for others. 1 see no sign of that
attitude in Mr Clark's dismissive reply to
Frank Renwick's request. Comments about
gravel roads, modern nutters and motion
retardation devices are irrelevant. If you do
nor conform to that rule then you must drive
very considerately or you will cost the
Vintage movement dearly.

It is not often I agree with Frank (as well
he knows) but this time I do - totally. It is
possible to cruise most Vintage and later
cars, even those with two-wheel brakes, at
45-50mph IF you concentrate, drive defen
sively and considerately. Mr Clark should
think again about Frank's comments. They
are intelligent advice to those who want to
maintain our present freedom from restric
tions on the use of our vehicles.

Yours etc.,
George Tofield

Dear Sir,
Re: Model A Ford Capacity.

Given one inch equals 25.4mm exactly.
Cylinder bore equals 3 7/, inch (98.42mm).
Stroke: 4'/4 inches (l07.95mm)
Volume 1T r2h
"l.lJtfhv/10"')1 v AO'"'). v1{\'"7n,_0'11 '1.c::: ........
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-..,.. the chances are that we've

got the right tyre for it...
We Offer these famous brands:

BFGoodrich (radials, SiIvertown Cords &. X-Plies)
Classic Radials (with wide white sidewalls)
US Royals - Denman - Insa -Commander

Avon (X-Plies &. Radials) - Uniroyal - MicheIin
Barum (ZX - style pattern) - Continental

Coker Classic - Durandal
Rim Includes Single & Double WSW, Single & Dual Red Line, Gold Line & Triple Stripe on many sizes

Key:
CD = Cord

CL = Clincher

10"
12"
13"
14"

15"

16"
17"
17.75"
18"
18.70"
19"
20"
20.30"
21"
22"
22.30"
23"
23.25"
24"
24.12"
24.80"
25"
26"
26.35"
27"
28"

480x10
450x12
560x13 590x13 600x13 640x13 650x13 670x13 725x13
560x14 685x14 695x14 700x14 735x14 750x14 775x14 800x14 825x14 850x14 855x14 885x14 900x14 950x14
D70x14 E78x14 F78x14 G78x14 E70x14 E78x14 F70x14 G70x14
500x15 560x15 590x15 600x15 640x15 670x15 670xV15 700x15 710x15 750x15 760x15
775x15 800x15 815x15 815xV15 820x15 820xV15 890x15 900x15 G78x15 H78x15 L78x15 F70x15 G70x15 F60x15
500x16 525x16 550x16 600x16 600xV16 650x16 700x16 750x16 825x16 900x16 1050x16
450x17 475/500x17 550x17 600/650x17 700x17 750x17
715x115(CL) 720x120(CL) 11 x45 12x45 13x45 14x45
450x18 475/500x18 550x18 600/650x18 700x18
700x85(CL) 775x145(CL)
350x19 400x19 450x19 475/500x19 550x19 600/650x19
475/500x20 550x20 600x20 650x20 700x20
710x90(CL)
440/450x21 525x21 525/550x21 600x21 700x21
600x22 28x3(CL)
820x120(CL)
500x23 30x3'/, 30x3'/,(CL) 31x4(CD) 32x4'/2(CD) 33x5(CD)
895x135(CL)
500x24 38x7 40x8 30x3(CL) 32x4(CD) 33x4'/,(CD) 34x5(CD)
815x105(CL)
880x120(CL)
33x4(CD) 34x4'/,(CD) 35x5(CD)
34x4(CD)
875x105(CL)
36x4'/,(CD) 37x5(CD)
36x4(CD)

We have too many radial sizes to list, from 130/90R10 to 275/35ZR18 & 125SR15 to 35x12. 50R16.5
Covering performance, racing, 4WD, economy, prestige, hot rod, street machine etc etc

Whitewall Clip-ons. Tubes and Rustbands also available

Australasia's largest Vintage, Veteran & Classic Tyre Range

We are happy to provide Club Night Presentations

NATIONAL

l
SALES

FKEEPUONE:
080-080-TYRE

(080-080-8973)

New Zealand Motor Distributors (Wgton) Ltd
406-4 12 Cuba Street, Lower nutt, New zealand.
Bmail: sales@cartyres.co.nz



Riding the Ridges on the

-

HIGHLAND FROLIC
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I
nstructions at Taihape said "last
petrol for 170 km", indicating
another long back country stretch.
Today Lorraine and Clynt Inns in

their newly restored 12/50 Alvis were back
with the group after ongoing fuel starvation
problems on the way to Pi<.:ton. After
appearing briefly at the Hurt they reap
peared al the Kawhatau Camp.

We turned into the Moawhango Valley
Road, and shortly at gate No 5320 near large
covered yards drove over a <.:artlestop to fol
low the old coach road - now a grassy clay
farm tra<.:k which climbed and climbed.
Passed the Fairweathers in the Hotchkiss
resting pan way up to allow some lower
geared cars to get ahead. Finally after a cou
ple of tries at the last rough stretch we
reached a flat with a water tank with great
views out to the west aCrosS ridges towards
Taihape. Met the farm family who appeared
on four wheel bikes (doesn't a bike have two
wheels?) and heard the story of the water
reticulation scheme ffom high on a distant
peak that supplied several farms, all by grav
ity. The Smiths in the EMF chugged up
steadily as did the 30 cwt Chev. tl1lck.

We climbed again, through gates onto
the neighbouring property, through a
forestry block to go right at 'Napier 108
Kms.' We were on the Napier - Taupo
Road. Before the railway reached Taihape
this was the only access for the Inland Patea

Top: AI Ihe walerlank above Taihape Old
Coach Road, 501.1' FiOl HOIChkiss, 30·9B
Vauxhall, EMF and Chev 30CWT Iruck.
RioJ1/' N/N'il' I-IrH'/;I1(H' ni"fir,IA P,·p(:Inn'~· rJu,"

- three days by coach to Napier with the
highest point 3,200 feet. Passed through the
large sheep stations on this high tussock
plateau Mangohane, Otupae. Timahanga
and the largest Ngamatea (48,000 hecfares).
We had a short, steep climb to reach the
summit of Gentle Annie - the reverse of our
1972 crossing but just as hot and dusty. The
long descent now wider and sealed was still
as steep. as Lindsay Wogan in the 14/40
Vau~hali found when he lost a Woodruff
key and had no steering!

Cameron's picnic area gave welcome
shade for lunch and many swam in the
Ngaruroro River. The heat increased as we
descended into the settled area and orchards
and we enjoyed juicy peaches from a

roadside stall. Into Havelock North and the
Arataki Holiday Park where the pool was as
popular as the laundry. Invaded a nearby pub
for the evening with the pipes in full cry.

Next day's instl1lctions said the last car
was to be away by 8am. The route set by
Ollie and Nicola Midgley used tulip dia
grams. Just out of Hastings the Preston
brothers had a half shaft break in the
Chevrolet truck. conveniently opposite the
airfield from where they were able to bor
row a very large adjustable spanner to aid
in the removal of the hub. That they first
removed the wrong hub was incidental. Of
course they hac! a spare half shaft aboard
and were soon on the way again. A couple
of miles fartber on and the Belcher Talbot



Darracq had a serious breakdown. This in
the end was fortuitous for the rest of us as
the Beichers continued in their truck acring
as an extra backup vehicle and at times
temporary transporter, valuable assistance
to the Wallaces in the jeep who always
seemed to arrive very late at our final stop
making sure no one was left behind.

After morning tea at Glen Falls Forest
Reserve we turned right instead of left after
some confusion about the number of 'Tees'
in the forest We were not rhe only ones and
after some consultation 10 miles down the
road decided the easiest way was to retrace
our steps, wondering if it was just an excuse
for Jack to enjoy a lovely flowing shingle
road. Back on track on Pohokura Road
talked to DOC possum shooters travelling
on motorcycles, then on another old coach
road high above Tutira.

Later back near the coast we discovered
Jim Stevens in the Chev truck going in the
opposite direction! He reckoned he was
about 10 instructions behind us. From
Raupunga we headed inland c1.imbing again
on the Cricklewood Road along the crest of
a ridge first on one side and then the other 
more fantastic views. The Renwicks and the
Owens in their Bentleys made a point of
covering this section. Another hot afternoon,
descended to go through Wairoa to eventual c

Iy reach the Mahia Beach Moral' Camp,
1,000 miles from home and 205 for the day.

Rested and re-lived the day while the
more active cavorted on the beach for the
Highland Games. Those who opted to skip
bits of this day missed some great roads.
After the barbecue John, Claire and I took a
drive to the end of the Peninsula- dusk and
many rabbits scuttled away. This was
where Lee Orchard had lived as a child
travelling by boat from the farm to the rest
of the world.

Day 5. Devised by Murphy McSkoda.
Off by a devious route Skirting the
Wharerata Forest, 25 miles in an hour noted
on my route sheet, to morning tea at the
VCC Clubrooms Gisborne. Splendid food
and as a bonus some came away with good
ies from the parts shed.

Turned off the main road near Opotiki
onto Whakarau Road and had abour fifteen
miles of exhilarating driving through Cl

winding valley 125 miles so far today when
oops a reverse camber corner caught us and
we slid into the bank. Don Broome used the
Brookland's Chrysler, to good effect, to
haul us out of the ditch and the local farmer
who arrived with his tracror commented we
were not the first to be caught. Major dam
age to the front spring and steering systems
looked serious but the Frolic midnight
mechanics John and Dion with help from
Allan Wylie et al. did some rough black
smithing and had the car mobile after a cou
ple of hours albeit with a badly leaking
radiator. Wylie's Model A with Jack
aboard and rhe 30-98 esco11ed by the 23-60
returned to Gisborne to have Jack's ann
checked· okay no breaks, but a long slow
trip to Waikaremoana. The Vauxhall flag
flying proudly as we entered Tuhoe coun
rry. Pity we missed the road through the

Rioh" Whn/.:{/rtHf ROfld Frl1/ir mt)(,hOI1;('\' i/1

bush in daylight but many others arrived
late too. Only seven cars completed the
whole route, the last the Murrays in the
Model A ute, I think, only arrived shortly
before us.

After Whakarau Road the rest of the day
for the Frolickers was another Mt. Pisa 
uncharted waters though Matawai, Waimaha
Station and on through Papuni Station and
into Tuai for petrol before reaching
Waikaremoana. A tough 200 odd miles. Not
a kind day for Model A's either. The Chiefs
usual.ly reliable ute was on the Belcher's
truck and one or two others were having
their troubles. Ollie and Nicola were some
where on a farm miles from anywhere with
a broken half shaft in the Model A.

The cell phone \Vas again to the rescue
allowing the correct model shaft to be
couriered from Auckland, but it was sever
al days before we saw them again.

Day 6. John and Claire were driving the
30-98 and Jack was more comfortable in
the 23-60 wirh Dion and Robert. It was cool
in the bush as we wound through the
Urewera Forest and out to Murupara. Tried
to contain the leaks from the radiator here.
On along the Rangitaiki Valley through
Matahina and on back roads to Manawahe,
Pongakana Valley bypassing Tauranga to
Pyes Pa, Te Puna to turn off just before
Katikati for the Aongatete Lodge in the
Kaimai Mamaku State Forest Park.

Next day the Sperry family took over
responsibility for the route. We were now
1,500 miles from home. Looked at the
murals in Katikati, through the
Karangahake Gorge into Paeroa to turn at
SH26 up the east coast of the Coromanclel
through Taima, Coroglen to turn into the
309 Road. I wonder how this name came
about? Another good road with many inter
esting features along the way, the Waiau
Kauri Grove and the Waiau Waterworks
full of ingenious machines all operated by
water. After crossing the peninsula we con
tinued north to Coromandel and on a few
miles to the Shelly Beach Holiday Park
with cabin accomodation for about half and
the rest tenting. A free day tomorrow would
give a chance to deal with car maintenance
and the washing.

To be continued.

Kowhalau Camp.

AI fhe wCllerlank aho\!e Tailwpe old coach road.
HOlchki.l'.I', 30-98 Vauxhall & EN/F.
Below: At Gisborne VCC Clubruoms, Andrew
Renwick wilh Delage infuregrolll1d.
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h Dear! Here I am Veteran
Representative of our branch andI faced with the Dunedin-Brighton
Rally, knowmg that It has to be

right and enjoyable for our Veteran owners.
Also being confronted with the fact that

this rally opens Dunedin's Annual Festival,
and one has to liase with the City Council.
This was not the time to take a nervous
breakdown, with luck and hard work, I just
might be afforded that luxury after the
Rally. The one thing that I had often heard
said by many club members over the years,
came back to mind "If you want to run a
successful rally always select the right per
son to do their set task and all you do is sit
back and quietly watch as it all falls into
place".

Yes - the theory does work' So anned
with a strong dependable team with bright
and varied ideas, away we went.

Our format this year was slightly
changed, so we were hopeful that the
Veteran owners would still be happy to
attend. We were delighted to receive entries
from the North Island (what lovely people).
They had decided to take a holiday down
south and take in the Dunedin-Brighton
Rally at the same time. 45th Dunedin

Text Margaret Druml1lond
Brighton Rally 1999

1904 Cadillac
1912 Renault
1914 Renault

1915 Dodge
1914 Delage
1914 Delage

1911 Cadiliac
1917 Ford T Truck
1912 Regal

public viewing. By now we were all ready
for a social evening. A progressive dinner
was the order of the evening, and a London
double decker bus was the transport, finish
ing at the c1ubrooms for dessert, coffee,
prize-giving and more social chat.

Sunday morning was a leisurely run
down to Carey's Bay. A welcome cuppa
then back to the clubrooms for a light lunch
before dispersing to our respective homes.

To the Dunedin-Brighlon Rally commit
tee a very sincere thanks for your support,
advise and at time's a good push. To all
other helpers - thankyou.

To our Veteran owners thank you for
making the rally a Success and happy and
safe motoring till next time. •

RESULTS
Class 1
1 G Bain
2 A Bell
3 EPaul
Class 11
1 RRoss
2 C Pearce
3 C Read
Class III
1 G Mehrtens
2 I Chittock
3 ROakley
Field Test
1 G Mehrtens 1911 Cadillac
Concours de Elegance
RPaul 1914 Renault
Age Mileage Trophy
RBlanchett 1914 Wolseley
Best Overall
G Mehrtens 1911 Cadiliac
Navigators Awards
1 W Cook
2 J Paul
, "~I~...~II

I believe they were to meet at
Wellington, cross the strait and then motor
on down in their Veteran vehicles.
Unfortunately one did not start, it ran into a
small problem before leaving. Car number
two broke down at Blenheim but they car
ried on in a rental and joined in the rally as
passengers in a 1918 Austin bus. The other
two arrived safe and sound and by all
accounts had a good trip. One of the group
was entering their first Veteran rally with
their 1915 Model T Ford Couplette.

In all we started with 25 entries from
as far north as Feilding to as far south
as Invercargill.

By this time the novice Veteran repre
sentative was really feeling good, and plan
ning was going very well. Two days before
the rally we had four vehicles withdraw.
But stil.l a very good turnout, and a good
selection of Veterans all looking well
preened and cared for' made a great display
as they assembled in the local Army Dril.l
Hall the night before the rally.

Rally day dawned lovely, wann, sunny 
oh bliss!

After a short sharp briefing they were on
their way. From the Army Drill Hall a short
rally - taking in the timed section, and then
into the Octagon, for the official opening of
our festival. Mayor Suki Turner was com
fortably seated in a 1915 Dodge, then to the
boom of a small cannon, set off by the
Festival Queen, the cars were on their way.
A full circuit of the Octagon - with a com
mentary on each vehicle, down Princess
Street, oh good the traffic lights have all
gone green (prior arrangement with the
Dunedin City Council), out to Brighton to
do their field test. Then back to the Green
Island Memorial Gardens for lunch.

The gardens looked magnificent - the
flowers-roses were in full bloom. I am sure
they knew they had to put on their best dis
play to match our Veterans. There was a
rhn;r-p "f t\:un rrmtpc h~I'L" tf'l thp nrill l.:f~:l11

J Boaden. Qalnal'u. 1918 Austin bus. Our North
1.I'/and entrants that broke dOll'n in Blenheiln.
travelling in style.

C Win/cr. Dun('din. 1900 Wo/se/e\'. This car has
(((ken part in 0// the Duni'din BI'i<~hlOn rallies.
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Cassic Tl!res
for your Veteran Vintage & Classic Car 1888-1970

Leading brands from UK & USA

DUNLOP, LUCAS, LESTER, DENMAN, UNIVERSAL, INSA, PUMA,
FIRESTONE, WAYMASTER, etc also AVON & DUNLOP racing tyres.

DUN LOP wire wheels, splines, knock-on caps, spokes and rims for
HEALEY, JAGUAR, MG, MORGAN, RILEY, TRIUMPH, nc

Specials to order.

Contact PETER WOODEND ~
Ph 07 576 8802 - Fax 07 576 8803 ~

PO Box 2245, Tauranga ~

•••••••••••••
DID YOU

make a

IVIOVIE
OF A CLUB OR BRANCH EVENT

•••••••••••••
If you shot a film or video, your original copy could
become a vital part of the visual club history for the
years 1965-1986 and help complete our archival
records.

- INTERNATIONALS 1972-1980-1986
- NATIONAL RALLIES AND EVENTS
- COMPETITIONS AND TRIALS
- OUTINGS AND EXPEDITIONS

Please send your contact address to Club Archivist
John Palmer at PO Box 2546, Christchurch
Telephone (03) 343 0206 Fax (03) 366-0273
Email: admin@vcc.co.nz (messages only)

JEe@dle(dl W]Jl(ef~n§
NEW ZEALAND'S FOREMOST HISTORIC MOTORING MAGAZINE

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
Please send a subscription for
D 6 Issues - New Zealand Wide - $27.00 (incl);

D 6 Issues - Australia (NZ$42 Airmail, NZ$34 Seamail);

D 6 Issues - Anywhere (NZ$62 Airmail, NZ$36 Seamail)
Name _

Telephone _

Address--------- _

Postcode

Renewal Sent to (if different to above):

Name ~ _

Telephone _

Address _

Postcode

PAYMENT Cheque D Credit CardD Expiry Date:~~

Card NumberDDDD DDDD DDDD DDDD

Cardholder Signature: _

TO:- FREEPOST 1757, Beaded Wheels, • IL!JI CiC
TtF"'- n~_. 1...., .. ,.1\ i"""L_~_""_L. L



GW Spragg
PIONEER MOTORIST...

PRECURSOR MOTOR DEALER
by Douglas Wood

Fort Street, Auckland, October 1900. Wilfred Spragg at the
controls of the Star - Benz car. Percy Skeates alongside him.

-

arrived in 1905, Wilfred drove one to
Wellington by using the bush track between
Te Kuiti and Otorohanga, as no tlu'ough road
existed. This feat may have helped Skeates
and Bockaert to secure an order through
their Timaru office for one l5hp, two 20hp
and one 40hp cars for use by Messrs Wigley
and Thomley Limited for use on their motor
coach run to Mount Cook in June 1906.

In 1905 Wilfred accompanied his broth
er-in-Iaw to be, WB Leyland on the
Auckland to Wellington reliability trial
which after many tribulations and some
shocking road conditions the 15hp Darracq
won. The car then proceeded to experience a
hazardous tour of the South Island, their
attempt to reach Invercargill aborted at
Tirnaru when they were down to the last two
tyres. Leyland's car was the first in many
parts of the country, the tour was a month's

T
he centenary of the arrival of the
first motor vehicles to this coun
try has attracted a lot of com
mendable publicity, but the com-

mencement of the vast industry which
emerged because of the need to supply the
mushrooming demand for motor transport,
both in the way of sales and service, has
attracted little if any comment.

Nobody at the time of arrival of these
vehicles could have envisaged the roll-on
effects of their presence on these shores.
The development of roads, employment of
people in completely new trades, the
adjustments to our social life - all these any
many more changes had yet to take place.
As always there were people who saw
opportunities to profit by the introduction
of a new idea, and in Auckland the first of
the merchants were the well established
cycle dealers Skeates and Bockaert
Limited. They arranged to take over the
Star-Benz car, and the New Zealand agency
for the make, from Arthur Marychurch who
landed with his car in October 1900. (This
car was not a Star Stuar'. as often report
ed: the Stuar! version was a twin cylinder
engine in a much later model).

They demonstrated the car widely and
advertised tbat they could both seU and ser
vice these vehicles. It would therefore
appear that Skeates and Bockaert were the
first motor dealers in Auckland and possi
bly the first in the country.

They were fortunate in having on their
staff a young man who saw that the car and
the internal combustion engine would
change our way of life. He was Gilbert
Wilfred Spragg, born in 1881, who had
served his apprenticeship with Skeates and
Bockaert and who had a natural nair for

proved useful to Percy Skeates during the
demonstrations of the Star.

The number of these cars sold by
Skeates and Bockaert is not known, but the
firm prospered in the motor trade, subse
quently holding agencies for Darracq, De
Dion, and Arrol-Johnston. Much later they
made their name with BSA, Indian and
James motorcycles.

The subject of this article, Wilfred
Spragg, came from a long line of men
allied to engineering trades, and one is
remembered as holding a managing
position in the building of the first iron
bridge in Shropshire 1799, while closer to
home one Charles Spragg was in charge
of heat treatment at the Newmarket railway
workshops and was also responsible for
fitting Westinghouse brakes to goods
wagons. Wilfred worked for his uncle
Elijah in an
engineering shop in
Wakefield Street
before starting his
apprenticeship. He
was a very keen and
successful long
distance bicycle rider
and had won a lot of
trophies at this sport.
About 1900 be rode
his fixed wheel bike
to Wellington via
Napier and Palmerston
North, returning via
the West Coast.

By 1902 Skeates
and Bockaert were
importing Darracqs,
the range consisting of
8hp singles, plus 9 and
1") hn h,u;no Wh~n thp. II.A:,.~ AA: .. _:~ C'. ~ ~I' A ... I./~.~A : .• l_r.•• ~.Jn'1' HI ,1~"J~ .. ('".11: •.,



duration and they used none of the spares
they took. In 1907 Wilfred made a trip to
England by way of Canada and the USA and
he took delivery of a 20hp Darracq from the
Suresnes factory in which car he toured
England and Scotland before sailing home.

This holiday opened his eyes to the
opportunjties offering in the motor trade and
knowing that in Auckland George Henning
(since 1902) and Francis Cadman (from

Just after the conclusion of this arrange
ment Wilfred moved further along Lame
Street (in the area where the central library is
now situated) into vacant livery stables with
which both sides of the street were lined.
Initially not able to use all the space thus
provided he hired out daily parking for many
car owners, and with a workshop and a valet
service available these amenities were well
patronized by business commuters.

a good number of these cars with the OHV
Sterling engines and advanced specifica
tions. They must have sold at least one of the
very rare Scripps-Booth Vitesse FelTo V8
powered sports cars because many years
later a Special made from one of them raced
at Hennings Speedway. Bianchi cars
appealed because of their quality and attrac
tive specification. The 1924 version is
remembered because of its Rolls-Royce

Above: Spragg' s Service Station 1926, on the corner of Wellesley Street. and
Rutland SIJ'eel, wilh the Ford T service van emerging from the workshop.

1904) with Daimler and Argyll cars respec
tively were both prospering, he was quick to
take up the car agencies held by Skeates in
1909 when he decided to split from
Bockaert. Percy Skeates was at one stage of
his early dealings in motor cars, shot by a
person acting as a potential client. Percy
lived, carrying the scar on his temple for the
rest of his life, but this incident may have
dampened his enthusiasm for the motorcar
trade. Skeates then accepted the partnership
of GM White and they were in business for
five decades mainly with bikes, but toying
with OakJand cars. Wilfred opened leased
premises on the corner of Lame and
Wellesley Streets and in 1909 secured the
dealership for Wolseley cars and did very
well with them for many years. He got his
first set of motor dealers trade number plates
that year - A322G. At the same time he
impOlted quite a lot of Austin cars straight
from the factory, only releasing that agency
in 1922. With the production of Stellite cars
by the Wolseley company he accepted that
agency and they proved to be a useful

Whenever possible Wilfred
leased any portjons of the
block of buildings in the trian
gle formed by the Wellesley,
Lorne and Rutland Streets
group, and by so doing he was
able to build an attractive and
easy access petrol station on
the Rutland and Wellesley
Streets corner when eventual-

Miss Minnie Spragg of Auckland in her late series Chrysler 77. ly bulk petrol delivery came
PilolO Brian Spragg ll1to general use. In th~se days

there was a petrol pnce war
going on in Auckland and this unsatisfacto
ry state was not resolved until the Auckland
Petrol Retailers Association was formed by
Wilfred Spragg and Francis Cadman. When
the petrol marketing problems were solved,
Spragg's Wellesley Service Station selling
Plume, Shell, Texaco and Voco petrol and
all popular brands of oil was the envy of all
its competitors. It was ideally sited on a
major corner close to the central business
district and offered every possible amenity
to the motorist, and was to be that way for
many years.

In time GW Spragg Limited added vari
ous makes to its options; Wilfred, with his
background of engineering and vehicle
maintenance background always leaned
towards cars with high techrucal merit. The
makes included Bianchi, Templar, SClipps
Booth, MaxweIl, Chrysler and Lanchester.
He made a lot of friends with the "Good
Maxwell" of 1923-4 leading to a very suc
cessful era covering many years as Cluysler
dealer in Auckland. Scripps-Booth was
another leader in design and innovation dur-

style of radiator, four wheel brakes and brisk
performance. Some of these cars worked as
taxis in Parnell. The Templar was described
in Beaded Wheels 197 (1992) and the mar
que's sudden demise in the USA must have
been a disappointment. A Lanchester 21 hp
3'10 litre was a magnificent seven seater
saloon on display at a motor show on Princes
Whati' in 1930 and is believed to have been
sold to GH Fleming of Remuera Road,
Auckland. But Cluysler and Wolseley were
the mainstays.

Wilfred was helped in business by many
loyal and skilled people, foremost among
whom was his sister Minnie. She had been
working for the BUlToughs Adding
Machine Company introducing and selling
these newfangled aids to accounting. At
this she proved very useful as with her
Spragg background she was able to service
and adjust the machines while she was on
many distant locations. Her Stellite two
seater coped with all sorts of country roads
and difficult terrain and she became a most
accomplished motorist. In 1926 Minnie
decided to work in the city and started with
Wilfred as typist and general secretary, but
by her efficiency and personality soon
became a salesperson of no mean ability.
She had her own Chrysler 77 two seater,
pale blue, always kept in mint condition,
and on occasions would display the car
with hood and windscreen folded by
driving up and down Queen Street in a
colour coordinated outfit. The combination
was impressive. A very kindly and gentle
lady, and so very capable.

The other person of note on the staff was



accountant who joined in 1949 as general
manager and who became managing
director when Wilfred retired. Doug was
well known in the motor trade, holding
office in the RMT Association, and when
Spraggs Garage Limited decided to move
to St. Helliers Bay he managed the branch.
Here they handled Morris and allied makes
exclusively. Doug Bell died suddenly of a
heart attack in the nineteen eighties, and it
was decided to sell up. However the name
still exists after two changes of owners and
is a used car yard in Eden Terrace.

Wilfred Spragg took a leading part in
the affairs of the Retail Motor Trade
Association and was president of the
Northern Group for 1942-43. He was also
on the council of the Dominion Association
and acted as president for 1945, being made
a Life Member later. In the winter of 1951
he retired from business after a lifetime
association with the Motor Trade in
Auckland. He died in October 1962, aged
81, a highly regarded citizen who made
friends wherever he went. He had one
offspring, his daughter Mollie, who is alive
and well today. She is one of the many
people I have to thank for their help in
preparing this article, including other
members of the Spragg family, members of
the YCC, and staff at the Auckland Library.

•
The mirth of motoring. members of the Ancie/1/ Motor Traders Society I1t their 1958 AGM. Leji to
right, Back row: WF Fowlds. HM Alder, P SeaIJrook, HIS Miller, V Bedford, G Campbell. Front
1'011':.1 Seabrook, GW Sprar;g, R Tappenden, FG Fan'ell, S Andrew.
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The
John L Goddard

Trophy
Members of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand are invited to nominate a recipient for this annual
award, any member they feel who has made some significant achievement in the past year. It may
be a particularly significant restoration, a memorable motoring journey or an important historical article
or series of articles published in Beaded Wheels; or some special service to the Club.

Nominations for the Award should be forwarded to:

John L Goddard Award
Vintage Car Club of New Zealand Inc
PO Box 2546, Christchurch

Nominations close 20th July 1999

Lost wax bronze casting Silicon rubber mould making

reproductions of any complicated form.

Fine detailed

185 stratton Street

Maungaraki, WELLINGTON

586 1969

586 1906

(04)
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New wheel sales
• Rebuilding & Respoking of all Wire Wheels

• NZ Agent for stainless steel polished spokes

NEW! Well-based rolled edge rims

• COMING SOON: Splined hubs and alloy rims

• Motorcycle Respoking

Ph/Fax 03 384 4484 anytime
Cell 025 352 373
41 Wickham Street, Christchurch

WITH PRIDEWE

Kotoma Blectroplaters &. Metal Polishers EST. 1971

Specialising in all types of Electroplating on:
• Classic, Vintage and Veteran • Cars & Bikes

We still use the Triple Plate Process: COPPER - NICKEL - CHROME
Also Specialists in Industrial Hard Chrome

84 View Rd, Rotorua
Phone/Fax 07 348 7487

A division of

Tube Fab Ltd

97 Harman St

PO Box 91.88

Addington

Christchurch 2

New Zealand

Ph 03 338 1.1.42

Fax 03 338 9280

Beaded edge
Wide range
30x3 to 895x135
Split Rims

Well base Rolled edge.
All sizes.



RALLY 2000

Allan &
Denyse Barker
105 Sunset Point Dve
Miltagong
NSW 1575
Australia

Eric Londesbrough
Dalton - On - Tees
Darlington
DL 2 2 PY England
(Prefer motorcycle
col1lbinorion, or solo
bike suitable for pillion)

Jack & Berry Carpenter
52 Davenport Rd
Big Flats
NY 14814
USA

Reqllesls 10 borrow cars: We have received
the following reqllesls from overseas visi
lors. it" yOIl are able (() help please comael
these people direcl.
When making arrangements with any people
listed below please notify the Rally Secretar)'
(PO Box 8097, Hamilton) to avoid unnecssary
advertising and eliminate confusion.

Jim & Val Neal Roger Page
PO Box 120 43 Elwin Street
Mittagong 2527 Peakhurst
Australia NSW 2210

Australia

Fred Singleton
2 Fermay Avenue
Northam
Westem Australian

Rides Requested
George & Wanda Slagle, 3221 Stagg Hill
Road, Manhatlen, Kansas 66502 USA
Bob & Betty Reenders, 18 I30 Holcomb
Hills Rd, Grand Haven, MI 149417, USA.
Phone 616 842 5785 (Rallies a 1912 Buick)
Rod & Maggie Cripps, 60 Herbert Street,
Parkdale, Victoria, Australia 3195.

Roger & Carrol Curry
"Ardvara"
Cultra, Holywood
County Down,
Northern Ireland
(Prefer Vinlageiclassic
"chide)

Roger & Barry & Nancy
Maureen Keane Peterkin

5 East Budleigh Road 15 Ulric Court Sth
Budleigh Salterton Duncraig
Devon EX9 61 HP 6023
England Western Australia
(prefer PIV or PV Vehicle)

John Wien-Smith
2 Brier Avenue
Medinde
SA 5018
Australia
IVereran or Vintage ifpossible)

ROYAL &
SUNALLIANCE

known Rock and Roll bands, so get out the
frilly skirts, and polish up the winkle pickers.
NOle: Dressing up in cOSlUme for Ihe Iheme
nights is optional. hUI why nOI join in Ihe
flln?

The opening and closing nights are a
surprise, not to be missed, but be prepared
for an outstanding show.

All bur a couple of acts have now been
confirmed with a wide variety of entertain
ment hoping to satisfy everyone's needs.

Remember all this is included in your
registration fee.
Theatrette

As with most Rallies we will be showing
motoring and related videos. While we have
stock of interesting ones to show, if anyone
has some which rhey think we may be able
to use please contact the Rally Secretary.
Commemorative Poster

ihis is in the process of compilation and
has been one of our harder tasks; ask 100
people what a poster should look like and
yOll will get at least 100 ideas and no firm
answer. Should it be tall and narrow, long
and short, colour Or black and white, a
photo or an artists impression. The options
m'e endless.

The layollt is now complete and the
proof sighted and returned for minor
changes. We are nearly in a position to
cross one more task off the list.
Marshals Required

This is an excellenr way to see all the
car". People are required to assist with a
variety of tasks in the running of the rally
from parking at the venue, starting vehicles
on the rally days, assisting with timing or
marshalling Ollt on the road. All marshals
will be instructed in their duties. If you are
interested in assisting with rhis huge, excit
ing task. please contact the Rally Secretary,
supplying your name, address, telephone
and/or fax number. Send these to: Rally
Secretary. PO Box 8097, Hamilton, or fax
to (07) 843-9934.
Rides Requested

We are receiving many enquiries regard
ing rides. Please let us know if you are
interested in providing a seat or seats to
overseas visitors.
Pre Rally Tour From Wellington

The Wellington Branch VCC is organis
ing a Pre-rally Tour from Wellington to
Hamilton on Saturday 5·Sunday 6 February
2000. For further information please con
tact: Ron and Kerry Elton, 78 Messines
Road, Karori, Wellington. Phone (04) 476-

Rail Concession
We are presently awaiting a reply from

Tranz Rail regarding concessions for Rally
entrants travelling across Cook Strait.
At this point they have indicated they are
giving this matter positive consideration,
we await their response and will keep
you all informed via Beaded Wheels and
Branch Newsletters as information
becomes available.
Registrations

Please ensure your registration is sent in
as soon as possible. We can confirm that
2,884 people have hotel/motel accommoda
tion booked via Mrs Millington, in addition
about 400 campsites are booked. This does
not take into account accommodation that
has been booked privately

The net resulr is that the 2,000 entrants we
hoped for is looking very real, so to ease the
usual last minute panic send those registra
tions in now.

Did you know, Mrs Millington our
accommodation agent has gone the extra
mile for many people, generally at her own
expense. The booking fee she charges is in
many cases spent on toll calls, faxes and let
ters in order to meet most peoples requests.
One such example is an overseas entrant for
whom she has arranged transport" from
Auckland Airport, Caravan accommodation
complete with linen, cutlery and crockery.
Rally Routes

This past month has been extremely
busy for Jan Deadove (Rally Secretary) and
Dianne Porteous (Rally Controller) as they
have put countless hours into finalising
Rally Route instructions. Each of the Route
Controllers have produced local informa
tion and history snippets so you can all
learn about the areas as you travel through
them. It's surprising to read through these
and find out how much has happened in the
past and how much we aren't aware of.

These instructions will be rechecked
closer to rally time so any necessary
changes can be accommodated.

The plotters for the Expelt Rally are under
way, they are well versed in organising this
type of event, for those who choose to enter
this I'm sure your skills will be tested.
Fragile Veterans.

For fragile Veterans only, it has been
requested that shorter runs be available. If
you have already registered please contact
the Rally Secretary if you would like to rake
this option. If you have yet to register
please write "Fragile Veteran" next to the
box marked "Short" in the area headed up
Rally Route Choice.
Entertainment

As mentioned in my last report the enter
tainment is being organised to a new for
mat, with five main nights - the Opening
and closing ceremonies and three theme
nights. These being ...
AI Capone Nighl (1920s) with a full Jazz
Orchestra, Theatre Group and Casino
(Funny Money only). A chance for the
gangsters to let loose and chance their arm.
The Bavarian Beer Fesl with the top New
Zealand Oompah band and host, there's no
need to hold back for this night, as you can
bus back to your accommodation and
there's no rallying the next day.
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SPECIAL RATES TO V.c.c. MEMBERS

Proprietors:
Errol and Kathryn Smith

MemberVCC

Amanda's computer skills have proved
invaluable in organising the Invitation and
Registration Form.

Fortunately a change in my work as a
Deputy Principal at a local Hamilton prima
ry school this year has decreased my work
load. This has allowed more time in the
evening to be able to assist with letter writ
ing and telephone answering. I also try to
assist lan Dearlove, the Rally Secretary,
whenever I can.

We still field many enquiries from peo
ple about various things. As Greg's job as a
sales representative for a dairy supply firm
regularly takes him out of town our family
have found new skills as expert message
takers. We are fortunate Greg has
such understanding employers, and has
been granted three months leave of absence
from mid November to work full time on
the Rally.

As we count down to the start of the
Rally, the tempo is definitely increasing.
All of the Rally Committee are very com
mitted to their particular task and their
spouses all support them in their endeav
ours as welL The group is very cohesive
and often relax together. These times are
important for all of us to not only air views
and concerns, but to celebrate the positive
aspects of the planning and realise that
everyone's contribution is valued.

If the amount of planning and organisa
tion to date is any indication to the success
of the Rally, then I am in no doubt that it
will be a huge success.

Being so closely involved has brought
this Rally right into our daily lives, in a
very big way, but I don't think any of us
would want it any differently. We have all
met interesting people from many wal.ks of
life being associated with the Rally and we
probably entertain more than we did in the
past. (I think the waist lines are suffering).

I am looking forward to this event with
much enthusiasm and a far greater aware
ness of what Greg has let us in for.

Perhaps part two of this needs to be writ=
ten after the Rally and I can reflect on how
it is when our lives have gone back to what
was normality in 1995 at the beginning of
all this. I have a feeling that it may turn out
to be a very quiet and even boring time after
the frenetic pace of the last four years. •

W
hen Greg first mentioned to he
was interested in assuming the
position of Rally ,?irector for thiS
Rally, I was a little unsure of

what he was letting himself and our family
in for, but he had my full support. Starting
a new job at the beginning of 1996 meant
that I was unable to take leave to attend the
Birthday Rally in Christchurch much to my
disappointment. This was going to be the
learning curve for both of us, ostensibly to
find out what was required to carry out this
major task. Greg did attend, however, and
assured me that it was not going to be too
difficult an undertaking if he surrounded
himself with a strong team.

Greg formed a committee of people that
he believed could stay the distance and give
100% to their allotted tasks. I am so grate
ful to that dedicated team of people who all
perform their duties so well and support
Greg in the many tasks that need attention
and queries that arise.

Although not a member of the Rally
Committee, Greg wanted me in the back
ground to be the supporter, listener and
sounding board for him when he needed
someone to talk to away from the commit
tee environment.

To give some idea of the time involved
so far - The Rally Committee meets all day,
once a month at present, but there are vari
ous other meetings to attend during the time
between these main meetings: for example:
sub committee meetings, meetings with city
officials (traffic section of the police,
Events Hamilton personnel,) Mystery
Creek personnel, marketing people, cater
ers, local television interviews, the list goes
on. Other items have been addressed
between meetings as well such as organis
ing posters and photograph. hoots, collect
ing samples and plices of various items for
discussion at the next meeting, frequent
telephone calls, writing articles for Beaded
Wheels and endless penning letters. We
also attend various functions to check out
facilities, caterers, entertainment etc. There
are speeches to be made at events, often off
the cuff and with little notice.

The telephone rings constantly and one
of the hardest things to get used to is the fax
going off in the middle of the night with
overseas queries. Often more than once,
and usually about 3am, but thankfully this
is a rare occurrence now.

We are very lucky that we have such a
supportive family, who help in as many
ways as they can and are used to us going off
somewhere at a moments notice and often
have to get their own meals and keep the
household chores up to scratch. Our
daughter, Amanda is 20, and works as an
office assistant in Hamilton and Brent, our
18 year old son, left school at the end of last
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joints between it and the exhaust, an unusu
al feature. Completely new, the exhaust
pipe and muffler are suspended on original
type flexible straps as are the four shock
absorbers. New fabric universals have been
faithfully reproduced as well.

A new honeycomb radiator has been
fabricated and a few problems overcome
with modern materials not being quite the
same as the originals, particularly in rela
tion to the replated cowl. The rolling chas
sis has been started and the transmission
checked with a rear wheel jacked up. The
scuttle and body frame are necessarily the
next features to be fitted prior to actual road
testing.

A very high and meticulous standard of
restoration is Ray's norm as evidenced by
his earlier efforts on his Morris 8 and MO
VA saloons. This Chrysler will repay a
close examination by all enthusiasts when
completed.

lan Pairman
Velocette, LE
lan's LE is one of the earliest manufac

tured. Being in the first 3,000, it has the
smaller 149cc water-cooled side valve flat
twin engine. These machines had the hand
change gearbox in unit with the motor,
shaft drive and adjustable spring frames.
Later models had the larger 198cc version
of the motor.

The hand start lever and the gear change
lever are both on the right side of the bike's
pressed steel enveloping frame, while leg
guards and footboards contributed to rider
comfort.

Painstaking is the only word to describe
this restoration. The polished aluminium of
the engine - gearbox externals is a delight to
behold, while the paintwork is of the high
est standard without blemish. Rebuilt
wheels sparkle with polished galvanised
rims and new spokes. A most interesting
and advanced machine for its time, it is a
credit to the industry and expertise of its
nH/nPI·!.'pc:tnrpr

R
eports here from two more of our
Otago branch members who are
hard at work readying their
vehicles for next year's big rally.

Ray Craig
1926 Chrysler Four Roadster

This roadster belonged originally to
Ray's father-in-law who had began restor
ing the vehicle. It came into Ray's posses
sion as a basket case, but more or less com
plete. Some of the woodwork had been
replaced, but Ray stripped everything and
began again.

While he fettled the chassis in his own
workshop, he had the rear side panels and
the scuttle cleaned to bare metal and pro
fessionally panel beaten and repaired. He
took the wheels apart, repaired or replaced
spokes and varnished them while all four
springs were reset. Set up on oil drums,
chassis re-assembly was begun. New
hydraulic brake lines (Chrysler were early
with these) reconditioned shock absorbers
and brake master cylinder, gearbox, back
axle and bearings, all enamelled eventually
in gleaming black. Came the day when the
wheels were fitted, then the rims and tyres
and the whole chassis lowered from the
drums to the workshop floor.

The engine had been overhauled in
Central Otago and was then installed. At
the manifold. there are sealing rings in the

Text by Oily Laytham
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Janet and Trevor Kearns (rally founder) and
daughter Lindo cUI/in!! the celebration IJirthday
cake.

From Auckland Leo Fowler's 1924 BSA
Model L.

Text and photos Colin Johnston

I
t is a well known fact that the
Rubber Duckie ~otorcycleRally
held 1Il Taranakl each year IS a
top event and all motorcycle

enthusiasts up and down the country will
confinn this.

It is somewhat of a trademark in this
branch's history, which began way back in
1961, that any rally put on by Taranaki
Branch will be friendly and full of extra
hospitality and camaraderie and that
entrants would return home full of good
memories and come back again next year.

In 1977 the motorcycle representative
Trevor Keams put forward the idea of run
ning an annual motorcycle rally in Taranaki
and with the help of his wife Janet they gath
ered a small team of assistants and set a date
for September 1977. As a result of word of
mouth advertising 32 entrants entered in the
inaugural rally. The event waS an all round
success because of the organisers ability to
keep costs down. They realised that motor
cyclists were different from the nonnal car
rallyist, requiring cheap accommodation and
meals because most were entered by them
selves and only had themselves to look after.
Following that run's success the committee
decided to make it an alUlUal Taranaki
Branch event.

Until and including 1994 we had been
using Camp Huinga - TSB Topec as our
rally base. The cheap accommodation in the
form of cabins and other facilities with pri
vate river and tree scenery in true Taranaki
style leant themselves to what entrants want
ed, this also set the base for further rail ies to
be organised along these lines.

Since 1995 all subsequent rallies have
been run from the Princess Tourist Court in
Fitzroy, a suburb of New Plymouth, which
was found to fill our requirements. The
people who run the camp are sympathetic to
our interest and go out of their way to satis
fy our needs and since then anyone who
has used this establishment has been very
well looked after.

At the annual rally in 1983 there was
rain at the start of the rally, rain at the lunch
stop and rain all afternoon. It was heard
from a comment made that it should be
called the Rubber Duckie Rally so I guess
tile name stuck and a budding young graph
ic artist drew up a picture of a man in a boat
wearing a crash helmet and this logo has
been used ever since.

Last year's event being the 21 st
Anniversary of the Rubber Duckie Rally, a
special booklet of the rallies history was



produced and a short talk given at the prize
giving dinner by different people associated
with the rally over the years. The number of
riders who have entered for more than ten
years is a real tribute in itself to the event
along with the pleasant rally atmosphere,
well mapped routes, sometimes challenging
and always enjoyable.

The rally route for the 21 st Rubber
Duckie Rally was over perfect back country
motorcycling roads through the back part of
Inglewood, Tarata and Waitara, exciting
rural scenery with excellent weather.
Unfortunately Mt Egmont was in cloud but
we knew it was there. The lunch stop was in
a very rural valley at Tarata Hail, making it
a private affair and with 65 motorcycles
parked out front made a pelfect picture
against the 1895 built hall.

Thanks must go to Trevor Kearns the
rally founder for his foresight and keeping
records of all the rallies over those years
and to the rally organiser and committee for
organising this important anniversary rally.
It is a credit to you all.

Well done to the many tireless organis
ers and helpers over the 21 years and here's
looking forward to many many more
Rubber Duckies wet or fine.

Ahove lefi: Lunch stop Tarata Hall.
Ahove: On tlu: Matchless on top otthe Tarota Saddle.
Above right: The 21st anniversary cake.

Harry & Pauline Davy. Taranaki. 1945 BS;\ XB31. winner of "Best PresCl'lled Motorcycle".
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Above: View of the Tasman Sea from the road
to French Pass.
Inset: En route to French Pass from Okiwi Bay

don't know where Bob finds all these little
gems off the beaten tracks, but the road
through this particular detour turned out to
be winding, hilly, unsealed with at least
three fords to negotiate. The effects of the
long hot summer were very evident in the
whole Marlborough area with pasture lands
looking a bit like 60 grit sandpaper.

Interesting motoring during the after
noon through Canvastown, Pelorus Bridge,

turning off at Rai
Valley for the
final twenty kilo
metres to Okiwi
Bay.

The road into
Okiwi Bay is a
winding 22km
sealed highway,
then proceeds
another 40km,
mainly unsealed
to French Pass.
The bach was a
split level build
ing with a mar
vellous view from
the balcony right
out through

Croisilles Harbour
to the open sea.

The name was bestowed by the French nav
igator, D'Urville, on January 22nd, 1827 in
honour of his uncle, the Abbe'de Croisilles
whll W:l~ l:lrp"elv re~nllnsihlf\ fllr his

was up with the traditional early morning
cuppa but instead of doing the usual browse
through the paper he was deeply engrossed
with the internals of a six volt fuel pump. I
can't say that his choice of work bench
would have impressed the mote'lier greatly
had he viewed the operation but fortunate
ly it was all completed before he appeared.
After all, large circular glass top tables
aren't really intended for such goings-on!

Breakfast and packing dealt with, the
cars refueled, we're on the road again head
ing for Okiwi Bay and points between. Our

rather Bob and I planned for
a motoring odyssey timed for
the second half of March to
travel north towards French Pass

and Nelson.
Sunday 15 March 1998, was Day One,

the intention was to make a fairly early start
and overnight at Blenheim. The morning
was wet and windy, definitely not the ideal
day to be rolling Vintage wheels. It's one
thing getting caught in the rain once you're
on the road, there's no turning back. It's
another thing altogether leaving the com
fort of home into the teeth
of a right old downpour.
However, the weather
improved and we hit
the road north with our
first stop at Waikuku for
gasoline.

Cheviot was made in
good time for a mid-after
noon cuppa. Both cars
were running well and I
was particularly pleased
to find that our 1928
Victoria was not losing •
vast quantities of water as
the old dear had been
prone to do on earlier
excursions. The fuel
pump in Bob's 1923
Tourer developed a bit of Bob Hartleys 1923 Buick tourer behind brother Barries 1928 Buick Victoria coupe at a 'snack
asthma as we got nearer break' March at Owen River Tavern, March 1998
to Kaikoura but he managed to keep the first halt was at Ward for morning smoko.
wheels turning. We took a detour off the main road to skirt

Monday dawned just a bit cool with a around Blenheim, the way lay inland and
hint Ilf frll~t in thf' :lir A~ i~ hi~ h~hit Rllh tr~vf'llf'n f'vf'ntl1~llv thrll1wh T~v'()r p~oo 1



The Buicks outside the historic Jackson's Tavern on State Highway 73 west of Otira. The first
Jackson's Hotel and Accomodatioll House was built alld rull by pioneerfarmerslhotieliers Adom
Jackson and his wife on a site west of the present location. The area/taurishedfor many years as
the railhead before the establishment of 'The Grade' to Otirafor eventual link with the Otira
tUll/ld. The Hotel saw few stage coaches thereafier but, according to one publican. that was lIIore
than compensated for by it becoming a popular watering hole for engine drivers and guards waiting
for a down train' The Hotel welS known most of this century as the Perry Range Hotel for one of the
ranges that dWUlf it.

upblinging. The Brig "Black Diamond" of
the notorious south seas buccaneer "Bully"
Hayes was seized here.

Tuesday dawns cool and calm with a

lovely fine day in the offing. A good strong
brew of Ceylon's best on the balcony just to
get the day off to a proper start. The tucker
bags all packed and we're on our way
around lOam, the road is mainly unsealed
apart from a fairly steep piece where the
extra traction of the tarseal is appreciated.
The road otherwise is fair to average. The
Victoria pulled well and handled the major
ity of the journey in top gear, only needing
second when the uphill surface denied
decent traction or for downhill braking.

Made a stop about halfway at a delight
ful spot, (Okuri Point), with views of the
sea and numerous islands on a 180 degree
horizon and bush clad hills to complete the
360 degree sweep. This lofty perch was
apparently as far as the road went in 1956.
A solid picnic table, partially moss covered
provided the necessary refinements for
smoko. Took a few photos here which
hopefully will capture some of the beauty
of the place.

Mobile again, the scenery views from
heavy bush to open hillside with impressive
drops to the sea or valleys below. Some
heavy logging hanging onto the sides of the
denuded hills, one could envisage what a
treacherous quagmire the place would be
after heavy rain.

Our visit to French Pass coincided with
a Tangi, which saw a massive increase of
the little hamlet's population. The French
Pass is the name generally applied to the
straits that separate D'Urville Island from
the mainland and more specifically to the
narrowest part. It was discovered by the
famous French navigator, Jules Sebastien
rp",r Dllmnnt D'T Trvillp (nhpw WhM "

mouthful), in 1927 and he negotiated it with
great difficulty and danger, in his Corvette
Astrolabe last century.

Day Four of our mini tour dawned fine
and remained so despite the best efforts of
the meteorological department to convince
us otherwise. Further up the road from
where our bach was located a couple of new
large residences were being built and there
was considerable coming and going of con
crete trucks. These roaring juggernauts
were right down in the gear range getting
their loads to the top of the steep little road.
Elsie and I decided to have a closer look at
the activity after breakfast and I soon dis
covered why the trucks were working so
hard. "Holy Smoke", I was right down in
the gear range myself and I wasn't even
carting premix. In the meantime Bob
had ensconced himself comfortably in the
groundfloor workshop/garage. His best
Warehouse prescription spectacles perched
on his nose, he was busily engaged with
more highly technical effort on the six volt
fuel pumps.

Thursday dawned fine and sunny with a
fresh southerly breeze (whether the breeze
was coming from the south or not was a
matter of conjecture, as really speaking
none of our party could positively identify
the compass points at Okiwi Bay with any
surety). After the tradjtional breakfast ritu
al the packjng and cleaning got underway.
On the road to Nelson around lOam, Bob
topped up the tourer's fuel reserves at the
Okiwi Bay store before leaving. $1.10 per
litre for 91, the lad was not amused. We
had planned to rendezvous at a pub enroute
for a pie and a pint, (well at least a 12
ounce of the landlords best anyway), some
how or another the only halt was to change

Saddle and so the Buicks cruised into
town.

We began a very enjoyable four day
stop in Nelson. We were very comfortably



beginning to lift and the first hints of the
lovely day that was to follow could be seen.
A cuppa and sandwich break at Inangahua
Junction gave me the opportunity for
another fiddle with the Buick's carburettor.
We were somewhat disappointed to find the
old church/secondhand shop was not open.
On previous visits we had spent some
enjoyable moments fossicking through its
wealth of miscellania and memorabilia.
Inangahua is near the junction of the
Inangahua ane! Buller Rivers. The name is a
variant of Inanga, 'The Whitebait'. Friday,
May 24 1968, the town was affected by a
severe earthquake, damage was so
extensive that the entire population was
evacuated. This quake which was followed
by a succession of shocks of varying

rivers and is one of the source lakes for the
Buller River system.

Next stop was as the result of a wheel
bearing seizure directly opposite the Owen
River Hotel. Owen River, according to the
worthy "Wises", (population 58), also
includes a local post office, savings bank
and money order office. These cornerstones
of the rural community were apparently
away for some seasonal upgrading also as
we could not see them either. We can, how
ever vouch for the licensed hotel which is
also mentioned, we had the traditional pie
and pint there. The Buick pair moved on
and made Murchison in good time for after
noon smoko.

Our motoring for today (Tuesday) was
an easy scenic tour from Murchison
through the Buller Gorge to Westport. A
heavy mist enshrouded the valleys and river
flats in the early morning giving no hint of
the lovely fine day that was to follow. After
last night's stoke up in the restaurant
we were all quite happy with tea and toast
for breakfast.

In the interests of an improvement in the
fuel economy with our Victoria I leaned the
Carburettor's main jet off a little. I didn't
think the old dear pulled as well as usual so
adjusted that jet back a bit ·tt smoko time.
By the time we made a comfort stop at a
suspension bridge over the Buller River the
early morning cloud and mist were

Old Diggers III Ihe Old digliins. Berlin.\' Hotel in Ihe Buller Gorge.

canvas. Elsie and I reaquaintecl ourselves
with the ducks etc., at the Central City
Gardens, our lunch of buns and pies
ensured our popularity while the pastries
lasted.

Monday 23rd March, time to point the
radiator caps in a south westerly direction.
We left Nelson on yet another fine sunny
morning after a very pleasant sojourn. Our
target for the day was to be a relatively
modest number of miles to see us in
Murchison for the night. Bob and Ruby had
a bit of a head start on us and we didn't
catch up with them until the Gowan Bridge.
We rurned off the main drag here and
motored up the Gowan Valley to Lake
Rotoroa, (means long lake). The lake is 8
miles square in area, is fed from the Spenser
f\./fAl1nt<:1;n,-' '\li-:l thp ~'--eIh;n~ anrl f'\'T Tr,,;IIDo

no silencing systems in place. Funny, I
thought it was the elderly, geriatric Vintage
dlivers that needed the radio at full blast.

Our plans for Saturday included a visit
to the Central City Market, where we spent
a pleasant hour or so browsing. Elsie
bought a basket of decorative pumpkins and
I purchased a good, readable, three foot
folding Rabone rule and a 3/8" BSF tap.

Sunday of course was another day but
stiLL the fine weather persisted. Ruby and
Bob were away early in pursuit of worthy
photographic scenes for later transferring to

The I'1Inning hoard ri/uill - Ihe table inlhe hilcklironnd looks.!;]r 100 level anyway' SlOP en rvule to
French Pass

(breakfast etc), we descended on main
stream Nelson. Spent some time walking
the streets, checked out the local coffee
houses and antique stores without any great
lessening of the funds and no significant
ringing of cash registers. We took the
Buicks into the grounds of the kindergarten
my niece's daughter attends, how we got
them into that postage stamp of a place I
still don't know. Bob and the tourer were an
instant hit with the children, I don't know
how many times he went round that little
school yard with loads of happy and excited
youngsters but the old Buick was almost on
full lock the whole time. The bakery at the
"Founders Park" complex was not open,
much to my very great disappointment, not
withstanding we spent' a couple of very
enjoyable hours looking at the wonderful
layout. What a wonderful Christmas night
trial vehicle their ex-Newmans 1923
Cadillac bus would make. Next stop was
the central gardens which must have one of
the largest duck populations per square
metre of any such reserve this side of the
Black Stump. To sit down and produce
anything resembling a bun or sandwich was
a signal to all the quackers to instantly
cease whatever they were doing and home
in with some incredible displays of low
level flying or speed waddles depending on
how far away they were. I took a photo of
Elsie beside the very same fountain r
photographed her in front of on our
honeymoon in 1960. Only the photographer
bears the scars of the passing years. Bob
and I finished the day with a beer at a tavern
in Stoke, the sound producing gear seemed
to have a decibel output that would
("'h~llpnop h"th 'Rllirl...-C' <:)t fnll th"nttlp \l,ith

accommodated and Bob and I motored out
to Redwood to have a look through the
local SaspariLla and Spirituous Liquor
manufacturers premises. After some
research with the locals in Brightwater, we
located a resident Buick guru who kindly
gave us a look at three Veteran Buicks in
various stages of restoration, always a
pleasure to view other peoples efforts and
compare notes.

Friday dawned fine and sunny, the locals
would have us believe it was always that
way in Nelson. After the preliminaries



in the north to Hokitika in the south.
Our next stop did not involve any great

amount of miles, nine and a half or there
abouts took us to Berlin's Hotel. Named
after John Berlin who conducted the first
post office here in his hotel, formerly called
the "Old Diggings". Uranium bearing ore
was discovered here in 1956. Despite our
lady co-pilots disapproval Bob and I made
ourselves comfortable in the hotels seclud
ed little beer garden with an ale and pastie
(a variation of the old pie and pint theme).

On our way through the Buller Gorge we
paused at a lookout point just before Hawks
Crag (formerly Hawks Craig), paused here
for a while and compared notes with some
Ashburton VCC people who were on their
way home after attending the previous
weekends Scenicland Tour. We had been
through some fairly attractive countryside
during the previous week or so but this lit
tle piece of the world takes a bit of beating.
After securing our accommodation for the
night we took a stroll up Palmerston Street
partly to stretch our legs and partly
to restock some of our dwindling grocery
supplies.

Wednesday 25 March, we drove from
Westport to Greymouth, and we encoun
tered rain late morning which stayed with
us until later in the afternoon. However the
weather remained dry but threatening for
the first couple of legs of our mornings run
southwards. Bob and I took a stroll off the
main drag at Charleston to check on an
abandoned International Fire Tender. Can't
remember what it was that motivated this
little expedition but the walk did us no harm
at all and it was interesting to see various
other vehicles generally in fairly sad condi
tions being enveloped by the blackberry
vines. The West Coast flora always seems
to me to be forever waiting to reclaim all
clear ground. Gold was discovered in
Charleston in 1866. The roaring mining
camp that developed as a consequence
boasted ~O public houses as well as dance
halls and all the usual trappings of a mush
rooming gold rush town.

A brief halt at Barrytown, just long
enough to decide against a "pie and pint"
before motoring on to Rapahoe. The rain
had started in earnest by this time, the first

o

time in 11 days the wipers were used. Some
hasty work raising the 1923 tourer's hood
outside the Rapahoe Hotel before retreating
to the comfort of the hotels cosy lounge.
The Seven Mile beach adjacent to the hotel
which is apparently a popular surf-casting
spot looked anything but inviting on this
day. With the rain lashing down, the sea a
sullen, minor image of the leaden skies, it
was a good day to be inside. We were in no
great hurry to leave even after we'd all done
justice to the traditional fare.

The short hop through to Greymouth
was notable only for the rain and the tourer
running short of fuel. The old dear is fitted
with a miserly 7 gallon tank which was
merely a token gesture in the days when
any car achieving 20mpg was considered
economical to a fault. Photographed the
Victoria outside the premises to prove to
some of my sceptical colleagues from
Christchurch that the Buick is quite capable
of covering similar distances to its modern
counterparts albeit somewhat slower.

The weather for our return to
Christchurch was mainly fine with overcast
conditions at times. The breakfast and "pack
up" session was tinged with some regrets,
our tour was nearly over after a very pleas
ant, easy paced 11 days. However no matter
how enjoyable these excursions are, it's
always good to get back home.

No matter where you travel on the South
Island's West Coast, the scenery is always
somewhere between seven and ten on the
ratings chart and the road from Greymouth
to Arthurs Pass is no exceprion. Our first
stop was a comfort one at Kumara but more
importantly the next pause was at Jacksons.
Jacksolls, long a welcome milestone on
Highway 73 particularly when driving a
vehicle of some maturity in the westerly
diJ·ection. Named for Adam Jackson the
original settler who with his wife conducted
the first accommodation house here.
Jackson, a skillful Scottish piper would per
form on the instrument for distinguished
guests. Must say I never heard any ghostly
skirls but could find no fault with their ver
sion of the "Pie and Pint" theme.

As we approached this difficult piece of
road the cloud cei.ling became much lower
enshrouding the higher reaches in a cold

mist and generally damping my enthusiasm
for this challenging part of the journey. In
hindsight because of the problems Bob was
having with the tourer's clutch I would
have been advised to let him get a good
start before moving up the zig-zag myself.
Approaching one of the tight steep pinches
that typifies this testing uphill stretch Bob
realised the product of 1923 was not going
to make it! Fortunately I was back a bit at
this stage and there was a good shingle lay
bay which he was able to reverse back to.
Once the old dear cooled down Bob man
aged to coax her on to join Elsie and I at a
lookout point for the viaduct construction,
No doubt there will be those who will miss
the challenge of the old zig-zag and equally
many drivers (particularly regular users)
who will welcome the viaduct.

Paused in Arthurs Pass only long enough
for a comfort stop and refuelling for Bob's
car. A much longer halt at the Bealey Hotel.
The township of Bealey was named after
Samuel Bealey, one time superintendent of
CanterbUlY and was originally sited on a
shingle fan between the northern side of the
Waimakariri River and the Bealey River.
The population in 1865 was about 100 and a
surveyor, Thos Triphook had laid out a town
of 208 sections. There were stores, resi
dences and a telegraph office. Little remains
now except for a little cemetel)' hidden in the
beech forest of the nearby hillside. After a
light lunch Bob and I had an interesting dis
cussion with a North American visitor who
motors two 1939 Buicks "back home". It
was a bit of a shock to be told how lucky we
were to have such freedom on our roads to
motor our old vehicles.

We finally parted company with Bob
and Ruby at the Lake Lyndon turnoff. The
end of yet another enjoyable and interesting
odyssey in good company with the old cars.

Home about 3.45pm, financial wounds
to lick, memories to reflect on and of course
not forgetting the unpacking. Wouldn't
have missed the trip for quids, time to think
about the next one. •

o
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PRECISION CASTINGS
Lost Wax Process Mould Making
Having trouble getting parts?
Now able to reproduce Vintage car parts using the

highly accurate lost wax casting method.
For all your non-ferrous casting requirements.

Phone Feilding (025) 812 641 o
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/n theforefiround the rare 19/6 Bennet &

Trel'or Harris's 1928350 SV Harley-Davidson.

Tony McCarthy's very pretty 1913 Hedstrom
Indian on show. Note white tyres and handlebar
gas tank.

Bill and Nola Jackson, 1929 Henderson K./,
field tests.

Morning tea was provided and we had a bit
of a chat before heading back. We contin
ued on a gravel road over the hill to Lake
Waihola before following the main road to
Fairfield on the southern side of Dunedin.
Here we met the rest of the group for an ale
and some lunch.

I enjoyed this 'extra' informal run
though it no doubt put extra pressure on the
organisers as the Sunday rally finish was
only a couple of hours before the prize-giv
ing dinner started. The only downside to
this was that I missed the team's event field
tests, which were held, while I was away on
the run. (These were held concurrently with
the individual competition.)

Hardest case must go to Jack
Kennington of Whakatane with his 1922
Douglas. When we returned to the motor
camp, we found Jack surrounded by motor
parts spread around on sheets of cardboard.
A plain big end seized. He stripped the
motor, scraped the big end and then
reassembled all. He did miss the Sunday
Rally, but successfully completed the after
rally tour. He is one of our club's real char
acters. He travelled to the rally in a car
stripped of the seats, with his Douglas part
ly dismantled to fit inside. On arrival at the
rally, he had to unload and reassemble the
bike, but not before sending another entrant
to purchase a crucial half-inch bolt left on
the floor at home.

Saturday night finished at the
Metropolitan Club - also the venue for the
final dinner. Others enjoyed themselves in
the hospitality of the Waterloo Hotel.
Entrants were collected from and returned
to their motels and the Tahuna Motor Camp
by a free shuttle bus.

The rally day arrived and, sadly for the
organisers, so did the rain. Back down to
the Stadium, a short briefing and then a
wait for my departure time. The route head
ed first through the city, then towards Port
Chalmers. Here a slide caused by hard
braking showed just how greasy the roads
to the port were. We turned north though, to
climb around the north side of Mount
Cargill to Waitati. This part of the rally
included a section on gravel roads but was
more notable for the heavy cloud which
blanketed the hills and prevented what
should have been spectacular views. Here,
the long and medium routes separated. We
headed back to Dunedin while the long
route did an extra loop to Karitane.

Once back in Dunedin, we followed a
second loop through secluded hills on the
eastern outskirts. One climb here was
enough to stop one sidecar outfit with the
passenger helping to push the machine over
the top as we passed. On we wound through
the Taieri Plains to arrive at the Outram
Football Club for lunch.

The short route, for those on Veterans or
those who did not wish to ride too far, took
another large group via an easy grade out of
the city to Outram, where everyone gath
ered for the lunch stop.

By now the weather was clearing, and
after a boxed lunch, we headed out on dry,
winding roads for the afternoon run. We
followed great roads over more rolling
countryside with the odd climb which
slowed the least powerful bikes amongst us.

n 12, 13 and 14 March 1999,
.~. Dunedin Stadium was the focal

point for anyone interested in
motorcycles. The weekend start
ed for us on the Friday morning
as we travelled to Dunedin. For

me, the trip to the rally proper is as much a
part of the event as taking part over the
weekend itself. Many others had travelled
much larger distances than us, with entrants
from Holland, a large contingent from
Australia, and of course those North
Islanders whom we weJ1comed to the
Mainland.

The formal activities for the weekend
began with a motorcycle show on the
Friday night to which the public was invit
ed. Offerings included a sample of modems
scattered in groups between the rally
entrants' bikes.

Other clubs provided good displays,
including the Post Vintage Club, the
U1ysses Club and the Classic Scooter Club.
There were also some early scrambles
bikes. The famous Bert Munro Indian was
also present, as was a Triumph engined
sprint bike, complete with supercharger and
SU carburettor. Painted lettering along the
frame top tube recorded that it held the New
Zealand Record in 1967.

Standout bikes were the 1917 Henderson.
belonging to Dave Sparrow of
Christchurch, a 1913 Hedstrom Indian
complete with white tyres and unusual han
dlebar mounted tank which could be filled
with acetylene for the lighting, owned by
Tony McCarthy of Dunedin. From the six
ties was a very nice Aermacchi Harley
Davidson looking better than new. The
Australian-built Bennet and Barkell was
another unique machine that may not be
seen here again. A Model 841 Army Indian
with V-twin a la Moto Guzzi was also
unusual. Most entrants were happy to leave
the public to it and withdraw to await the
start of the motoring events.

It was interesting to see the modern
bikes that were displayed by local dealers,
mixed in with earlier machines. I wonder
how many of these modems will be coming
to our National Rallies in 30 years time?

Saturday is normally the day of the main
rally but this time a new format saw the
rally moved to Sunday with Saturday used
for field tests with optional runs available to
a number of local venues.

The field tests were set out in the car
park next to the Stadium. These included
picking up and throwing a basketball into a
hoop, throwing balls into buckets, riding
over a seesaw and stutter boards and lastly,
a traditional slalom. All a bit of fun - the
hardest bit was rummaging in the bottom of
the bag trying to find the last few balls to
throw while riding around in a circle.

With hardly a pause, we lined up for the
first of the informal runs. It appears most
chose the run out to the Otago Peninsula
with its excellent motoring roads. We
departed with a smaller group south to the
Taieri River mouth. This run headed over
the hill to Brighton, following one of the
routes used by the long-running Dunedin
Brighton Veteran Run. It then continued
over the rolling landscape to stop just past
the curved concrete bridge structure.



1919 Triumph
1927 AJS
1926 AJS

1911 Abingdon
King Dick

1911 Abingdon
King Dick

1914 BSA

1963 Jawa
1960 BMW
1963 Jawa

Ray McCulloch2

NATIONAL AWARDS

3 Gary Pritchard

Vintage
1 John Martin 1928 BSA Sloper
2 Trevor Harris 1928 Harley-Davidson
3 Louise Binnie 1927 Triumph

Vintage with Sidecar
1 Howard Sims 1927 Harley-Davidson
2 Nevillle Ridd 1922 Henderson
3 Ashley Bell 1929 Triumph

Post Vintage
1 Stuart Johns 1941 Indian
2 Brett Gregg 1941 Indian
3 Stewart Russell 1939 Triumph

Post Vintage with Sidecar
1 Kelvin Davis 1937 Harley-Davidson
2 Alan Grime 1942 Harley-Davidson

Post War
1 Murray George 1949 Royal Enfield
2 Jillian Hayton 1953 BSA
3 Graham Abernathy1952 Matchless

Post War with Sidecar
1 Brett Gregg 1952 Norton
2 Peter Barnett 1960 BMW
3 lan Ridd 1951 Triumph

Post 1960
1 Graham Clark
2 John Stickney
3 Bev Pidduck

Non VCC
1 Evan Maninveld (Aust.)
2 Catrina Sargent (Aust.)
3 Colin Sargent (Aust.)

The Montagu Trophy
Awarded to the overall winner

Howard Sims 1927 Harley Davidson 7/9
Helen Lane Memorial Trophy
Best performance by a lady rider

Jillian Hayton 1953 BSA C 11 G

Tim's Trophy
Best performance by a twin motorcycle

Howard Sims 1927 Harley-Davidson 7/9

Wally Kilmister Trophy
Best performance by a Vintage motorcycle

Howard Sims 1927 Harley-Davidson 7/9

Geoff Hockley Memorial Trophy
Best performance by a Vintage Harley-Davidson

Howard Sims 1927 Harley-Davidson 7/9

Inter Branch Teams Trophy
South Canterbury

P.P.G. Concours Cup
Best presented vehicle

David Sparrow 1917 Henderson G

The Otago Cup
Best performance Post 1960 class

Graham Clark 1963 Jawa CZ

CLASS AWARDS

Veteran
1 Russell Dale

•

This loop returned us to Outram, then on to
Mosgiel. We stopped along the way to help
a couple of entrants from my branch with
bike troubles, but with the anival of the
back up, we departed for the finish. Only a
short distance over the hills as we re
entered Dunedin from the south and
retumed to the Stadium. By the time we
were back, most had left to scrub up for the
Prize-giving Dinner.

At the motor camp, it was obvious the
motoring section of the event was over, as
many bikes were already on trailers or in
the back of vans, ready for the journey
home. Some of us would be riding and
some, even luckier, were to depart next day
on the after-raUy tour.

The Prize-giving Dinner was held at the
Metropolitan Club, with buses arranged to
transport us from our accommodation.
Photos from the rally and the motor show
were offered for sale. Also on display, was
Bill Veitch's early Norton International.
This was of special interest to one of the
guest speakers, who was the daughter of the
original owner, Bert Rosson. Louise
Rosson currently chairs the Otago Regional
Council. The evening meal took the form of
a smorgasbord, with plenty of food avail
able. In stages throughout the evening, the
trophies and certificates were presented.
The full results are listed below and I'll just
mention that Dave Sparrow's Henderson
Four was the popular choice for Concours
and that Howard Sims of Masterton, riding
his Harley-Davidson 7/9, was the runaway
winner, collecting several trophies includ
ing Best Overall.

Among the prizes presented, were some
new National Trophies arranged by the
Otago Branch. These included a new
Concours Cup, donated by PPG
(Automotive Finishes) and the Otago Cup
for the Post- I960 section winner.

Attention then turned to the next
National Motorcycle Rally with Auckland
Branch extending an invitation to us all for
the year 200 I.

In all, a well organised event. On behalf,
of all entrants, thanks are extended for the
big effort put in by the organising commit
tee who now will likely be wondering what
to do with their newfound time!

Paul Nixon ollnvacargill displays a singular

1929 Aero Morgan. Peter Alderdice, ahoulto
leave on the reliahilitv trial.

Mayor of Dunedin City Sukhi Turner who jlagged
hikes away at the start. hitches a short ride with
CD Wral/ ofNelson on his 1953 BB 31 BSA.

1923 A.lS and sidecar of Glen Bull of
lWaslerlon.

At the show, 1934 750 Nimlms o{ Alan Wilson.
Dunedin.



Geert (lefl) alld Mark De Boer cruise tile stn'I!f.~ of DUlledin an /heir Vill/Jlge m"torcyc/es.
Photo courtesy of' Drago Daily Times

One View of the
16th National Motorcycle Rally

A
university lecturer once stated

"We change to remain the same"
I still haven't grasped this
abstruse idea! As could be

expected when my fOlmative motorcycling
years were spent riding the very same
roads used in the Rally, the roads had
changed, yet were the same.

The back road up from Sawyers Bay to
Waitati was essentially the same, even to
its smooth loose metal surface, made easy
on the day of the Rally by being dampened
by a very light misty rain. But despite the
seal on the Evansdale, Warring ton,
Seacliff road out to Highway 1, I could
still find the messy downhill approach to
one of the many railway crossings, where I
had so nearly lost my 1948 Speed Twin on
the thick loose metal when competing in
my first road trial some 46 years ago.

The run back over Mount Cargill, on the
old Main North Road, reminded me of the
old Dunedin saying "If there's mist on yon
Mount Cargill, it'll rain for three days, and
if ye canna see the mist on yon Mount
Cargill, it's already raining." We got the
mist, but modern tyres on the R60 BMW
made it more surefooted than the hard rub
ber on the Speed Twin.

Cutting through the back of Dunedin, on
the lower slopes of Flagstaff, to find Taieri
Road, took us along Wakari Road, now the
main road through a full suburb, but 47
years ago, it was a narrow gravel back road,
on which an Ig year old wobbled on one of
his first rides of his 750cc Hurley. (No
250cc bikes for learners then). Down
Three-Mile Hill, used recently for a very
successful Otago Branch VCC hiU climb.
The pine trees have gone, but the superb
corners remain. Then the easy ride along
the t1at roads of the Taieri Plain, to lunch at
Outram. Somewhere on this morning's
ride, 1 lost 300 points for not following the
correct route. Local knowledge, when
rusty, can be dangerous.

Following the packaged lunch at
Outram, my long route went straight on to
the Hindon road, now fully sealed, but
without much realignment. Try that very
steep descent on loose metal! But the big
surprise was SH87, from Outram to

Text lan Dougherty
Photos Bill Veitch, Otago Daily Times

Middlemarch. With its wide sweeping cor
ners, long climbs, and downhill swoops, it
screamed out for at least a Brough Superior
SSIOO, but the Beerner did the job, almost
all in top gear.

Reverse tripping back to Dunedin, put a
very enjoyable ISO mile ride behind us,

with the day completed by the Rally
Dinner. Congratulations to old friend,
Howard Sims, on his resounding
overall win. •

A group of keen/ourists, taken on the lasT day at The Tiger Mothfactory lunch stop. Mandeville. near Gore.
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SPEED 20

e Wheel
Behind
T
1934 Alvis

.
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The Best Car Britain ever made.
That at least was the opinjon of Le

Canoe's character, Jim Prideaux. It's possi
ble that Jim was just a whisker biased
towards things British, but it's hard not be
biased towards this Speed 20; especially
when you are on holiday, the sun shines
from a clear Otago sky and old friend Bob
Oakley gives it to you for the day!
Alvis not Elvis

Older VCC members can skip this bit,
but for the sake of the people I've met who
think Alvis was a pop singer, some back
ground.

The Alvis company started with alu
minium alloy pistons for the Kaiser war air
craft industry. When peace returned, they
came out fighting with a line of strong, tun
able cars of under 1500cc of which the
12/50 emerged as a classic. A hotted up
12/50 won the 200 Miles Race on
Brooklands in 1923 and in fact was the first
and only British passenger car maker to win
~ ~~:~_ I~~~ ..J:f'''~~~~ r.~_~ .. ~1.. _~~~ ~_

English soil until Aston Martin did the job
35 years later.

It was heady stuff and by the mid 1920s
Alvis was into independent suspension all
round, front wheel drive, supercharged
straight eights and what we now call a
Fonnula One programme. Financial disas
ter nearly followed, but fortunately, with
the Great Depression spreading like a fun
gus and the official receiver breathing
down their necks, Alvis produced a winner.

Race wins were forgotten, and in a mere
three months designer Smith-Clarke had
the Speed 20 Alvis ready for launch in
January 1932. Admittedly it owed quite a
lot to a not very exciting range of small six
cylinders that had been around Alvis since
1927, but instead of following the 1930s
trend to under-powered sixes, the Speed 20
proved the Alvis flag ship. Amid their wel
ter of Eagles (Silver and Crested) Fireflies
and Firebirds and further developments of
the twelve-stroke-something that wound
Ollt to 1')/7r1 h\, 101.0 it UHH,' thp. <':'npp.,-l ')()

that put Alvis among the front runners of
the smallish luxury personal tourer.

If WO Bentley had built something sim
ilar as successor to his epoch making 3 litre,
his company might well have survived. As
it was, when Rolls-Royce set out to reintro
duce the Bentley, it was the Speed 20 Alvis
and the slightly more expensive Talbot that
they called in and assessed to give them
selves pelformance and engineering bench
marks.
First Impressions.

Walking up to the Oakley Alvis there is
an impression of sometmng low and black.
It doesn't look "Vintage". It seems to cover
quite an area of ground and looks at you
wide-eyed with it's big Lucas PlOO's: ask
ing to be driven far and fast.

It's a four door tourer with Cross & Ellis
body. The front doors are slightly cut away,
though not as much as a T series MG. I
swing my long legs in easily, surprised at
the backwards tilt of the driving seat. It is
~_ ....... _ .I: 1 __ ._...J ~ .. __ :~L .. __ 0 ..:_1: __ """_~~



posture. Conscious of my responsibilities
and unsure where the corners are, I will be
sitting up for some distance.
Controls

The big four spoke steering wheel. The
centre of it has a big disc with horn button
in the middle and three sets of finger con
trols in the ten, two and six o'clock posi
tions. These are respectively for ignition
advance, hand throttle and lights. The hand
brake is on the right. Bob warns me that it
works on all four wheels. No jabs at gravel
hairpins to 'bring the tail out'! The central
gear change is slightly angled towards the
passenger, giving more steering clearance.
This is a 1934 car, built after the 1933
Motor Show which saw the introduction of
the improved SC series of Speed 20s, so
I will have synchromesh on all ratios
and some extra ccs (now 2762 in all) to
play with.

Starting from cold, I turn the key to acti
vate the electric fuel pump, switch the
selector just above the gear stick left for
coil, draw the choke out a little between the
fourth and fifth fingers of the left hand and

with the thumb or forefinger press the
starter button. A blief whirr. .. and with a
woofing from the three SU's the engine
comes smoothly but not quite silently into
life. Gear pattern is normal to four on the
floor, so with a bit of jiggling in the strange
car/confined space, the pleasantly light
clutch is in and we're off. I switch to
the magneto for run and get rid of the choke
early.

Heading down Dunedin's hills in light
morning traffic, I'm soon aware I can't
match modern brakes. I remember a brief
drive years ago in which Bob warned me
that they came on "by numbers". Today
they seem to be all together, but they are
cable brakes.
Development and Restoration.

Bob has done quite a lot to this car. I
remember it as a shortened two seater, but
he has rebuilt it to original length. The com
pression has been raised to over 7: 1 with
some attendant head work The cams too
have been carefully profiled to original or
better. The result is around 100 bhp instead
of the earlier 89. By coincidence 89 was
also the top speed mph of the original road
test, 0-50 coming up in 13.8 seconds and 0
70 in 28.4 for Autocar.
Highways and Byways

Pulling out of town I was reminded that
this is not a multi litred giant or top gear
only Yankee coupe. With less than 3 litres
a drop to 40mph through slow hill traffic
seemed to call for third which smoothly

situation. Lesser hills, as in small towns en
route, can be taken quite comfortably at
1,500 rpm - 30mph.

Once into the swing of things the car is
quick. I kept to the suggested 3,000rpm:
close to the legal limit - or a little more
according to our a A Class Mercedes chase
car. In anger Oakley has seen 4,500 readily
- the equivalent of 98mph, and a couple of
times an indicated Ton. On trips like the
PireUi tour the Alvis keeps up with Austin
Healeys and other post war sporting cars. It
certainly is an effortless cruiser.

Soon we were heading up the coast road
to Karitane with its many spectacular views
and railway crossings.

Ride on the uneven sUlfaces was a good
mix of Vintage and modern with the Andre
Telecontrols at around 451bs fore and aft. I
was most impressed with the independent
front suspension, new to the Speed 20 for
this car's production year. It dealt with pot
holes, railway crossings or corrugations
very well indeed. The chassis, however
seems to be doing a bit of work and is per
haps less competent. It is a very pleasant
car to drive under these condition. I would
not describe it as under-steering, but I
found that unless deliberately placed 
which I enjoyed doing - it tended to run
wide. I understand Bob ikes to tuck in with
some power on when in a hurry on twisty
stuff. It is certainly a handy and sporting car
but not (in it's owner's words) "a nimble
car in circuit conditions." I did share Bob's
enthusiasm for his Michelins.

Luggage space is limited, but there is a
very nice and original tool kit. The car has
built in jacking.

When K.R Day published his book on the
Alvis car in 1965, there were a known 179
surviving Speed 20s. This one makes one
more. Production (of the SC and SD series
I presume) totalled 330 in 1934-5. If we
assume a similar volume for the earlier
series, then total Speed 20 output looks
like between 600 and 700 at most. For
comparison the 1934-35 figures for other
Alvis cars are Firebird/Firefly 456, S&C
Eagles 455.

The car I drove came at a chassis price
of £600, or as complete £695. This repre
sented wonderful value against its main
competitors. The Talbot 105 chassis sold at
£695, although this was drastically reduced
as that financially troubled company strove
to clear stock. The M45 Lagonda - bigger
engine and tax was £675 in chassis form
and the 3';' litre Bentley £1,100.

Like other customers, Alvis owners
wanted more. More speed, bigger, heavier
bodies. The 3'/, litre Speed 25 in saloon
form went up from the Speed 20 tourers
30cwt to over 36 cwt; more than 300kgs.
Maybe they had more to offer in their day.

But seen from 65 years on, it's hard to
imagine anything more pleasing in the way
of a touring and recreational car.

•



South Waikato Branch

Pat Garnett

Dolphy Mathis
South Waikato Branch

But now I am gone you will all realise
That it wasn't my fault when we missed

out on a prize."
(Poem written by Pat's Son)

"In the last couple of years I've taken to
driving old cars,
It must be something that happens to

Grandmas and Grandpas
We do thisfun thing called Straight Line

Navigation
With Beryl and I in the car there was

always agitation

Golf Club and the Rugby Club. Described
as a bit of a "hard case", Pat was once sent
to buy Kentucky Fried Chicken and later
returned with a new car.

Over the last four years, Pat has been a
valued member of the South Waikato
Vintage Car Club and for the past year,
until his death. was the Club Captain so it's
only fitting to let Pat have the final say:

Hundreds gathered to farewell long-time
Putarmu resident Pat Garnett. Pat died of a
stroke at Waikato Hospital on March 23
aged 71.

Pat (JP to his friends) was the husband
of South Waikato District Councillor Beryl
Garnett. Together they have raised four
sons. Over the past 40 years Pat's well
drilling company has been a familiar sight
in the South Waikato.

Pat was a member of the Putaruru Lions
Club for 30 years and was twice President.
He also earned the special Master Key
award for his sponsorships Pat was well
known for his generous help to others. "We
were proud that he was one of our pack,"
said the Lions club.

For 36 years he was a member of the
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FORD & CHEVROLET
REPRO PARTS --:~

'28-'48~

'OLD AUTO RUBBER'

V]! " _r.p\ I JIG
WIRING HARNESS

VINTAGE AUTO PARTS
ROAD AND TRACK SUPPLIES

PO Box 5369 Papanui. Christchurch
Telephone (03) 352-0406

CAST IRON
WELDING
Powder Spray Process,

Cylinder Heads, Manifolds,
Cooling Fins, Castings,
Mechanical Repairs &

Rebuilds
THOMAS ROWE

MOTORING ENGINEER Ltd
No. 6 R.D.

Palmerston North
Phone (06) 324-8707

Whet'e older can are seen and loved.
- And some a1'e for sale -

Ph: 07 573 6547
Te Pl1ke - Rororua HighwaY(lIl·xt tu Kill'ifi'/l;t COIl1ltl',"')

THE FASCINATING HISTORY OF MOTORING PISTON RINGS

NEW SHOWROOM
Unit F 25 Cartwright Rd, Kelson

New Phone: (09) 818-6211
New Fax (09) 818-7550

Specialising in new and rebuilt early
Ford VB Parts & Accessories.
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200/0 DISCOUNT
ON MENTIONING THIS AD

FIVE DA Y DELIVERY
PROMPT sERWCE ASSURED

For N.Z.'s largest range of piston
rings contact:

JOHNSON'S PISTON RINGS LTD.
PH: (09) 579·7219/579·8788

918 Gt South Road, Penrose,
Auckland

WE CAN MAKE CUSTOM RINGS FOR MOST
CARS, TRUCKS & MOTOR MOWERS

OPEN SATURDAY
MORNING - 8.30-12.30

*****



MARKETPLACE

CHEVROLET SEDAN 1929 RESTORED,
runs well. Cream and black guards. Reg &
WOF. $10,500. Also Erskine 1927 strong
motor, restored but needs seats rcupholstcrcd.
Reg & WOF. $8,500. Phone (025) 992-758,
Auckland. Mem.

1937 CHEVROLET COUPE ON
restored rolling chassis. Also 1937 Chevrolet
Sedan shell on rolling chassis. Suit serious
restorer or parts. Many sparcs. Many new
parts. Offers. Phone (09) 412-8684.

PISTONS for Vintage and Classic engines.
Most models available in standard or over
sizes. Also pistons can be made to special
dimensions. Contact George Calder, 307
Hoon Hay Road, Christchurch. Phone (03)
338-5372. Fax (03) 338-5482. Member.

1956 ARIEL HT5 500cc TRIALS BIKE.
Fitted with dual scat and single scat.
Headlight. Superb condition restored by Hugh
Anderson. $9.000. Phone (09) 480-5373.

LARGE 11m x 9m SECURE GARAGE
suitable for storing 9 or more Vintage cars.
One hours drive north of Christchurch on
fully serviced, north facing 90001' town
section surrounded by quality homes. Sell the
lot for $23,000 (near GV). Phone
Christchurch 332-0873.

MGPA 1934 IDEAL RESTORATION
project. New parts include wheels, radiator
surround and all brake components. $25,000
ono. Phone (09) 575-5078 evenings.

TRIUMPH T80 350CC MOTORCYCLE
engine No. 2 T6 2367 and chaincase and carbo
All in good condition to be sold in one tot.
$1, I00. Also Triumph petrol tank 1950-56
$180, concentric carb $60. Phone Don
Gordon (09) 410-4464.
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All display rates quoted exclude G.S.T. and are for finished camera ready artwork supplied.
Artwork can be arranged at an extra charge.
Deadline for copy 10th of month preceding publication.
Beaded Wheels will consider articles of a technical nature for inclusion in its editorial space.
Beaded Wheels however regrets that it is not able to offer editorial space for advertisements
nor for the promotion of products.
Beaded Wheels makes c,'cry droft 10 ensure no misle:tding claims arc made by advertisers, responsibility Cl!.nnOl be acccpled by Beaded Wheels
or the Vinlagc MCluh of New 7.c•• land for lhe flliluf<:: of ony produ~l or service 10 give sali)factioll. Inclusion of a Pi"Oducl or service should not
be constnlcd as endorsement of it by lleaded Wheels or by the Villl:l£C C:ir Club.
No li;lbilily can be iicccplNI for non-appearance of advCrliscrncnts and Ihu. lext of all .ldvcrtiscrm:nts i.o:. snbjcct l(l Ihe ,Ipproval of lhc edilor who
n:st"-f'\'CS Illl:: rigtu 10 refuse any ,I<!\,crtisernents which '-Ife nOl cOlllpmiblc with Ihe aims. Obj~livcs, and swnd.\rds of Bl'adcd Whcels or Ihe Yifliagl'
Car Club of New Zcalillld.
In aC(;O,.dllOce with the pro\'isions of Ihl" Hnmftn Rights Commiss-io-n Acl 19771lcndc-d Wheels \\,jIJ nol publish an~' lId\'erli~mellt which
indic31t's 01' could I'easonabl)' be understood liS indicllling lln intenlion to discriminate by refilonn or se.\:, m.llrilal ."ilatmi, religious or dhic.tl
heliers. Advertisers should 11Ike all c<lrt' in d1'3f1ing adverti~el1lents :IS the')' could be held liable, as ""ell as Ihe mngazine and l.he
Club.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Due to space limitation, classified advertisers should refrain from the use of dashes, spaces, logos,
blank lines and centering.
The 65 word limit includes contacl details. Advertisers requiring ads longer than the standard 65
words, or who require typography or space, must apply display rates.
The advertising depaJ1ment reserves the right to edit or return classifieds not meeting the criteria.
Non Member: $16.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 15 cents per word to a maxi
mum of 65 words per advertisement.
Member of Vintage Car Club Inc: $12.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 15 cents
per word to a maximum of 65 words per advertisement. Members must be financial and state
their branch.
Boxed Ad: $8.00 extra.
Photo Ad in Box: $32.00 members, $44 non-members, enclose a clear photograph and an S.A.E.
if return required.
Colour Photo Ad in Box: $50.00 members, $54 non-members. enclose a clear photo and an
S.A.E. if return required.
Above rates apply for each advertisement. Advertisements should be typed or clearly printed.

ENCLOSE PAYMENT
Cheques Payable to Beaded Wheels. Post to: Advertising, P.O. Box 13-140, Christehurch, to
arrive not later than 10th of month preceding publication.
DISPLAY RATES

FOR SALE

1919 STUDEBAKER - A CHALLENGE
for enthusiastic restorer. Chassis and all parts.
Estate sale, tenders will be taken. Phone (03)
215-9996 for details.

1926 MODEL T FORD NEW BEAUTY tour
ing car. Very attractive restoration. Royal blue
body, black guards, running boards, hood and
upholstery. Mustard spokes. Ruckstel axle.
Personalised plates. Runs well. No rust. Reg
& WOF. $16,500. Phone (07) 575-8157.

1949 CHEVROLET 4 DOOR SEDAN.
Uncompleted restoration. $4,000 ono or trade
pre-unit swingarm BSA or sidecar to suit.
Phone Malcolm (06) 843-0018.

IS YOUR DISTRIBUTOR WORN??
We can repair and recalibrate distributors.
Work includes rebushing, building up shafts,
fitting sealed ball races. VACUUM
ADVANCE UNITS OVERHAULED, all
types. High quality finish, prompt service. All
work fully guaranteed. Enquiries to Quality
Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall St, Christchurch 8004.
Ph/Fax Ban)' Emms (03) 342-5677. Mem.

1925 CHEVROLET SUPERIOR MODEL K
has been trucked. Is dismantled. Chassis, axles
and springs have been sandblasted. Four new
450-475x21 Firestone NZ tyres and tubes.
$2000 ono. Phone (03) 2[2-8786, fax (03)
212-8751 ask for Bill. Mem.

1930 FORD A SEDAN for sale or swap for a
Ford A Roadster. Phone (06) 357-0098. Mem.

FOUR 475/500 X 20 NEAR NEW TYRES,
two 525 x 21 new tyre,s, pair PI 00 Lucas
headlights, very good, Veteran Bosch dual
ignition coii switch, Vintage large roadster
steel hood bows (not American), brass trum
pet Smith Veteran electric horn, sundry
Vintage brass windscreens. Alastair McIntosh
(03) 213-0323.

ROLLS-ROYCE SILVER GHOST unre
stored chassis. Bugatti type 35 needs restora
tion. Both currently NZ registered. Small
quantity of early Ford T spares, quantity of De
Dion pieces also offered. Viewing 3 & 4 July
only. 60 Rose Banks Drive, Tamahere,
Hamilton. Best offer sought. Ph (07) 856-2098.

1930 MODEL A TOWN SEDAN, a few
spares, car complete and running. On resto file.
Driven until a year ago. $10,000 negotiable.

1936 AUSTIN 10 IN PRISTINE COND[TION,
no money needed to be spent on this lovely
car, everything has been done. $10,000.
Phone/Fax (03) 543-2353.

DOUGLAS MOTORCYCLES - two com
plete, early 1920s, belt drives, carbide lights,
some spares, ready for restoration. $7,500.
Phone (09) 276-8784.

McGUINNESS'
C LASSICS /~~~7)

[CUTICLE ShC\VROC\t1 &WSI-iOP

46 Vidoriu SI. Alicelown, L.HuH, WGTN

Pll 04 5861500
Fox 04 586 1501

AH 04 5(~:i 1726 MB 011 433 878
"\I\(cqTn1in-l

ClASSICS DATABASE: We'll locate whal you wanl & place
what you have!

CLASSICS CASTING tisl your unique vehicle for
TV, Film, Adv Free!

CLASSICS VAtUATlONS Is your Inmlmen! Insured
correctly &for if's iull value?
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MARKETPLACE
Feature your vehicle in Beaded

Wheels in full colour from
only $50* per issue.

Advertising for our August/September
Issue must be received by

10 July, 1999. Payment must accompany
marketplace advertisements.

Send to PO Box 13140, Christchurch
See page 35 for more details.

·VCC member rate.

, HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1925 Model J, older I
restoration. In original and running order. Recent
engine work including Corbin speedo. Best offer
over $16,000 secures. Phone (03) 332-2055, fax
(03) 332-2052. Email: buck@caverock.net.nz

1928 (JULY) MODEL A FORD SPORTS
COUPE. Excellent condition and a very
motorable car. Has had a total restoration ground
up. some spares and handbook. A very rare model
in New Zealand. $29,000. Phone (09) 524-7762.

DAlMLER LANCHESTER LEDA SALOON 1952
4 cylinder 1968cc restored with all original acces
sories working incl HMV radio, heater etc. Winking
lights added. Preselect gearbox. All new tyres, spare
engine, gearbox steering box. Great winter car.
Reg & WOF $6,250. Ph (04) 479-2433.

1933 MORRIS OXFORD. Rare model, could be
only one in New Zealand. Brownlblack leather
upholstery. Tidy condition. $12,000 ono. Phone
(09) 828-9372.

1936 WOLSELEY 14/56 RECENT RESTORA
TION. 6 cylinder paR 15 system repaint. Full
history plus original handbook. Workshop manual.
Sunroof & original leather upholstery. Reg &
WOF. Plenty of spares including engine. $8,750.
Phone (07) 548-2040.

1926 WILLYS - KNIGHT TOURER
Model 70B. Reg & WOF, personalised plates.
Phone Lance Connolly (06) 751-0971. Mem.

1930 FORD MODEL A TUDOR. Excellent all
round condition. Reg & WOF. Good assortment of
spares. inc spare set of Firestone tyres, service
manuals, custom made all-weather trunk. Reliable
rally car. $18.000 ono. Phone/fax (07) 345-5498
ath memo

1930 MODEL A ROADSTER. Excellent
condition. Twin spares, rear carrier, Registration
& WOF. Good runner. $25,000. Phone Ewan
Allan (03) 208-0174 day (03) 202-5776 night.
Mem. Finance available.

1930 FORD MODEL A. Phaeton converted to
truck around 1945. Running order. Many spares
including guards. Shed stored since 1972.
Tenders close Monday July 19. For full description
contact Neil phone (07) 345-9263 (nights) or
email: oerc:ivaoiWwaiarikiac:nz

CROSSLEY 14hp TOURER 1924. Fully
restored and immaculately presented. A rare
opportunity to purchase a quality English tourer of
this type. Auster screen. Spares available. Ready to
rally. $32,000. Phone (09) 834-6255 or (09) 836
12'\'\ hus

1954 MG TF 1250 FOR SALE OR SWAP.
Nice restored car fearured on cover BW 229.
Interested in Veteran tourer (brass era) or
"sporty" Vintage or Post Vintage tourer. Phone
Roger White (04) 563-6236 or (021) 538-262.



PENRITE OILS. We carry a full range from
Vintage to Modern Engines. Lubricants for
pre-1984 HO motorcycles, gearbox oil for
Japanese 2 strokes. Full range of din, steer
ing box and gearbox oils. Competitive
prices. Try us first. M.S. Coombes Ltd., 344
St. Asaph Street, Christchurch. Phone (03)
366-7463, Fax (03) 366-7462.

RENAULT LIMOUSINE 1924 PZ luxury
seven-seater, sliding glass partition, original
leather and cloth upholstery, silk blinds, par
cel nets, mahogany and walnut with brass
inlay, luggage trunk, tool trays, motor just
completely overhauled. $75,000. Phone (09)
276-8784.

VINTAGE WOOD PROBLEMS? For all
your Vintage wood work requirements, I
can reproduce your car's woodwork from
original parts, patterns and photos. Model A
parts made to order, also Morris Traveller
Van Kits. N Rhodes, Furniture of
Distinction, Purakau Rd, Marton. Ph
(06)327.6164.

TRIUMPH BACK END, approximately 1928,
19" wheels, drums, springs, hub cap. $90 the
Jot. Phone (09) 276-8784.

1929 BUICK MARQUEITE 371 SEDAN.
Very good original condition. Motor rebuilt,
new clutch, brakes overhauled 3,000mls ago.
Also complete 2nd car suitable for parts or
restore. Also mare parts and manual $13,500
the lot. Phone/fax (03) 543-2772

HUBCAPS - IF YOU HAVE a hubcap
problem contact mc. I have produced skin
pressings for most cars between 1930 and
1940. These are top quality replicas. No
matter how rare the make of vehicle it is
possible to reproduce as original. For further
information phone Les Hayter (07) 378
9230 or (025) 485-994 or write to my new
address 810 Tukairangi Road, RD 1,
Taupo, PO Box 762 Taupo. Mem.

STANDARD FLYfNG TWELYE, 1937 four
door saloon. Low mileage, all original and
complete with tools and manual, awaiting
restoration after storage for thirty years.
$2,500. Phone (09) 276-8784.

CHEVROLET 1938 CROWN WHEEL &
PINION, new crown wheel 37 tooth and pin
ion 9 tooth. $120. Phone (09) 276-8784.

BMW R 75/7 1977. TIDY CONDITION
$4,000. Krauser panniers. Phone Kcith Taylor
(09) 432-2790.

RADIATOR CORES Zig-zag pattern Scrck
cores to original patterns and specs for
Austin, Riley etc, and hexagonal, round and
square panern cartridge cores for a range of
Vintage cars are still available from
Replicore. Quotes and advice are free.
Contact: John Rummery, RD 9, Whangarei.
Phone (09) 434-6330, Fax (09) 435-0790.
Mem. E-mail: rumbo@replicore.co.nz Visit
my web site: www.replicore.co.nz

1956 FORD CONSUL no reg or WOF. Good
mnnino orei"r .'hROO ()J' ono Phon" (01)) 177-

1931 MODEL AA TRUCK. 4 SPEED. In
good running order, easy restoration. $2,500
ono. Phone (03) 202-5332 evenings, or (03)
202-5331. Fax (03)208-6208.

1934 TERRAPLANE SEDAt"l. Early restora
tion, runs very well, very original with spares.
Asking $12,000 ono. Enquiries phone (06)
363-7152 evenlngs.

VETERAN VINTAGE MOTORCYCLE
invertcd levers. Small stock of new nickel
plated levers for I" bars (can be turned to 'I,").
$195 pair plus $5 post and pack. Lynda
Maddock, 918 Kaipara Flats Rd, RD I,
Warkworth. Phone (09) 422-5714.

NEW SPOKES AND NIPPLES FOR SALE.
All spokes 7swg 4Y bend. Rolled threads.
Steel nipples. Overall length. 44 of 175mm x
7g. 125 of 190mm x 7g. 120 of 225mm x 7g.
125 of 235mm x 7g. 200 nipples only 7g.
Gordon Vogtherr, 404 Tomoana Road,
Hastings. Phone (06) 878-2448.

1930 REO FLYING CLOUD COUPE model
20. Lots of restoration done already. Requires
rewooding. Hydraulic brakes, twin side
mounts. Only known 1930 Coupe in NZ.
Plenty of information. $6,000. Daimler V8
1966, excellent condition, gold with red
leather. Original refurbished car. $12,000.
Phone (09) 836-1490. Mem.

VALYES exhaust quality stainless for
Vintage engines. Available in bl:mk form
or machined to size required. Contact;
George Calder, 307 Hoon Hay Road,
Christchurch. Phone (03) 338-5372, Fax
(03) 338-5482. Member.

SPARE PARTS GALORE! Are available from
the Wellington Branch. We require a full
description, photo or drawing of the part or parts
you require and wc will endeavour to help you.
Please send a SAE to Wcllington Branch VCC,
PO Box 38-418, Petone.

PISTONS PISTONS PISTONS
PISTONS

FOR VETERAN, VINTAGE, CLASSIC &
ODDBALL ENGINES.

We can supply piston sets for most makes
& models. All piston sets come complete

with rings & gudgeons. We have over 700
listings at competitive prices.

M S Coombes Lld
344 St Asaph St, Christchurch

Ph (03) 366.7463, fax (03) 366.7462

BRASS LAMPS, PAIR OF BLERIOT SIDE
LAMPS glass diameter is 115mm, total height
375mm. Pair of Rotax roadlight 267 self gener
ating headlamps, glass diameter is 145mm. All
professionally restored. Wanted Bleriot head
lamps brass carbide, cone shaped. Phone Ross
(03) 217-7707 or phonelfax (03) 218-8897, 148
Racecourse Rd, Invercargill.

VETERAN 1918 MODEL 370LDSMOBlLE
under restoration. Enough parts for onc wire
wheel vehicle plus the very rare 1918 pick-up
truck. All the hard bits found. Phone Len Harvey
(09) 576-8599. Mem.

The Year 2000 Rally is
not far away...
If you haven't restored it,

maybe we have a car for you.

All these cars are 'on behalf ..

1922 Dodge Roadster, 1925 Bullnose
Morris Oxford, 1926 Ford T, 1927 Morris
Cowley, 1927 Erskine, 1929 Morris Isis,
1929 Chevrolet Coupe, 1930 Ford Roadster,
1934 Vauxhall Sports, 1937 Oldsmobile,
1939 Chevrolet Sedan, 1949 Single Spinner,
1951 A40 Sports Convertible, 1954 TF
1500, 1957 190 Mercedes, 1962 Vauxhall
Velox, 1964 Rover, 1966 Falcon Fairmont.

Viewable at

TE PUKE VINTAGE AUTO BARN
or phone (07) 573-6547.

1948 JAGUAR I'h litre MARK IV older
restoration but straight and tidy two tone black.
Irridescent blue. Wire wheels, good l1lbber. Full
tool kit in boot. Red upholstery sold with new
reg & WOF. $30,000 ono. Phone (03) 449-2352.

MUDGUARDS - blank alloy & steel in 'C'
section, ribbed and extra length from $60.
British Motorcycles and Spares, 9-11 Lloyd
St, Wellington. Phone (04) 384-8819.

1928 CHEVROLETNATIONAL AB 'h TON
tl1lck older restoration. Lot of spares. Reg
$7,000 ono. Phone 351-8553.

CAR RADIOS FOR 1937 PACKARD
restored $400 SSV8 $150 radiomobile for RR
or similar wooden facia $200. 1938 Ford V8
$250. 4 650x 16 Firestone white wall tyres
new. $800. Phone 352-7079. Not Sat.

AUTOMOTIVE WOODGRAINING.
When restoring your car there is only one
way to restore your metal window frames &
dashboard: metal woodgraining. For infor
mation and free quotes contact Alan
Malkby. Ph (03) 445-0988 or write to 11
Boyne Place, Cromwell. Mem.

1929 DURANT MODEL 65/66 PARTS
including block, bumpers, gearbox, diff, chas
sis and various other. Phone (09) 437-5163
home after hours. Mem.

BENTLEY MARK 6 STANDARD STEEL
saloon 1951 $30,000 ono. Current ownership,
27 years. Bentley 3L tourer 1923, two owners
since complete rebuild. Repainted late 1980s,
no dreamers. Phone Ron (03) 342-9229.

BSA FRONT WHEEL DRIVE 2 SEATER
sports 1938. Part rebuilt, plus parts of rare
1931 front wheel drive two seater. $3,800 ono
the lot. Phone (09) 445-8117.

REWIRING? Loom kits for pre-1960 english
cars made to pattern in lacquer-braided cable
with cotton over-braid: eg 1934-38 Morris
8hp srs 1/IT $328.50 incl gst, flasher circuit
installed if required. Enquiries to: Peter
Woodend (Spares), PO Box 2245, Tauranga.



AOTEAROA WOODEN WHEELS

WOODEN WHEELS made for your
metalwork. Steam bent felloes, any shape
spokes. New beaded rims available in some

1929 PONTIAC SEDAN older restoration.
Ideal for 2000 Rally. $12,000 ono. Phone (03)
762-6U31, fax (03) 768-9431.

3 Contlsh Place.
FeUding. Ne", Zealand.

(6) 323-3995
A/Hr. (6) 323-3868

Member of Manawatu v.e.c.
H.C.e.A. (NZ)

Veru JeDsen

1932 AUSTIN 10/4. Mechanical restoration
done. Straight original body. Many spares.
Everytiling there. Easy project to complete.
Make me a fair offer. Phone (07) 549-1882.

TALBOT-DARRACQ MODEL 12/32 sports
tourer in good original order on wire wheels
and 4 speed gear box. White with black mud
guards. Phone (025) 224-0960 after 12 July.

ALL BUICK ALL $250 EACH, 1930 wires
1929 front hubs, ASH wire hubs, std mast
1920-28 hubs wheels 23", 24", 22" wide 20",
std front hubs wheel centres mast std $25 ea.
Pontiac 16" wire, Chrysler 16". 1924 Buick
128" tourer you restore, a lot done, with wire
wheels, $5,000. Swap 1934 series 50.
Phone/fax (07) 571-8283.

CONSUL MK 11. Restoration started includ
ing all chrome work and some bodywork.
Body reasonably sound. Requires paint and
upholstery. Runs but mechanical histDry
unknown. Highest offer. Ph Jens Christensen,
Christchurch (03) 325-3302. Mem.

1936 CHEVROLET FLAT BACK SEDAN.
New radiator, wiring loom, brakes and hoses.
Motor rebuilt but not run. Complete car
requiring body and trim to be finished.
Original leather seats. Offers. (06) 345-0426
or (025) 454-628 for more infonnation. Mem.

WOULD THE WONDERFUL PERSON
who assembled the spokes and rims for our
1913 AlIdays & Onions Veteran car, please
contact Joy Demler, 39 Maranui Street,
Mount Maunganui or phone (07) 575-4552
collect.

7 ONI..Y 17"dia KNOCK ON WIRE WHEELS
with hubcaps. 2 1'/4" bronze body SU carbs.
I BSA mic parts book 1938 models,
I BSA mc parts book 1940 models.
I pair kings own side lights no 146 kerosene.
I Brown Bros catalogue 1914 covers both
motorcycles and car parts etc. Phone/fax (03)
578-6677.

GENERATORS & STARTERS MODEL T
Model A, 6 and 12 volt early V8 6 or 12 volt,
new Sparton horns 6 or 12 volt also recondi
tioned horns. Windscreen new frame 28/29,
closed car aluminium A4541OA. Wiring
looms - braided cable made to suit and fitted
most places in South Island. Phone Brian
Hickey (03) 354-0103, Chlistchurch.

1938 BUlCK SUPER. Recent mechanical
work has made this imposi.ng car, a reliable
entrant for all VCC events from rallys to speed
events. $ I 1,500 or would take a "flat back"
Citroen Light 15 as part payment. Phone/fax
(03) 489-3697.

1965 FORD ZEPHYR MK 3. Immaculate
new black lacquer. Red interior. Top mechan
ical condition. Low miles. First owner till
1992. Owner selling to buy first home. Phone
(07) 549-1882 for more details.

MODEL 'A' HEAVEN

1965 MGB ROADSTER, new sills
and door skins fitted needs further panel
work. Engine completely rebuilt (5 main
bearing). New brakes, oil cooler radiator etc.
New rear bumper and upholstery set ex UK
$5,500. Wayne Henderson, 70 Tanner Road,
Glenleith, Dunedin.

WIRE WHEEL RIMS 20" 78 SPOKE, with
split ring, tyres. We are going to manufacture
Rudge Whitworth wheel centres, hubs. 80mm
long. Alfa Romeo 1955, 1965. Phone Danny
Ryan (07) 847-3774.

1910 FORD T TOURABOUT Eng No.
28267, mechanically restored, excellent brass,
some upholstery and top required to finish. A
chance for an earlv hrass Ford. $10.000.

I've got diff oil by the gallon,
And shackles by the score.

I've got kingpins by the bucket,
The parts we aJ I adore.

When you come to see me
You will be pleasantly surprised,

My parts depot is choka
It's my growing enterprise.

I've got panels by the dozen,
I've got flywheels on the floor,

My shelves are overflowing.
Parts are coming out the door.

Restorations are booming
The showroom fairly gleams.

I've got diffies we've restored,
Headlights that fairly beam.

Tyres are stacked for delivery,
All the rims are painted black,

Running board rubber by the yard,
Chromed bumpers by the stack.

We've got hoodbows being restored,
And panels awaiting thei.r paint.
With work aplenty these days,

Time to spare there ain't.

Pearson's Model 'A'
Phone (03) 388-1316.

1926 MODEL T FORD, fully reconditioned
motor runs beautifully, chassis and wheels
restored, body ready to go on. Deceased
estate. $10.000. Phone (09) 434-3673.

HOLDEN EH NEW TAIL LIGHT RIMS $47
for $30, guards new to HX, FE,FC, new rear
door FB, EK, FR, F doors new F suspension
beams chassis rails. Bedford TK new heaters
also 4 cyl. Victor 1968/72 new body also F
panel bonnet trunk grille doors, Duco paint 4
gal $380 for $135 I gal $90 for $39 Serra
Gold viscount grey horizon blue Chev door
rubber 1937/68 Vents etc. Phone Gleesons
(06) 835-4154, Napier.

CHEVROLET UTE 1947/53 NEW BONNET
badge, hubcaps; 1947/56 new gJille, light
rims, new hubcaps; 1937/55 15/16 original
stainless wheels trims. 1959 Belair RF guard
doors, bonnet, hubcaps, suspension kits, tail
light lense etc. New 350L Evygene Pontiac
1959/68 panels, suspension kits, tail lights,
motor rers. Chevrolet 1928/39 tierod ends
with balls. A30 A35 A40 A50 A60 A70 A90
A95 panels, suspenion etc. Big fibreglass sale.
Phone Gleesolls (06) 835-4154, Napier.

1936 RILEY 12/4 complete rolling
chassis, seats, lamps, instruments etc 18"
wires, mechanically in very good order.
Includes partially made underslung chassis
for special. $6,500. Wayne Hendcrson, 70
Tanner Road. Glenleith Dunedin.

AUSTIN PRE-1947, all new parts for 7hp,
8hp, 1Ohp, light 12's and others, lists avail
able; gaskets, valves, pistons and other engine
parts, hoses, castings, clutch and brake lin
ings, bearings, electrical, rubber and finishing
trim, badges, tyres and rims, etc., etc., imports
and NZ made. Enquiries to: Peter Woodend
(Spares), PO Box 2245, Tauranga. Phone (07)
576-8802 or fax (07) 576-8803.

HOOD IRONS, PARTS, REPAIRS, one-off
sets. Also lock seam tubes for USA Vintage
and Veteran cars or specials, since 1977.
Old parts can be traded on new sets. Write
with SAE to Garland Saunders, Hood Iron
Specialties, 3 Buxton Rd, Wanganui.

1931 RUGBY SEDAN - newly restored,
ready to rally. A very rare model possibly
being the last Rugby produced. Some spares
$12,000. 1926 Rugby Sedan - an older
restoration, still very reliable, ready to rally.
Many spares $10,000. Also 'Vintage' trailer
to match - offers. Both cars belonged to the
late Dave Mogford and must be sold.
Enquiries to daughter Cheryl (09) 268-0387.

DODGE FAST FOUR SEDAN 1928. Goes
well. Unrestored, original and complete.
One owner for 30 years. $4,500.
Phone (06) 328-7758.

1928 VERY ORIGINAL MODEL A FORD
ROADSTER in excellent condition. $20,000.

TANDEM CAR TRANSPORTER TRAILER.
All steel RHS frame. Loading ramps. New
wheel bearings. Two spare wheels, disc
brakes. Two-speed winch. Good rubber.
Excellent general condition. Current WOF
& Reg to March 2000. Ideal for 2000 Rally.
$2,800. Phone Bob Swarbrick (07) 855
6326, Hamilton. Mem.

FORD T CHASSIS & MOTOR No C390
866, Austin Seven 1932 chassis, Austin 7
script wheels complete set, vintage
Oldsmobile twopenny radiator. Zephyr/
Consul front + rear windscreens, 1952
Chevrolet wheel spat, Ford Y wheel tyre tube
IT, Ford Anglia Prefect popular wheels tyres
tubes IT'. Velo Solex Moped bike plus heaps
Solex spares (one lot). Towing A-frame suit
able Model A. Ford Popular 1954 motorcar
full rebuilt & authentic with heaps of spares.
Phone (06) 357-4425 evening, Palmerston Nth.
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1912 SINGER WITH WICKER SIDECAR
Approximately 500cc with 3-speed Sturmey
Archer hub. Just been restored. Present
owner 35 years. FAZAZZ (03) 365-5206.

NORTON 19 S (SINGLE 600 OHV).
Plus Model 50 I Steib side car. Both in fi.rst
class order. $16,500 ono. Phone (06) 867
4628.

VINTAGE & CLASSIC QUARTZ halogen
bulbs. Replace your existing bulbs without
rewiring the headlamp assemblies. Up to
100% brighter than your existing Tungsten
bulbs. Will fit most reflectors fitted to Pre &
Post war cars and motorbikes. Also
available in single filament 55 watt P22 &
BA IS bases for use in spotlamps and
mechanical dip reflectors. Most bases and
configurations available in 6v & I2v.
FUl1her info: Norm & Jan Sisson, sole NZ
Agent. Ph/Fax (03) 388-9262 also Henrob
Welding Torches/Model Boat Supplies

WANTED

1926 MODEL T FORD TRUCK.
Registered 3 owners. restoration nearly com
pleted. Runs well. Extra include: American
Bosch distributor conversion; front main
oiler and Ruckstell diff. Some spares includ
ed. Reluctant sale $13,000. Phone Ray (03)
")It"'" '"7")c{'\ "'A"~_

This is an excellent way to see all the
cars. People are required to assist with a

variety of tasks in the running of the rally
from parking at the venue, starting

vehicles on the rally days, assisting with
timing or marshalling out on the road.
All marshals will be instructed in their
duties. if you are interested in assisting

with this huge, exciting task, please
contact the Rally Secretm)', supplying

your name, address, telephone and/or fax
number: Send these to:

MARSHALS REQUIRED

FOR

ROYAL &
SUNALLIANCE

RALLY 2000

Rally Secretary, PO Box 8097, Hamilton.
or fax to (07) 843-9934.

FIAT 501 DETACHABLE MANIFOLD
BLOCK plus any other 501 pans. Phone
David Wright (03) 319-2717. Mem.

BRITISH MOTORCYCLE FRAME suitable
for 750cc JAP engine. 1930 to 1935. Possible
makes are: AJW, Coventry Eagle,
Montgomery, OEC, OK Supreme, or Rex
Acme. Please contact VCC member John
Rapley by telephoning collect, (04) 29804862,
or write with photo to 13 Martin Road,
Paraparaumu.

JAEGER CLOCK 80 dia early twenties, 3
o'clock set, 9 o'clock wind. Le Nivex fuel
gauge and pump 80mm dia 0-60. Phone (07)
847-3774.

VINTAGE TRUNKS as seen in Issue 201,
page 17. Leather trim, waterproof, stock
size or made to your measurements.
Phone/Fax AlIan on (06) 844-3959 or (025)
469-331 to discuss your requirements.
Allan Jones Joinery, Napier. Member.

FORD MODEL AA BUS.
Good condition. Seats I I, needs tidying. VG
interior, runs well, suit club or advertising.
Present owners reluctant to sell but lack
space to keep. $6,500 ono. Phone (09) 422
7414. Mem.

1938 NORTON CSI 500cc OHC.
Rallied extensively throughout New
Zealand. A strong and reliable motorcycle in
good condition. Rare model with similar
motor to an International Norton. Price
<j; 1q 'iOO Phonp (Oh) 7'i'i-1 O'iO

L__._......._.z,.....,;;. ...J

1925 ,JEWETT BROUGHAM 2 DOOR
SEDAN. Older restoration with recent
engine overhaul. Runs well and very rei i
able. New Reg. & WOF. Great car for the
2000 event. $10,500 ono. Phone/fax (06)
355-1215, Ron. Mem.

1926 NORTON MODEL 18 500cc OHV.
A good fast touring motorcycle in good con
dition. Bonnikesen speedo fined. Recently
completed the Dunedin National mic Rally
and the Lakeland tour. Price $17,500 will
negotiate without the speedo. Phone (06)
755-1050. New Plymouth



JAGUAR EARLY SPARES WANTED TO
BUY. For pre-war. Mk IV and Mk V cars.
Engines, gearboxes, body parts, wheels etc.
NZ SS register co-ordinator Monty Claxton.
Phone/fax (03) 332-7864.

FORD 1942 TO 1950 PICK UP (AMERI
CAN) drive shaft (or parts of) wanted. In par
ticular the spline end to go into three speed
gearbox. Phone (03) 768-7821.

1928/29 ESSEX COUPE. To enable me to put
our new restoration on the road, I require a 6
cylinder Essex motor. Has anyone got a recon
ditioned motor that never made it back into a
car? Would cOllsider as last res0l1 at least a
runner. Please phone (09) 497-7220 evenings.

1925/26 CHRYSLER 50 4 DOOR
SEDAN parts: 3 speed gearbox, inside
door handles, rear light glass and sur
round, vacuum tank. Will look at any
other parts. Phone Murray Aldridge (06)
765-5465.

FORD MERCURY 1939 MUDGUARDS and
running boards wanted. Also any other parts.
Phone Dave (04) 565-0139. Mem.

FOR 1930 MINERVA PAIR DASH LAMPS.
Also pair of tail lamps, originals were rectan
gular. Anything French or European consid
ered. Any technical information on AKS
model Minerva appreciated. Also need owls
head taillight for 1933 Alvis Speed 20. Phone
Alastair McIntosh (03) 213-0323.

PACKARD 1934-36 STANDARD OR

Super 8 parts for RHD steering set up.

Any leads appreciated. Contact Steve

Trott, PO Box 3177, New Plymouth or

phone (06) 758-8673.

PlOO LENSES, SMITHS 2';''' OIL PRES
SURE, oil temperature, H20 temperature,
AMP metcr ancl fuel gauges, 2'//' quick release
radiator cap. Phone/fax collect (03) 325-5704.

SIMU BADGES WANTED with dark
blue centre and white letters - especially
"SC", "S", "N", "P". RAC badges wanted
for Wairarapa, Hawkes Bay, Wellington,
Taranaki or Canterbury. Top prices paid.
Phone toll free 0800 468-151 or write
Steve Trott, PO Box 3177, New Plymouth.

INDIAN 4 CYLINDER MOTORCYCLE,
3 or 5 bearing model, damaged or incomplete
still acceptable. VCC member desperate to
obtain and restore example. A good NZ home
is guaranteed. Have American V twins, but a
four would round off the family nicely.
Genuine collector, restorer and rider assured.
Phone (03) 548-9661.

BIG TREE COLLECTIBLES WANTED.
Also wooden framed mirrors wanted with
either Packard, Auburn or Mercedes logo.
Phone toll free 0800 468-151 or write to
Steve Trott P.O. Box 3177 New

RYANLITE HEADLIGHT & COWL
LIGHTS. These lights have scalloped fancy
rims with lenses that protrude out from the
rim. Also, 20" snap or lock rings to fit Buffalo
wire wheels. Phone Len Harvey (09) 576
8599 or write 8 Beacon View Rise,
Pakuranga, Auckland.

INFORMATION ON 1912 SINGLE CYLIN
DERS shaft drive FN plate clutch model
motorcycle. Phone/fax Russell Mclvor (03)
217-8481. Mem.

CONVEX, FLAT CHROME OR
SQUARE AA BADGES "Life Member",
"Veteran Member", "Councillor" or other
executive positions in any province.
Phone toll free 0800 468-151 or write to
Steve Trott, PO Box 3177 New Plymouth.

1934/35 HUDSON "HUMPBOOT'jTRUNK
originally sold as an accessory to replace boot
lid. Also interested in other parts or acces
sories for 1934 Hudson. Phone Geoff Cuthbert
0061 362 651 761 (Tasmania).

WILLY'S MB JEEP WANTED, preferably
restored, but any condition considered. Phone
Grant (025) 357-328 anytime.

AJS 1927 500 OHV ENGINE OR ENGINE
parts. Any vintage AJS pm·ts please. Buy or
have swaps. Also anything Rudge. Norm &
Lynda Maddock, 918 Kaipara Flats Road,
RDI, WarkwOl1h. Phone (09) 422-5714.

JAGUAR MKV ANY NEW, OLD STOCK
or second hand parts. Phone (07) 858-2995.

THE PERSON WHO COLLECTED
Nazzaro half of front axle and hub from
Waimate in 1960/70. Mr Jack Hince of
Waimate remembers giving this Half axle
and hub to a Christchurch gentlemen.
Possibly named Hunt or similar. Reward
for information on whereabouts or pay
good price for much wanted part. Phone
John Anstey. Phone (03) 332-7648.

BSA CIlG PARTS WANTED PLUNGER
model. Clutch, engine sprocket, mudguard
stays, tool box, oil tank. Finings and any other
parts. Also any 1912 BraJbury pal1S. Phone
(03) 325-4223. Mem.

1952 DE SOTO, DODGE OR PLYMOUTH
sedan. Vehicle required should be as original as
possible and the less rust the bener! A mobile
car would be an advantage but not essential.
Phone Barrie Hartley (03) 342-7568.

VAUXHALL 20/60 1928-30 STEERING
BOX, steering wheel, bumpers. wire wheels
20" or 21", Autovac vacuum tank, instruments,
hub caps and any other 20/60 parts. Phone (07)
858-2995.

WANTED 1930 ESSEX COUPE BODY
SHELL. Complete or just rear sections.
Anything considered, even complete car.
Phone (04) 528-0127 wk, phone (04) 528-2877
home.

1927 AUSTIN SEVEN MAGNETO and
mounting strap prefer BTH, but anything con
sidered also brass end cover for generator.
Phone Wayne Henderson, 70 Tanner Road,

SUSPENSION SMITHS SNUBBERS wanted
for Bull Nosed Morris Smiths five jet carb or
parts. Flat nose Morris ampmetre. I~formation
anyone rccork oil clutch plates, phone (06)
753-7131, collect or A Smith 245A Huatoki
St, New Plymouth

MOTORCYCLES WANTED ENTHUSIAST
looking for a flat tank machine. Veleran BSA
or Triumph preferred in complete running
condition though any model up to the late
twenties considered. Phone (09) 410-6583.
Mem.

VINTAGE OR EARLY PVV COUPE,
in restored condition. General motors model
preferred. Phone Starr McDougall, (03) 208
5450, Gore after hours. Mem.

MID TO LATE 1930'S ROADSTER.
All marques and models considered.
Wanted by active member for personal
ownership and enjoyment. Must be
restored and desirable. Please phone
Brent, with details on (09) 489-1310 or
(021) 679-260.

ALL DAYS & ONIONS 19064 cylinder any
thing at all. Buick 1934 tourer or coupe or any
information leading to any rear section body
parts, paJ1S books illustrated. Phone/fax (07)
571-8283.

PARTS, PICTURES INFORMATION ON
1948 Whizzcr Amcrican Moped. Also tail
light glass 1959 Renault Floride. Also Grey
knee grips 1951, Ambassador motorcycle.
Phone Bill Munro (04) 563-6342. Mem.

WHEELS 23"/WHEELS 23" SANKEY TYPE
with lock ring on one side. Some were on
Morris commcrcial & Bean trucks. Please can
you help a Veteran Car rcstoration. Phone/fax
Ses England, Nelson (03) 546-7463.

(I) OIL TANK FOR SPRING frame
MAC or MSS Velocette wanted.
(2) 12 series gearbox, fuJl width
front hub (pref. twin leading shoe) and any
engine parts or complete motor for Venom
project.
(3) lAP engine parts, especially timing
gear for; (a) Ins OHV, 350cc dog ear rac
ing motor. (B) Speedway mtor. (C) 1926,
1000 cc. Vee Twin motor, preference for
8/30 or 8/45 but any parts considered. JN
Simpson, PO Box 31-026, Milford,
Auckland. Phone (09) 415-9889 evenings,
(09) 418-0110 day, fax (09) 418-0120.

WANTED TO BUY ANY MECHANICAL
or body spares, book, photos etc for 1905-6
Clement Talbot 2 cylinder, also 1908 Clement
Bayard 4 cylinder. Phone Derek Prebble
(03) 308-3635 or Ken Rule, PO Box 246,
Ashburton.

WANTED - WANTED - WANTED.
I still require more movie and video film of
Club and Branch activities to compile a
comprehensive Club history. 1965 onwards.
Please let me have any suitable material for
dubbing. John Palmer, Club Archivist, liB
!lam Park Place, Christchurch 8004, Phone
(03) 343-0206 or VCCNZ, PO Box 2546,
r"l.-....;,., ....... h .. _ ..... 1-.



CANTERBURY BRANCH VCC
Cutler Park McLeans Island

• SWAP MEET • 8,9,10 OCTOBER 1999 • SWAP MEET •

Join us on this fun weekend and visit the Mecca of Vintage Motoring of New Zealand

For information, enquiries and bookings write: "Swap Meet" PO Box 5279, Christchurch

or Phone Kay Shaskey (03) 352-5217. No ATM or EFTPOS facilities available.

A Swapmeet and Car Show
10 Julll999

Organised by Otago VCC and NZ Post Vintage Car Clubs.
To be held in the Edgar Sports Stadium, a new covered venue with excellent lighting.

For further details write to PO Box 5352, Dunedin.

EASTER 2000

NATIONAL SOUTH ISLAND
VINTAGE CAR RALLY

being hosted by Canferbury Branch VCC

A Special Rally being organised to celebrate the
Year 2000 & 150 years In Canterbury.

Excellent Rally Routes and Picturesque Venues.

Please register your interest with
Rally Secretary: JUdy Bennetts, 714 Hills Road,

Christchurch. Phone (03) 385-6333
After the Royal & SunAlllance Rally 2000 /n Ham/lton come on

down to Canterbury for more great rally action.

40 TH BIRTHDAY
HAWKES BAY BRANCH

1- ~

SATURDAY 21 ST AUGUST

Present and past members wishing to join us in a social
celebration of this occasion please contact

Phil Peach Ph/Fax 06 844-9521
Geoff Quarrie Ph/Fax 06 876-4009

or write to Hawkes Bay Branch vee, PO Box 1036, Hastings.

Rotorua Branch

THE 18TH ANNUAL CENTRAL NORTH ISLAND

:SWAPMEET
At the Rotorua Racecourse on SUNDAY JUly 18 1999

This event will be of interest to all collectors of Vintage & Veteran cars, Antiques ofevery description, motorcycles,
hotrods, classic cars, model trains and miscellaneous items ofa general antique nature.

GATES OPEN 7AM
Food, Cooked Breakfast and Refreshments will be available.
Further Details PHONE (07) 347-8930 Bob Mowbray

Admission - Seller's vehicle and driver $10 - all others $5 per adult.



MOTOR INDUSTRY HISTORY
1900 TO 1990 COVEHING INVEHCAHGILL & SURROUNDING DISTRICTS

A Monster Reunion is being held on 14 & 15 April, 2000
at the Ascot Park Hotel Complex, Invercargill.

This function will be highlighted with the launch of a 500 page book covering the history of
the motor industry in Invercargill and surrounding country area.

For registration forms & any further information write to: The Secretary Motor Industry History
Committee, PO Box 401, Invercargill. or phone Jack Johnstone (03) 215-7198, Len Padget (03)

215-8184, (03) 217-9581. Early Registration is Essential.

101111111

Profiles vehicles from all corners of the
world, including New Zealand, and contains
informative technical articles and restoration

features.

UK-based, The Automobile is the only
international magazine devoted exclusively
to pre-1960 cars and commercial vehicles.

Every issue packed with articles by leading
motoring journalists and old-car experts.

I=or information and a free sample copy contact:

• save $$s on the news-stand price
• pay by credit card
• delivered by airmail in the month of issue.

Douglas Ormrod, 56 Whitehaven Road, Glendowie,
Auckland. Phone or fax (09) 575 4879

The Automobile is now available on subscription in
New Zealand at £59 for 12 issues.

I F===============9I

KIWI INTERNATIONAL JAMPOT

10 -14 FEBRUARY 2000

Including:
Major Rally Run
Concours d'e1egance JUdging
Gymkhana
Regalia Sales
Public displays
Prize giving dinner
Local sightseeing
Post rally tours of New Zealand

Interested? Then start saving and planning now to be at the
KIwi International Jampot 2000. For more information write to:

The Organl81ng COmmittee
Kiwi International Jampot Rally 2000,
P.O.Box 111, Kalapoi,
NEW ZEALAND
Tal: 03-3277271
Fax: 03-327 2271

An International Rally for AJS and Matchless
motorcycle owners and enthusiasts at Lincoln University

Campus, New Zealand



Cad iliac
Minerva
Ford
Darracq

1905
1912
1913
1907

Total times for 4.9 Miles (Recorded for
interest)
1. 11.39 1918 Essex PKidd
2. 12.05 1918 Hudson T. Haycock
3. 12.26 1917 Buick D Dennis
4. 12.46 1918 Paige RElwin
5. 13.03 1912 Ford R& B Blyde
6. 13.07 1917 Dodge R& M

Finucane
7. 13.14 1912 Ford J & L

5atterthwa ite
8. 13.44 1917 Overland A & D Harris
9. 13.51 1915 Dodge R& DRoss
10. 13.54 1914 Buick H Clapham
11.13.58 1913 Ford P&5

12.14.03
Nightengale

1910 REO M & R Low
13. 14.51 1913 Ford L5cott
14.14.54 1917 Oakland B 5keggs
15.15.00 1912 Minerva M & J Femer
16. 16.26 1915GWK G Quarrie
17. 16.27 1907 Darracq 50uthland

VCC
18.16.29 1916 Overland GNeat
19 16.41 1915 Talbot W Holmes
20 17.02 1909 Wolseley/5iddley

PCroft
21. 17.17 1905 Cadiliac R& PVincent
22.18.25 1909 Buick D Cryer
23. 19.03 1910 Vulcan E& B Allan
24. 19.36 1914 Fiat R& DWhite
25. 20.03 198 Thornycroft M Marshall/

W Clarke
26. 23.45 1906 Cadillac ROfficer
27 23.45 1906 REO I&F

Chamberlain
28 DNF 1916 Dodge M & L

Ludlow.

ROfficer
R&M
Finucane

1918 Essex PKidd
1917 Overland A & D Harris
1915 Dodge R& DRoss
1910 REO M & RLow
1915 GWK G Quarrie
1906 REO 1& F

Chamberlain
R& PVincent
M & J Femer
L. 5cott
50uthland
VCC Branch

Index is deviation of average for total distance from
average for first section of hill.
The Great Rimatuka Regularity Hill Climb
McLean Act Rally 27 October 1998

Tuesday 27 October Rally Entrants
travel to Wellington.

Today we woke to an overcast sky and a
little more than a brisk breeze. This would
sort the men from the boys on The
Rimutaka Hill Regularity Test." We left the
check point at the bottom of the hill and
started on the climb and the higher we got
the stronger the wind became, it was that
bad that at a couple of corners we almost
came to a dead stop, as the wind hit us head
on. We reached the top safely, but the mar
shals at the top didn't get out of their cars to

3 0.0062
4 0.0119
5 0.0130
6. 0.0146
7/ 0.0164
8. 0.0217

9. 0.0241
10.0.0248
11.0.0254
12.0.0286

The Great Rimatuka Regularity Hill
Climb: Results

Regularity Index
1 0.0015 1906 Cadillac
2 0.0050 1917 Dodge

Tuesday 2 October Regularity Hill
Climb.

When it was established that many of the
Rally participants planned to drive over the
Rimutaka Hill between the Wellington and
Wa.irarapa portions of the Rally, the oppor
tuntty to have some sort of hill climb was
too good to miss.

By establishing a check on the hill it was
possible to establish a regularity element
and prevent the event being a speed hill
clunb on a public road. Participants were
advised to select a speed with which they
were comfortable and try to maintain the
same average for both the initial part of the
hill and for the whole. Cars were set off at
intervals to prevent bunching on the hill as
a matter of traffic safety. Total times were
recorded as a matter of historical interest.

Challenge! To quote the pre-rally infor
mation the 11 Rimutakas were "IUstorically
a formidable obstacle, not to be taken light
ly. Wind conditions on the higher palts of
the hill can be tricky especially for high
closed cars".

The weather which had smiled on the
rally deteriorated dramatically overnight.
The finish control party worked in a full
gale which increased as the day went on.
Even in the sheltered conditions of the start
control, wind blew in through the back of
the offi~ial clock stopping it by forcing the
dial agamst the hands! It was considered the
section might be abandoned, but it was
maintained with radio link as an additional
safety feature for those who in any case
planned to drive over. For the drivers,
attempting the Rimutakas was an act of
courage that day, displaying their skills and
the basic engineering qualities of 28 cars,
all 80 or more years old.

Placings over the two sections of the hill
were surprisingly consistent, one or two
being held up by slow commercial traffic in
spite of official efforts to ensure a clear run.
Others eased their pace because of especial
ly strong wind gusts.

Placings. The rough and ready regularity
formula seemed to work well. The two
slo~est cars placed first and eighth on reg
ularity, but the Essex which made fastest
time was placed third on regularity and
other more recent cars were well up on both
classifications.

Had the event been a speed hill climb
indications are that American cars would
have been totally dominant. The 14 best
times in fact came from the ranks of the
Yanks, underlining their appeal to N.Z.
motorists of that date. There were a variety
o~ approaches. Phil Kidd went up solo in
hiS white Essex, Tony Haycock having a
couple of passengers, while the Southland
Branch reduced The Darracq's crew from 8
to 4. Martin Femer was the fastest of the
Europeans, a clear minute and a half ahead
of Geoff Quarrie's GWK car which had
shed as much weight as possible. Both fea
tured in the top 10 regularity cars. One car
required assistance, probably due to a fuel
feed problems, before following the field
down hill and into the teeth of the gale with
a high sense of adventure and achievement.
Bravo
Scort Thomson

Photographs Stan Garmonsway
1....--
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SnOW Benge surges ahead Oil his /9/5.101/1('.1'.

The South/and Branch /907 Darracq and Colin
Wil1ler's /900 WO/SelfY..

The /904 Napoleon o{Mike Perry.

Diane alld Geo.ft'quarrii" /9/5 C;WK. do Ihe
egg alld SpOOl1 11'.1'1.

One that started it all. /898 Bellz. Hugh and
Hannah Van Asch.

Wednesday 28th October Wellington
Street Parade.

Final day of the Rally is here. Had
doubts about getting to Wellington from the
Wairarapa, let alone taking part in the com
memorative parade due to the appalling
weather. Arrived safely at Shed 6 on the
Wellington Wharves where the Veteran
cars were assembled. A great atmosphere
despite outside conditions. Everyone kitted
out for stormy weather, and in a state of
anticipation, i.e. will we brave it or will dis
cretion rule. ) 1 o'clock arrived, rain
stopped, wind dropped and it was all sys
tems go.

wind so we loaded the car warily on the
trailer (by this stage the gale force winds
were ripping bits of the grandstand roof off
and flinging them at high speed in all direc
tions) and headed off to Petone to our motel
for the night. After a pleasant meal togeth
er at the Petone Workingmen's Club we
went to bed hoping the wind and rain would
have eased by the morning. No such luck!
During the night the wind had ripped off the
cover on the GWK so it was absolutely sat
urated. Because of the weather, contin
gency plans were brought into force and
instead of gathering just down from
Parliament we headed for Shed 6 on the
Wellington waterfront. This meant we
could drive our cars into the building and
unload and park ready for the parade. Geoff
knew he would have trouble getting the
GWK started because it was so wet but
after pushing it up and down the building
millions of time (well it felt like that) it
started.

Miraculously when the time came to
leave it stopped raining and with the 1898
Benz of the Van Asch Family proudly lead
ing and under Police escort We wound our
way to Parliament Building where we were
met by Prime Minister Jenny Shipley who
welcomed us and made mention of
the importance of this occasion in
New Zealand history and the relevance of it
today. She even went for a short ride in the
Benz.

Then it was back to Shed 6 to park our
cars, grab some lunch at Queens Wharf and
assemble for the Mayoral Reception and
presentation of our rally certificates. Mayor
Mark Blumsky apologised for not being
able to participate in the procession in the
Benz as previously planned, as the floods in
the Wellington area had demanded his
attention bur he also wondered whether it
was safe for him to do so referring back to
the time when William McLean had blood
ied the Mayor's nose.

Knowing how much time and effort goes
into an event of this magnitude, Geoff and [
have nothing but praise for the organising
committee. The most relaxing, enjoyable
and fun time getting together with fellow
Veteran ownerS coming from as far afield
as Invercargill to Whangarei. Yes --- the
centennial of the passing of an Act of
Parliament which is so close to the hearts of
all motoring enthusiasts was well and truly
suitably celebrated.
Diane Quarrie
/915 GWK Entranl 76

Tuesday 27 October Rally Entrants
travel to Wellington.

We had been lucky with the weather all
weekend but when the time came to travel
over the Rimutakas on Tuesday morning it
was wet and windy!! However Geoff decid
ed he was still going to drive ( not trailer)
over so we unloaded the GWK just before
the start of the hills and stripped her down
to racing mode by taking off the back part
of the body and lightening her up as much
as we could. I took off with the modern and
trailer with the arrangement that I would
meet him in a lay-by just over the summit to
load the car back on the trailer because
Geoff was worried about the braking capac
ity (or lack of it) on the way down. It was
very hairy driving over in the Pajero with
some pretty scary wind gusts which almost
blew the truck traveling in front of me over.
However I made it over the top and pulled
into the layby and waited and watched the
brave souls who had elected to drive over.
In particular I saluted John in his Model T
delivery van which as you can imagine has
a very high centre of gravity. Finally Geoff
arrived with a grin as wide as his face, how
ever when I got out of the modern to take a
photo to "prove he did ir" the wind was so
bad that I cou ldn 't stand up and had to hang
on to the car. My ski jacket blew up and I
looked like "The Michelin Man !"

We decided it was too dangerous to get
the car on the trailer. As the wind was so
strong that Geoff had to accelerate to go
down the hills he opted to continue driving
into Lower Hut!, here we had an official
drive past the Town Centre and then on to
Trentham Racecourse for a lunch put on by
the Council. The hot chips and hot coffee
went down very well with a bunch of very
cold and wet pal1icipants. By this time the

• 1 I 11 t L. __ ' • I1 .d_

they would get blown off the hill if they left
the safety of their vehicles.

Down into Upper Hutt and the rain came
bucketing down. Off to the Trentham
Racecourse for a sausage, hot chips and
bread lunch and a welcome cup of tea with
the Mayor. Didn't see the Mayor, maybe he
had melted in the rain, or got washed away.
Off home to get ready for the final dinner at
the Petone Workingmen's Club, and then
off home to sleep in our own bed.

Wednesday weather was awful. We
motored into shed 6 at Queens Wharf for
the final run through to Parliament and the
City. At least the rain eased for this section.
Back to shed 6 for the public display, lunch
and the final speeches. No one was more
surprised than we were when our rally num
ber S4 was drawn as the winner of the set of
Veteran tyres courtesy of New Zealand
Motor Distributors (Wgtn) Ltd. It just
capped off a thoroughly enjoyable week of
Veteran motoring.

Last but not least we would like to pub
licly thank all the marshals, sponsors, peo
ple involved in the organisation of this
event and the people who helped out when
we broke down. Everybody went that extra
mile to make us feel welcome and help out
in our time of need.
Usa, John and Amy Sallerthwaile 1912
Ford Model T Entrant 54



List of Rally Entrants

•

1918 Thornycroft RT
2'/, Tonner

1918 Calcott
1918 Cadillac
1918 Buick

1918 Paige
1918 Essex.

1917 Dodge
1917 Overland
1917 Oakland
1917 Buick
1917 Ford
1917 Ford AFS Ambulance
1918 Hudson
1918 Buick

1913 Austin Sirdar
Phaeton

1913 Ford Model T
1913 Ariel motorcycle n/r

1912 Ford Model T
1913 Excelsior

motorcycle n/r
1913P&M
1913 Ford Model T

1912 Fiat
1912 Renault
1912 Clement-Bayard
1912 Triumph

motorcycle nlr

95 Veron Fairbrother
96 John Callesen
97 FT Pointon
98 Roy Elwin,

driver Graeme Elwin
99 Phi lip Kidd

54 Usa &
John Satterthwaite

55 Graham Clark

56 David Gwynn
57 Lachlan Scott
58 Peter &

Shona Nightengale
59 Peter Bull
61 John &

Christine Wilkens

79 Rob & Diane Ross
81 Snow Benge
82 Jim Farley
83 Mervyn &

Lorraine Ludlow 1916 Dodge 4 Roadster
84 Geoffrey Neal 1916 Overland
85 Len & Gladys Haycock 1916 Chevrolet
86 Ron &

Maureen Finucane
87 Allan & Dol Harris
88 Bill Skeggs
89 Don Dennis
90 Dean Fletcher
91 Graham Clark
92 Tony Haycock
93 Charles Murphy
94 Mike Marshal &

Wayne Clarke

49 Dale Conlon
51 John Stratmore
52 Judy Callesen
53 Peter Bull

62 Rod &
Scarlett McKenzie

63 Errol Smith
1913 Ford T
1913 Overland

Roadster 69T
64 Bob Clarke 1914 Abingdon King Dick
65 Auckland VCC 1914 Renault
66 Hugh Clapham 1914 Buick
67 WH Bill Shears 1914 AC
68 Mike Curry 1914 Humber Car, nlr
69 Graham Hodder 1914 Saxon
70 Gerry Appel 1914 Rover motorcycle
71 David Wilkens 1914 Wall Auto Cycle
72 Roger & Diane White 1914 Fiat Model

Zara Tipo 51
73 Beryl & Jim Watson 1914 Buick
74 Ken Hall 1914 Ford
75 Mrs L. Warrington 1915 Dodge
76 Diane & Geoff Quarrie 1915 GWK
77 Will & Ruby Holmes 1915 Talbot
78 Glen & Maureen Bull 1915 Triumph motorcycle

& sidecar
1915 Dodge
1915 James motorcycle
1915 Trumbull nlr

1909 Schacht
1909 Metz

1910 REO
1910 Rex motorcycle
1910 Vulcan
1911 Wolseley

1906 Gobron-Brillie N/R
1909 Sizaire et I~audin

1910 International
Harvester Co

1909 Lacre
1909 Buick
1909 Wolseley-Siddeley

1903 Ford Model A
1904 Star N/R
1904 Napoleon
1904 FN Motorcycle
1905 Gouvernerue N-R
1905 De Dion Bouton

1906 Reo
1907 Darracq
1907 De Dion Bouton
1907 Holsman
1908 Briton
1908 Triumph Motorcycle

1905 Cadillac
1906 Cad iliac
1906 Cad iliac
1906 Alldays
1906 Cadillac

1911 Brush
1912 Humber

motorcycle nlr
1912 Minerva
1912 Ford Model T

Roadster
1912 Renault
1910 American-la France
1ql) Npwtnn-Rpnnptt

Roy Southward

46 John Armiger
47 C. Bayard Sheldon
4R Rpx Rrpmnpr

44 Martin Ferner
45 Ralph & Betty Blyde

37 Murray &
Rosemary Low

38 Bill Munro
39 Bill & Eileen Allan
41 Ron Blanchett
42 Tristan &

Helen Winstanley
43 Bruce Delaney

1891 Panhard et
Lavassor

2 Van Asch 1898 Benz
3 Ses England 1898 De Dion Bouton
4 Colin Winter 1900 Wolseley
5 Ross Jones 1901 Locomobile
6 Bryan & Lynn Thomas 1902 De Dion Bouton
7 Mrs Delany 1902 Crestmobile ~I/R

8 Bernie &
Nathalle Cheer

9 Roy Elwin
11 Mike Perry
12 Peter Bull
14 Stan Corlett
15 Barry Birchall
16 Russell &

Pauline Vincent
17 Ray Officer
18 Digby Young
19 Rob & Pat Knight
21 Laurie Crocker
22 lan & Fay

Chamberlain
23 South land VCC
24 F Barry Gillum
25 Stewart Barton
26 Bob Pettigrew
27 Nev Warren
28 Paddy Holt &

Garry Wombwell
29 Vern Jensen
31 Peter Croft
32 Carroll &

Graham Wiblin
33 Stan Corlett
34 Roger White
(Southward Museum)
35 Don White
36 Colin Dickinson

A little time after the event we were
pleasantly surprised to receive a glowing
thank you letter and a cheque for $500.00
from Mrs Joyce Hewlett a granddaughter of
William McLean. The committee has
decided (with management's approval) to
commission a suitable trophy called the
William McLean Trophy for "Owners
Choice" to be selected by entrants at future
National Veteran rallies.

Undoubtedly the most important compo
nent of any rally is the entrants, and we are
grateful for the time, efforts and financial
committment taken by all who participated,
from the Southland "Team Darracq" to the
Northland "Team Lacre" and the many
many others from regions between.
Will Holmes.

And so it falls to my lot as chairman of
the organizing committee to bring down the
curtain on the McLean Motor Car Act 
Centennial Veteran Rally.

As is the case with any organized events
things do not just happen - they need care
ful and diligent planning, and I was very
fortunate to have the services and energies
of a totally committed team who over a
period of more than two years put together
all the elements that make a successful
rally. Our thanks go out to them all for their
untiring efforts in the performance of their
various tasks.

Another very necessary part of such an
exercise is the support we hopefully look
for from sponsors, whether it be goods, Ser
vices, or cold hard cash. We were very for
tunate in obtaining a nice balance from a
number of sponsers: BP Oil NZ Lld 50 
$50.00 destination Cards; NZ Motor
Distributors, a set of Veteran tyres, tubes
and cash; Mercedes Benz NZ, cash - Lion
Foundation - cash, Lotteries Grants Board,
• cash, and Motor Corp Holdings - vehicle
transport costs. In addition numerous other
smaller sponsorship offers were received.

One gesture made by Wellington mem
ber Peter, was the donation of a beautifully
made weather vane in the form of a scale
replica 1896 Benz (the vehicles William
McLean imported) and this was raffled by
the committee with the proceeds assisting
with rally expenses. This impressive prize
WIlS w()n~ fittin"lv~ hv thp Vlln As"h fllmilv

branch (all committee members) were
lucky to be passengers on the beautiful
Renault Charabanc. A very comfortable
ride apart from over the judder bars
which was the only time we were aware of
solid tyres.

Out into the traffic behind the Police
escort. At each intersection motorists were
stopped to enable our steady progress.
Judging by their expressions and comments
they were very happy to witness this
impressive parade of Veteran vehicles.

We wound our way up to Parliament
Buildings where the Prime Minister. Jenny
Shipley was there to welcome the many
participants. She gave a short speech about
the significance of the occasion, then went
for a short jaunt in the Van Asch Benz
c 1898. Once more on our way for the return
street parade, before leaving Padiament
grounds we looked back up the curving dri
veway at the most awesome sight, some
thing we probably will never see again, so
many beautifully prepared Veteran cars
stretching away from us in a magnificent
setting.

The parade made its way slowly up
Lambton Quay back to the Wharf from
where the parade started.

The looks of awe and amazement on the
faces of all who witnessed the parade was a
sight to behold. Along the way shop and
office windows were lined with a happy
waving people who could not believe their
eyes at such a wondrous sight.

All too soon it was all over. Every
moment committed to our memories.
Thank you to all who took part.
Doreen & Dick O'Brien
Committee memhers



Being a not-too-
serious account of an
expedition to the Great
South-East by one Henry
Rynbeek and some pals
of his who are better
kept anonymous. This
actually happened: the
occasion being the
"Spring Splendour
Tour" and weekend in
Tauranga, by the North
Shore Branch of the
Vintage Car Club of
New Zealand. The Bay
of Plenty VCC Branch
hospitality, needless to
say, was superb.

~~_A~~Story of the

Silver Greyhound
Told by Maurice Hendry

Ford and Blade' magazine of the Lincoln
Owners Club. It reproduces a letter from E
F Consigny, an early owner of a new
Lincoln in 1921. "For quick getaways and
swiftness it reminds me of a greyhound. It
is the most wonderful car I have ever seen."

Maybe this 'greyhound' reference
inspired Edsel Ford in 1925 to select the
beautiful mascot crafted by master silver
smith GOI-ham specially for the Lincoln?
(Completely equipped with all the anatom-

ical details.)
When the time came for us to finally

head home, it was discovered that Big L
never left an oil print wherever he was
parked - even on spotless white
concrete.

On the way home your scribe several
times took the big wheel of Big L. What
a privilege to handle this superb, preci
sion-builr giant' Henry Leland said, in
1920: "This car is so pelfectly made you
can drive it wide open the first mile".
We didn't drive it wide open or any-

where near it, but we all found the -faster he
went, the better Mr Lincoln liked it. So did
we. We made triumphant procession from
gas station to gas station. And the deep,
powerful song of that magnificent Leland
VS effortlessly lifting six thousand pounds
of car and cargo over the Bombay Hills on
'h.igh gear' remains in our memories.

Thanks Big Henry, from all the boys.
Henry Leland said: "We will buiJd a

super Cadillac."
Henry Ford said: "We built more cars

H's generous features creased into that
wonderf-ul smile usually reserved for the St.
Valentines Day guys, and we knew all was
well.

At the evening dinner at the car muse
um, your scribe talked to a very learned
"chentlman" with an MGA. He asked
"Who was the founder of the Lincoln? I
said "Henry Leland".

He replied. "Aha, the Master of
Precision" (Now there's a guy who knows
whereof he speaks, I sez to meself.) Nex.t
__L'__ _ L'

tank to find it a very dry argument indeed.
No gas - but no bullet holes either'

Help soon arrived from other gangsters
including "Tail End Charlie", and we were
under way again to the tune of pocket cal
culators frantically attempting to figure gal
lons per mile of the Big L. Each of us got a
different answer as expected. So MOH told
Big Henry, "Get the boys to figure out a
figure in double figures. That is a figure
you don't have to worry about, Big H." Big

" Big Henry get yourself a Lincoln
and da Feds will never catch you.

Dose things can pass anytink on da

road but a gas station. It sure IS a

real snorky auto, pal. "

N
OW there was a big-time mobster
known as "Big Time Henry". His
friend AI (aka Scariace) had told
Big Henry, "Big Henry get your-

self a Lincoln and da Feds will never catch
you. Dose things can pass anytink on da
road but a gas station. It sure is a real
snorky auto, paL"

Now there was a time when Big Henry
and his operators had a job in mind in da
Bay of Plenty, which considering the name
of the place is not so surprising when
you come to think of it.

So Big H, his old time adviser
MOH, his bodyguard and hit man
Arnold SchwartzNecker, and chauffeur
Little Pete and Big Lincoln set off.
Minus violin cases, but including
greyhound (anatomically complete in
all details, said greyhound intent on
catching little Whippet ahead, for
purposes better left to the imagination.)

First fifty miles a bit of a disap
pointment to all, the "Big L" just didn't
seem to go as ex.pected. However, after that
milepost Mister Lincoln began to get into
his stride. (note "his" - this is a man's car).
No longer gummed up he began to run
beautifully. Big Henry was carefully and
respectfully congratulated on what a great
guy he was, and what splendid wheels
he had.

Then disaster. (We might have known it
was too good to be true). Nearing Tauranga
the Big L stopped dead and nowhere a gas
station in sight. Using the usual ten-foot

~ 1 1 L' __ ~ __ n~ _ r ,



-
than anyone else."

Edsel Ford said: "My father built the
most popular Car in the world. [
want to build the best car in the
world."

All these good guys meant
exactly what they said. Bet they
didn't know they were building
the best car for the bad guys
as well!

Some Lincoln Notes
Henry Leland, father of ill lI,c

Cadillac, stormed out of
General Motors in 1917 and
never returned. He wanted to
convert the Cadillac plant to
build Liberty Hero engines
for the Allies, but Billy
Durant, head of GM,
demurred. So Leland set
up the Lincoln Motor
Company (named for the
Civil War pre:ident) and
broke all records
building the Liberty
(a 450hpV 12) - 6500 engines in
less than 12 months. This was six time the
production rate for the contemporary RoJls
Royce V 12 Eagle.

After the war, Leland and his engineers
designed and produced an all-new 60
degree V8 luxury car. Due to the unusual
cylinder angle, this was the first time any-

one had built a completely vibration less Vg
engi.ne.

......,.

Lincoln was taken over by Ford in 1922,
and became the special preserve of Edsel
Ford. Under his direction Lincoln
blossomed out with many beautiful custom
bodies in the twenties and thirties.

Followed by the superbly styled Lincoln
Zephyr, and Edsel's final masterstroke, the

first Continental in 1939.
Postwar Lincolns (the sad-eyed

water buffs) were new cars with
modem styling and a big flathead
V8 based on the 337 Ford truck
motor. 1952 bought the OHV
V8, champion sedan of the
Mexican Road races, followed
by the exquisite Continental
Mark 11 of 1956. Then a not
so-good patch with the
elephantine Continentals of
1958-60.

Next, the clean, beautiful
'61 Continentals which
influenced the 1963
Cadillacs and permanently
established the make
as Cadillac's only
serious rival.

Packard was gone, and
Chrysler Imperial has
never bettered third

position. Forget minor role
players like Mercedes and Rolls, and little
parvenu upstarts such as BMW, Jaguar and
Lexus. For the last thirty-odd years, the
name of Cadillac's number one bogeyman
has been spelt: Lincoln,

•
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PRECISION & AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS

ESTABLISHED 1950

SPECIALISTS IN VINTAGE ENGINE
RECONDITIONING

If your
VETERAN, VINTAGE or POSTVINTAGE

engine needs attention we can help.
From a small job to a complete rebuild.

Phone us for no obligation advice.

DEADLINES

Advertising Deadline for our

August/September 1999

edition is

10 July 1999.

Specialist Restoration Service

Carburettors and
Fuel Pumps

Veteran, Vinmge and CLlssie ClI·burettors and
Fuel Pumps, 1'106-1976, restored to factory
speciricltions. Our GUARANTEED service

available throughout Australasia. A'bnufacturers
of many otherwise unohminahle pans.

Send your Colrhurcnor or fuel pump for an
OlJUG//7JON FREP. evaluation and restoration

estirna te now to:

Classic Carburettors
18(' LochLlrIlCY Street,

Beenleig-h Qld 42{J7, Ausmtlia
PI~: 61 7 3807 /921
Fax: 61 7 3807 J929

~.
24 June 1999.

August/September 1999

edition is

Editorial Deadline for our

UNIVERSAL METAL POLISHERS
• All types of polishing work undertaken.
• Specialists in polishing of vintage and classic car

parts, and antique brasswal·e.
• Garnet and glass bead blasting of all car parts

(except bodies) motorcycle parts etc., and commercial
work. New 4 x 3.Sm booth.

• Electro stripping of chrome and nickel from car and
motorcycle parts etc.

We now provide a full electroplating service

including coppering and silvering (03) 366-4092
PHONE: Dennis Gooch.
21 M~lclon Street. Svclenh~m.Christchnrch. V.C.C:. MF,MRF.R

Manual Bowsers I
ftom$500I

Electric Bowsers

ftom$200I

1'.0. BOX 859 • GI'MI'IE' Q4510' WITR,UIA -I'H/F....~ 0061 7i4 854·100

Specialists in Australasian Petrol/Oil

Collecrables. Repro and Original

Phone: (03) 366·7463
Fax (03) 366-7462

344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch.

Established il1 1984 ROitdside Relics produm (I

wide range ofdmds jar petrolpumps. oil dispe1lSers,
d"ums etc together with tomus ofrepro (lIld wed
original items. Witb increased interest fi'Olll New

Zealalld collector... we call now ship comp/~tl' plilllp>
./iwn $120 (At"'klalld) pillS $85 tlommenllllld pun

dlarges Ifler ihipmml)

Catalogue $5 air-mailed (lr free with rust order.

Visa - M:JSter/Bank Card World-Wide

I

PETROL/OIL DECAlS·:·OIL BOTTLES/ RACKS

ENAMEL/TIN SIGNS·:·PETROL BOWSERS

GENERAL GARAGE COLLECTABLES



Ashburton Diane Ross

Auckland John Stokes

Please confine your national reports to
approximately 200 words!

Canterbury Tony Becker

Car Auctions can be interesting and a
recent Vintage and Classic Auction at
Turners in Christchurch reinforced this
opinion.

A budget between $2,000 to $8,000
would have bought 90% of the offerings
had the reserves not been sometimes
substantially higher resulting in a 75%
pass-in rate.

An extremely tidy restored Austin Big
7 passed in at $2,750 while its 1936 10hp,
6 light cousin, quite original and good
passed at just $1,000 more.

A couple of Morris's, one an Oliginal
)935 8hp 39,000 mile example in perfect
order passed in at $10,000, while the
younger MM LOOO 4 door with 53,000
miles made as much as the Big Seven and
was similarly presented. An Erskine in
very good presentation sold for $7,780
while a Whippet 'body off' restored truck
raised no bids at all.

Canterbury Branch has been busy again
with events which included the Conunercial
Rally and PV-PWV-P60V Rally.

Many members also travelled to
Westland, South Canterbury and Otago
events as well as Marlborough Sounds. in

members for a trip on the lake. A perfect
day enjoyed by about 60 people including
a group from BOP. The March meeting
was most entertaining when members
spoke of their motoring experiences over
the years. Val and Bronte Sinclair provided
a delicious supper for us all to celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary which
happened to fall on that day. Bronte said
that they have had so much enjoyment
since joining our club they wanted to show
their appreciation, and what a lovely way
to do it. Another entertaining evening
when Tony Izzard from the Disputes
Tribunal was our guest speaker at our
April meeting telling us of the funnier side
of the hearings.

Over 100 members attended a special
meeting when Dave Allbon of the
Management Committee explained the new
vehicle identity card system and, assisted
members with the application forms. A
group from our club travelled over to
Rotorua to meet at the VVCC rooms for
moming tea before all going to Paradise
Valley springs for a picnic lunch and a
wander through the park before watching
the lions being fed. Dave Oliver was
welcomed at our last meeting. He has
moved up from Wellington and has a 1951
BSA 350. So he will be good company
for Charlie Belk on his Velocette.

Our Branch has suffered a very sad
loss with the passing of Nellie Blain. Noel
and Nellie always attended our meetings
and rallies in their Morrie 8 even though
they had an hour's extra travelling time
from Athenree. We will miss Nellie (and
her stories). Our deepest sympathy goes
to Noel and their family. The National
Easter Rally was organised by our Bay of
Plenty Branch and heralded as a great
success, attracting 146 cars and held in
beautiful Bay of Plenty weather.

Bay of Plenty Gladys Greaves

Once again our weather was perfect for
our mid-week run when we visited club
members Maire and Roger Pierson's most
up market cattery at Te Puna. I just had
no idea that cats lived in such luxury as
they do there. After our guided tour through
we enjoyed a barbecue in their lovely
garden. Ray Singleton invited members to
have their picnic lunch at the Te Puke
Autobarn before leaving on the Trial
Trophy Run. This went to Lake Tarawera

OHV twin. The bike rewarded him by
falling off a workbench and pinning him
under it. Ged needed stitches and the bike
sustained no damage. Neville Olsen sewed
a big patch on the tattered nag of Vintage
Motorcycling by taking the 1924 BSA to
the National Motorcycle Rally in Dunedin.
Apart from some brake trouble he complet
ed the raJly and some 700 miles of post rally
touring. His was the oldest bike on this run.
A few weeks later he won First Vintage at
the Waikato Mooloo Meander. Brian and
Nancy Carkeek on their AJS tied with a
Waikato member for overall winner.
Michael O'Kane won First Motorcycle on
our PV PWV Rally with his recently
restored 1952 BSA Gold Flash combination.

General Rallies: John and Shirley Foot,
1937 Buick First overall at Eastern Bay
of Plenty. NOIm and Ellie Pye Model A
second Vintage at Easter Bay of Plenty
(EBOP). The EBOP team trophy to
Auckland. John and Shirley Foot first PV,
Paul and Carol Fussey, 1939 Hudson 112
Second PV at Taupo Rally.

Commercial: Twenty-eight vehicles
entered our annual commercial run with
all periods from Veteran, Rod Welch 1912,
Model T through to P60V Rodney Clague's
Morris Marina. Steven Clark had his 1951
Bedford Van present and Joe Henley drove
the ex Stuart Carter 1929 Chev Truck
which still motors quite well despite a
noisy engine. P. Blol11 won best restoration
with a Thames 300E Van. No one lowered
themselves to bringing the club Morris
Van ...Errgh.

PV, PWV: Len Whysall has acquired
a well restored MB Jeep. Peter Crowther
has brought a tidy MGB Roadster, while
Alex Davison has purchased a Jowett
Javelin. Colin Tomkins has got hold of
an early Midget originally Jeep powered,
but it may be restored with a Rugby or
a Ford engine. The PV PWV Rally attracted
51 starters out of 53 entrants with out of
branch support from North Shore and
Waikato. Non competitive tourists made
up about 12% of the field, PV's amounted
to about a third of the entrants, PWV's
about 53% and P60V just under 7%. The
run travelled out to Whitford and to Omana
Regional Park for lunch. No one took the
Messenger Memorial Morris. Yuk.

Postscript: Jodi Tomlin has advertised for
a motor-home for the year 2000 rally. Jodi in
our new shed there is a dusty forlorn blue
and black blob, your husband helped install
its engine, an approach to the branch com
mittee might be favourably received.

VCC Branch
Reports

Condolences: To the Bright and Belch
families on the untimely loss Susan Bright,
a stalwart of the Motorcycle Section for
over 20 years on her Royal Enfield.

Motorcycle: Ged Donner has recently

IDLE
TORQUE

We have lost our Patron and friend,
Ralph Crum, who passed away recently.
Ralph was the first Ashburton Branch
Chainnan. He was involved in setting up
the Club Insurance Scheme, was instru
mental in getting the museum built at the
branch grounds in Tinwald as well as
always bringing common sense to any dis
cussion. He was a Model T man through
and through and many will recall him in his
1925 Model T Truck. The last few years he
opted for a bit more comfort motoring his
1934 Willys Sedan, always with Lexie by
his side. Thanks for the memories Ralph.
David and Margaret Banks will also be
missing from our ranks. They are shifting to
Balcairn in North Canterbury where they
have bought a small holding. They will be
missed as they have taken an active palt in
all facets of the branch with David being
the assistant Club Captain over the past
year. Ray McQuarters has his latest restora
tion, the family Essex, at the paint shop so
it should be out motoring later in the year.
Alister Perkins is working on the running
gear of his Morris Series E and David
Parkes has invested in a Morris Minor truck
to add to his stable. I remember 15-20 years
ago Dodges and Fords were competing in
Mid-Canterbury for the most popular cars
to restore, now the Morris marque has taken
over and they're turning up everywhere.
David Oakley is another working away qui
etly on the Whippet truck that was the fam
ilies original farm vehicle. As I write the
first snowfall of the season is making itself
felt on the hills around us, time to get into
the shed to catch up with tune ups, touch
ups or whatever is needed to be ready for
the spring.



\Ice al SI Omer Gueslhouse Dinner. Kenepuru SOl/lld. 7 March, 1999.
The large Canterbury contingent who

trundled off to Dunedin for the 16th
National Motorcycle Rally and tour,
enjoyed the events very well despite some
indifferent weather at times. From the
Friday night Motorcycle Show where over
250 well loved machines stood proud, to
the after-rally touring through Maniototo
and beyond in stunning southern scenery,
had all agreeing on an enjoyable experience.
Canterbury Branch winners were:
Vintage Overall - Peter Cornelius
Post Vintage Overall - Stuart Johns
Post War Vintage - lan & Marilyn
McKinley
Ladies Trophy - Janet Cornelius
Most regular overseas visitor trophy went
to Chris 'Croc' Dowsett, a Canterbury
Branch member who lives in Australia.
The Peoples Choice Concours prize went to
David Sparrow's fascinating Henderson.

The Easter 'National' Rally based at
Timaru showcased South Canterbury
Branch's patch in great weather with a
large Canterbury Branch attendance.

Another successful weekend for branch
members and highly enjoyed by all
accounts, rep0l1ed elsewhere.

The popular Scenicland Rally followed
hot on the heels of the Marlborough
Sounds Sojourn, a small number of
members taking in both.

Travelling old historic gold sites and
coal towns as well at the Shanty town
village base is always good fun at the
right pace and this year was no exception.
Well done Westland.

The Annual Commercial Rally centred
around Burnham-Darfield roads, was
organised by Neil Cooper. Forty-nine
entries covered the longish rally, ending
the day with presentations and dinner at
Cutler Park. Overall winner was Gerald
Taylor, 1947 Chevrolet. Pam and Peter
Yeatman - 1954 Oxford - Field Tests
winner.

PY-PWY-P60Y Rally departed the
'Peg' at Belfast via Kaianga enroute to
Cheviot Domain. This run through held in
appalling conditions was a very good and
interesting one nonetheless.

The Cutler Park management team were
in action too for the March National
Executive Meeting of the YCC. Thanks
were expressed for the considerable support
given this event by Committee and

prepared facilities and who billeted visitors
during that weekend.

The Marlborough Sound Sojourn organ
ised by 'yours truly' went very successfully
and is reported elsewhere by Cath Mullaly.
Not reported by Cath was the emergence of
an unkind nickname for one 'lady' after she
had removed a plastic helmet earlier placed
over a large 'doggie-do'. Unwittingly plac
ing it upon her freshly shampooed blonde
hair and cavorting with some merriment
brought howls of urgent advice about its
likely contents! Another shampooed hairdo
followed very quickly and the barbecue din
ner we were heading for proceeded with a
newly renamed member!

The popular vehicle displays organised
by Brian Goodman at noggin and natter's,
will continue meantime. Thanks to
Committee members rostering their help.

Brian raised interest by way of these
displays and his co-ordinating efforts were
greatly appreciated.

The Branch YCC, ID Card Team has
been established with help from members
for convenor Barry Stevens. Application
forms are in demand for this programme
at present and interest is high.

Gisborne Rodney Clague

We held our Neil Peterson Trophy Run
on January 30. This consisted of a day
run and took entrants to Nuhaka where a
large country garden was visited before
carrying on to Mahia Beach for lunch and
a swim. After lunch we returned to Nuhaka
and this time had a look at a 16 inch
gauge steam locomotive which had just
undergone refurbishment. The owner hopes
to eventually run it on the front of his
property. He also has a marine steam
engine which he is planning to put into a
vessel and run up and down the river near
his home. An ex-NZ Rail Bailey
locomotive awaits its turn for restoration.
All in all an enjoyable day.

The Russell Wilcox Memorial Trophy
Run was organised by Rosalie and Allan
Douglas and Ray and Janet Squires and
was held on February 28. It consisted of
a short run to Wainui Beach for morning
tea, then on to Tolaga Bay for lunch, after
which the drivers and crews were put
through a series of tests. Another great
day out.

March 28 was the Ladies' Run
organised by Lynsey Bartlett and took
members on a tour around the city, stopping
at strategic points for a series of tests
before arriving back at the clubroolOs for
afternoon tea. The run was won by Janet
Squires in her 1928 Model A Ford.

March also saw a visit by the Travelling
Road Show in the form of Roger White
to explain in greater detail the introduction
of the ID card for vehicles. A very
interesting night with a good turnout of
members. Also in March we had a working
bee to further tidy up the parts shed,
especially the gearbox department. keep
those letters coming - we just might have
that elusive part you are looking for.!

Members over recent months have
attended the Eastern Bay of Plenty Rally
(four vehicles), the National Commercial
Rally in Auckland (one vehicle), the North
Island Easter Rally at Tauranga (six
vehicles) and the Art Deco Rally at Napier
(one vehicle).

On the restoration scene Dave Clark
has added to his Model A collection with
another Fordor body ancl chassis; and an
Oliginal-condition 1936 Bedford W 30cwt
truck has been discovered in a shed where
it has lain for the past 30 years. It is one
of those vehicles that would be better to
wash ancl polish rather than restore, ancl
it is to be hopecl tl1at the new owner (a
non-member) will clo just that.

Hawkes Bay Wayne CIark

As the inevitable winter approaches so
cloes our Branch AGM. As is the norm I
guess many folk will take the time to catch
up on shoulcl 1 say maintenance before
next summer ancl of course the new
millennium.

On IO March at our monthly Noggin
& Natter we had a visit by the travelling
roadshow pertaining to the introduction of
the new ID Carcl system. It seems a few
issues were clarified and time will tell as
to how it all works down the track. One
question on the form pertains to the starting
of the vehicle. In my case "Matches" and
of course patience!

On Saturday 27 March the outer areas
of Hastings still under the jurisdiction ot'
the District Council received their annual
quota of kleensaks by the enthusiastic
members of the YCC. Normally someone
moans because they missed out or feel
they should have two lots but this year I
managed to escape without a single
complaint. That was counteracted by my
father lurching into the water table and
dismounting about 100 bundles including
personnel to the ground. Say no more. The
next day Sunday 28 March we had 21
responses to the restoration run organised
by myself. Starting with the ex Len
Watkins McLaren Traction engine being
restored by Chris Pask. Then ooto Jim
Speers to check out a Morris Minor
Convertible on the operating table and
finally to Dave Grace to check on the
progress being macle on his 8 cylinder
HiUman. Where we also had afternoon
smoko ancl a chat to wind up the day.

-



17 April, 26 vehicles and crew supported
the opening of the new Napier-Hastings
Motorway in bitterly cold conditions while
the rest of the entertainment scarpered.
Hank Hurley with old Louis got a colour
photo in the local rag with a load of
dignitaries aboard. That's all folks

Happy and safe motoring.

Horowhenua Ajay

Another successful swap-meet has
passed with many smiling faces and hands
clutching things I never though I'd see in
Levin. Our motorshow to celebrate the old
Levin race circuit is well underway; more
details elsewhere.

On the car front Norm McBrearty has
got hold of a 1956 Vauxhall Cresta which
will make a good "book-end" to his 1956
Velox. Club Captain Wilde is almost ready
to launch his 1937 Austin 7 Sports and a
creditable job it is too and it looks as if
it should perform well. Peter Rangi has
moved up market and bought an early GT
Falcon, hope he has some money left over
to pay his speeding tickets. The Home
1934 Ford VS has been giving Ivan and
Margaret a iot of pleasure recently and he
is now on a top secret project; two wheels
and a drawbar! Knowing Ivan's expertise
with wood they should finish up with an
eye-catching little number. On the
motoring front Ray and Nita Ivin survived
a cramped week or so together in the
Model A on the Club Captain's Tour and
your scribe and the Lows met up with a
handful of cars from Waitemata Branch
and descended on Equipe Bren in brilliant
weather to enjoy the roads and other
extravagances only the Hawkes Bay can
offer at Easter.

Manawatu Dallas Denby

On 28 March twelve cars and one
motorcycle went to the Ohakea Airforce
Base and were photographed with a
Harvard and Tiger Moth. Both planes were
towed to the photographing area with
Chaim1an Trevor Hardy, all smiles, sitting
in the cockpit of the Harvard. Afterwards
Trevor gave a very informative talk about
the work he does at this Airforce base.
About 15 cars were on display at the
Olive Tree Village rest home gala day.

The residents and visitors alike enjoyed
looking over the cars.

Marlborough Trev Harris

There has been a lot of diverse activity
within the branch in the last two months.
The major local event being the official
opening of the additions to our museum
at Brayshaw Park. The additions comprise
a library/lounge meeting room and already
local and visiting members have lavished
much praise on the completed project.

As always various members have con
tributed to the success of the project with
time, expertise, finance and stress, not just
during the several months of actual build
ing b~t for several years prior to the starting
of the rooms. Congratulations ancl thanks to
all concerned.

On the local motoring scene there has
been a trip to Kaikoura where members
had the opportunity to visit Fyffe House,
built by one George Fyffe who ran a
whaling station in the area.

The Annual Night Trial was proceeded
by a pot luck tea and as darkness descended
a good turn out of vehicles depalted on an
interesting sortie, which involved visiting
many of Blenheim's Parks & Reserves.

Our hospitality has been in demand
with several branches and clubs passing
through and the AAGIO Classic Car Rally
and the AJS/Matchless Owners Club have
both based rallies at our HQ.

The branch has also been well represent
ed at valious events around the mainland,
including the Scenicland Rally at
Greymouth, National SI Easter Rally at
Timaru, National Motorcycle Rally at
Duneclin, and the Winchester Swapmeet.
Our congratulations to Russell James and
Glenn Harris who achieved creditable results
at Timaru and Dunedin, respectively.

On the restoration front the 1929
Chevrolet truck which roamed the roads of
Marlborough for many years collecting
eggs, poultry and auctionable goods on
behalf of the still existing firm of NR
McMurtry & Co is now fully restored and
on display in our Museum. Cam Keown's
Austin Atlantic is nearing the upholstery
stage, and Ron Hibbards 1913 New Hudson
made its debut at the National Motorcycle
Rally.

Many years ago a popular member, the

late Dave MacDonald had the remains of
an early Saxon which he planned to restore.
The vehicle has been out of sight if not
entirely out of mind for many years but
happily it has reappeared and Lawerence
and Judith MacDonald have resurrected
the restoration plans. We look forward to
watching the progress.

Nelson Ses England

The last month in the Branch has seen no
major rallies. The monthly Club Night's
have varied with guest speakers and visits to
factories. The monthly Sunday runs have
had about 15 to 20 cars out on vastly inter
esting n1l1s. In April a 11111 to the Tractor
Museum at Motueka with its Tractors &
Stationary Motors was very interesting and
the vehicles were a joy to see. Then the run
went to Stevens Bay for a lunch stop in
beautiful autumn weather.

The John White restoration of the year
trophy was awarded to John Stickney with
his very well restored 125 twin engine OH
camshaft Benley 1964 Honda Motorcycle.
This is the first year of this world famous
Honcla motorcycle. In February Nelson
had the Classic Car Rally stay in the city
for a week and although not part of the
Vintage Car Club the vehicles were a joy
to see.

Northland Donna Nobilo

McCully's March Madness Meander
started off with a short stretch of straight
line navigation around the streets of
Dargaville. Easy peasy we thought, but
there's no such thing as a free lunch and
Stuart's hidden "snouts" were out spotting
those who didn't use the appropriate arm
signals as opposed to indicators - as stated
in the instructions! As the last of the
twenty-one cars were leaving the first ones
were arriving back, which threw the
organiser into a spin for a moment. With
our next instructions we motored down
through Te Kopuru then across to the
West Coast to Glinks Gully and back to
Dargaville for a much enjoyed slice of
watelmelon aod a cuppa.

The Branch's 37th Birthday Rally
attracted twenty-five entrants including
two of our two-wheeled members. Each
entrant received a bonus present in the
form of a complimentary warrant of fitness
from from the Kamo Vehicle Testing
Station. a very much appreciated gesture.
The run, set by Des Chapman, was timed
and finished at the Ruakaka Camping
Ground for a picnic lunch. All arrived safe
and well, except one motorcyclist who
chickened out at the sight of a gravel road,
leaving his companion to take second
place in the event!

Results: 1st Neil Porter 1952 Ford
Prefect. 2nd Cameron Francis Motorcycle.
3rd Trevor Froggat Chev Coupe.

During March a lifetime dream came
true, for a shol1 while anyway, when lvan
bought me home a 1927 4.5 litre Bentley 
travelling back to Auckland after their New
Zealand tour. he found the car in town and



follow the Dodge home so I could stand
beside it in our drive and look like a stunned
goldfish! My grateful thanks to Jolm and his
wife, who really enjoyed their NZ experi
ence. As this is my last scribbling for Idle
Torque, having written this for longer than I
can remember, I'd like to thank all of you
who have offered kind words and encour
agement over the years. It's nice to know
one's work is appreciated and I hope the new
scribe for our Branch will receive the same
gratification. No doubt we'll meet you on the
road somewhere. Best wishes to you all.

Otago Oily Laytham

Vintage Venture Rally was held on 28
February. Eighteen cars took part on a run
over the Taieli Plains to Outram, round
the back of Lake Waihola, past the Sinclair
Wetlands Reserve and joining State
Highway One at Clarendon. A strong wind
made driving conditions difficult for some
older vehicles. A private museum at
Milburn, The Hawthorne Collection,
provided many interesting exhibits after
which afternoon tea was enjoyed by all.
The rally wns won by Dave Cunningham,
second Brian Anderson and third Colin
Robcrts.

The major activity, of course was the
national Motorcycle Rally. As well as the
core organising committee, who must be
congratulated for their fine efforts, a total
of about three dozen other members from
the Branch were involved as marshals,
time keepers and general dogs-bodies on
the actual days of the event, demonstrating
the solidarity and togetherness of the
membership.

Work on restoration for the 2000 rally
continue apace. lan Pairman's LE
Velocette was exhibited at the show held
in conjunction with the recent rally,
although not quite in going order yet. Ray
Craig's Chrysler roadster is making great
progress now that all the bits are coming
together in final assembly while a Vintage
Harley is upholding the hopes of the two
wheeled fraterni ty.

Planning is now in hand for the
combined mid-winter run with the North
Otago Branch in June.

Rotorua Doug Green

We had a great party on Sunday for
our patron Syd Halhday who turned only
80 years' old during April. This was all
done as a surprise by Syd's fnmily and
friends. Syd who was the original chairman
come secretary along with the late Roy
Fleet when the Branch was started in
1969. The day started at 2 o'clock with
a good turnout of Vintage cars with Syd's
family all getting rides in the old cars for
a roundabout run out to Lake Okatana for
a short stop where Gerald Beamish-White,
who was a tour guide at Okatana, gave a
talk to everyone for ten minutes on the
history of Lake Okatana and the
surrounding area. Gerald lived there prior
to 1940.

We then all had a run back to the
clubrooms for a barbecue dinner, noggin

everyone had a great time and met up
with all of Syd Halliday's family who
were very pleasant and talked for ages
about the rides in Vintage cars which
some had never ever ridden in before so
it was something different and perhaps
new members in time to come.

We also lost a long time member Bob
Patterson, who drove a beautifully restored
Armstrong Siddeley and was the national
part's director for the Armstrong Club and
even ran a part's phone line from his
hospital bed for quite a long time. Good
bye Bob.

Saturday 17 April our branch had our
night run starting with a dollar dinner.
After the meal put on by Dorothy Clouston,
the cars all headed out to Lake Tarawera
and hunted for the usual tricks of the trade,
a torch was a godsend as it was pitch
black. We then came back keeping the
blue and green lakes on our left down
Tarawera road and back to the clubrooms
for a cuppa etc a great night wns had
by all.

Our next event's will be our AGM and
the annual dinner at the clubrooms.

Keep up the safe motoring.

Southland Dave Harris

This season's Southland Veteran Rally
was held in March instead of its usual
November date in an effort to find better
weather, n move that was only partially
successful with the threat of showers
coming to nothing but it was windy. There
were 25 entries in this event and all made
it to the lunch stop and on to the Vintage
Machinery Day at Thornbury without
needing the assistance of the backup
vehicle. The overall winner was Ray
McCullogh on his Abingdon King Dick
motorcycle. Held the same day was the
first Commercial Rally to be held by the
branch. This attracted eight entries
including a motorcycle and sidecar that
started life as a bread delivery vehicle for
the local baker. Overall wilmer was Paul
Nixon on the 1923 Harley-Davidson.

The next events for South land members
were the National Motorcycle Rally in
Dunedin and the South Island Easter Rally
in Timaru. Many performed with
distinction especially at Timaru where
Wayne Nicoll was overall winner in the
Veteran and Vintage Motorcycle class on
his 1912 Triumph and Dave Harris was
the winner in the P60V Class in his 1961
Sunbeam Alpine. The South land team of
Ferg McDowell (Triumph Seven), Bill
Skeggs (Austin A40 Sports) and Wayne
Nicoll managed to bring home the PelUlzoil
Interclub Trophy.

The only other recent event was the
Autumn Rally that saw 23 eligible vehicles
plus five modems (62 people in all) head
up through Queenstown to Kinloch for an
overnight stay. Most had no problems but
two or three had punctures, and at least
on of these had no jack but as usual on
these runs help was soon on hand. The
weather was good both days with most
open cars travelling topless and a big
bonfire was lit on the bench on Saturday

when they rose on Sunday. After the cars
lined up by the lake for a photo session
all headed for home.

South Canterbury Dave Warlow

Earlier in the year our first All American
Day attracted a good turnout of vehicles
from as far as Christchurch and Dunedin
ns well as our local machines in a display
on Caroline Bay. Later in the morning a
run proceeded to Fairlie via Raincliff,
Lake Opuha and return by Pareora Gorge
to a social hour at the clubhouse.

Mid-Island Rally was once again a
large turnout of 57 vehicles assembled nt
the clubrooms. After a cuppa nnd briefing
the rally started out through the Scenic
Reserve. Claremont, Taiko to a checkpoint
on the Fairlie Highway near Cave. From
there to historic St David's Church. through
little used roads back to the Fairlie
Highway where the route tumed off to
Totara Valley, Raincliff to eventually end
at Lake Opuha for lunch. Return was via
the Lyon's Winery to sample Cohn's Gold
Medal wines and then on to clubrooms
for afternoon tea and prize-giving.

Also in March was the unveiling of the
Model T Ford railcar at the Pleasant Point
Museum, this was augmented by a rally
of early and late model Ford vehicles from
all over the South Island. A mystery run
was also in March, lunch stop at Raincliff
Scout Camp and on to Lake Opuha Dam
for an informative talk on the scheme.

National Easter Rally attracted two
hundred and fifty-three entries which were
spread over six different roules. Evening
entertainment was most enjoyable and
catering on Sunday night was quite a task
with five hundred people attending but all
went very smoothly. A display of vehicles
and field tests were held on Sunday at
Levels Raceway with the Zephyr and
Zodiac Car Club also attending.

South Otago Bill Cross

The South Otago members have been
very active over the past few months with
the following events around the lower
South Island. The Gore Festival Rally on
the 13th February was attended by Paul
and Kaye McNabb (1939 Chrysler) where
Kaye was 2nd in the field test, and best
lady entrant and Rally winner. Also taking
part Wally and Allison Ollerenshaw (1937
Morris 8), AlIan and Lesley Budge (1930
BSA), Graeme Steel and Liz White (1939
Chevrolet), Robin and Margaret McCall
(1936 Plymouth).

Angus Katon rode 'shotgun' with Pat
Hurley at the Gore Safari, while John, Jan
and James Cook took part in the 1962
MOITis Oxford. An All British Car Day
was held in Dunedin on March 7th with
South Otago Branch members, Jim Beeby
and Joan Davey (1937 Austin Seven Ruby),
Keith Collier (Ford Zephyr), and John
Cook present.

The National Motor Cycle Rally on
March 13th saw five South Otago riders,
Robin Benington (1941 Indian), Allan
Budge (1930 BSA), Phil Sell (1951 Norton



South Otago's (""0 hard working officers Swarr
Milne (Chairman) and John Cook (Club
Captain).

(1953 AJS), Malcolm Thomson (1954
Sunbeam).

Bill and Maureen Cross (1957
International AS 11 0) attended the
South land Branch inaugural Veteran and
Commercial Rally on March 6th. A well
nm, Easter South Island Rally at Timaru,
in delightful weather was enjoyed by Jim
Beeby and Joan Davey (1937 Austin
Seven), Margaret and Angus Katon (1929
De Soto Doctor's Coupe), and Maureen
and Bill Cross.

The Branch organised a 'mystery run'
on 28 March. As Club Captain John Cook
was so busy with the motor cycle rally
this 'job' fell on the shoulders of Stuart
and Noeline Milne.

A good turnout found its way into the
Ronghere Gorge for a pleasant afternoon
and barbecue. Apart from the modems,
some took their Vintage machines for the
drive, Phil and Bev Sell (1937 Morris 8),
Wally and Allison Ollerenshaw, Mel Tapp
(1948 Citroen LIS), Angus and Margaret
Katon (the Doctors Coupe), Robin and
Margaret McCall, Jim Beeby, the Cook's
in the 1962 Morris, Peter Umfreville and
the grandkids in the 1964 Vauxhall Velox
PB, the Delaney family in the 1930 Model
A Roadster.

South Waikato Dolphy Mathis

On March 6 Jo and myself represented
our Branch at the National Executive meet
ing at Christchurch which proved rather
interesting and following the meeting I visit
ed their parts shed and was amazed at the
size of the sheds' and amount of parts those
Christchurch old car buffs had stored.

March 14 John and Alice Lee in our
6/80, Jo and myself in the Wolseley 18/85,
Jack and Bessie Anderson in their Ford
10, Laurie Hope on his Dodge with Chuck
Hausman led by Pat Garnett in his Humber
80 drove to Morrinsville to attend the
Vintage Farm Machinery show, a massive
collection of stationary engines, tractors,
trucks and harvesting equipment along
with some VCC cars.

Easter weekend, Jo and myself joined
the BOP Rally at Tauranga and had a
great time touring and meeting friends.
'rh;C' "",,,,,,,,,nt ftn;('h~rI ""th .") rl;nno.· '"lnrl

prize-glvmg run by a very lively MC.
Sunday April 25, an afternoon run was

organised by Sheriff Chuck using straight
line navigation, we finished back at the
club rooms (via Tirau) for afternoon tea.
Attending were Phi] Holster and partner
in his Ford 10, Laurie Hope in his Dodge
with John Lee, Jo and myself with Alice
Lee in our 48 Wolseley 18/85 not forgetting
our Sheriff (Chuck) being told by his good
Lady (Glad) which way to point the nose
of their 1946 V8 Ford Sedan.

March 23, most branch members with
their cars attended Pat Gamett's funeral at
Putaruru along with hundreds of other
mourners. Pat was our Club Captain for the
last 12 months and will be missed by all.

Beryl assures us that we haven't seen
the last of Pat's Humber 80.

Taranaki Colin Johnston

Noggin and natter for March was well
attended and we enjoyed an entertaining and
informative talk by John Hill of Urenui who
spoke on the Coast to Coast tramp from the
West Coast of the North Island to the East
Coast. Eight trampers who came from the
Urenui and Waitara areas set off from
Pukearuhe Beach just North of New
Plymouth and tramped in an almost direct
line to finish at Napier. They had to cross
rivers and exciting valleys and pass through
long train tunnels hoping all the time that no
trains came along. It was a unique opportu-

One of the visi/ing Bentley's on show in Tempo.

nity and just shows what some people do to
use up their holidays.

Wally and Rosaliene Hunt attended the
Dunedin National Motorcycle Rally. Wally
rode his 1926 Norton and lapped up just
on 600 miles over very scenic roads with
no mechanical problems. Our Maunga
Moana rally was held over Anzac weekend
and it looks like it was a practice run for
the Easter 2000 Rally that our branch will
be hosting next year. If this one was
anything to go by entrants will be in for
a fantastic time. Jim Watson was the rally
organiser for this year and next year's
event. This year we had eighty-eight entries
from as far away as Wellington and
Auckland. One hundred and forty-five
people attended the prize-giving and dinner
and was held at the Plymouth Hotel in
New Plymouth. Everyone enjoyed the
night along with a very funny plastic
fashion parade. They rally was held over
roads that went around the mountain and

enjoyed an excellent and well thought out
rally route. Congratulations to all
concerned for a rally that was well planned
and run. The overall winner of the Maunga
Moana rally was Shirley and Rob Bovos
driving a 1948 Chev Fleetmaster. Highest
placed Taranaki entrant was winner of the
Findlay Trophy was Des and Colleen
Moore driving a 1965 E type Jaguar. They
also won the trophy for Ist Post 60 car
and Colleen won first Taranaki Navigator.
Other Taranaki winners were Des and
Phylis Cornwall for first Fast Vintage and
Merv Barras for first Slow Vintage with
Bruce Davidson first Post Vintage
Motorcycle. Three Taranaki members their
wives and crews took part in the Burma
Rally at Wanganui and came home with
major placings. They were Des and Phyllis
Cornwall, Noel and Margaret Jennings and
Dave and Helana Moore. Congratulations
to ali concerned.

Taupo Jack Hindess

Late in February, Rod Brayshaw and
Malcolm Lind had an evening with us
explaining the new Vehicle Identity Card
system. This meeting was well attended,
as I think we all realise the importance
of this aspect of the LTSA administration.
There was plenty of activity in Taupo
during March. We had the visiting
Bentleys the Ironman and our own Lake
Taupo Rally, all in the course of a few

.... 1
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days. The Bentleys were part of a New
Zealand tour that was not connected with
Branch activities, although 1110St of us took
the opportunity of inspecting them during
the two days they were here. The lron111an
of course was an international event with
lots of competitors making the most of
their time, training and getting to know
the course that they had to follow. Our
own rally was very successful although
the weather was a little damp and curtailed
some of the activities that were planned.
The run took us over about 100 miles of
mainly rural roads through Mokai,
Atamuri, Lake Ohakuri, Mangakino 
where there was some fiendish straight
line navigation - and to the shores of Lake
Maraetai for lunch. We were supposed to
have a gymkhana, but the weather was
rather wet so we settled on the old horn
and light trick. In all there were 39 cars
on the run.

Also in March we took some of the
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Plus the NEW FREE benefit
available for your treasured
Vintage Car.

Here's just a few of the benefits you'll find
explained in your Privilege Package.

• How you can save up to 400/0 or more on
company premiums for home contents car
and boat.

• Special package discounts.

• There's fi'ee windscreen, glass, headlight
and trailer cover.

• How 24 hour emergency phone assistance is
yours free.

• How your club receives a commission on
every policy sold.

To find out what your VCC membership
entitles you to, phone us today on
0800 505 905 for your privilege pack. .
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Home for a short journey to Wairakei and
surrounding districts. It was enjoyed by
all, but the question of seatbelts and the
vulnerability of the elderly came to our
attention. It seems as though we may have
to decline future requests for community
service trips if seatbelts are a necessity.

At our monthly meeting we met Andrew
Montgomery from the District council's
Destination Lake Taupo team. He
explained the relevance of the University
of Limerick, what it is and what it has
achieved. Taupo, being one of the fastest
growing provincial centres in New
Zealand, is well placed to support such a
technological university. It has the support
to the Tuwharetoa people and facilities are
available to get things going.

Wairarapa Evelyn Chisholm

The first club night for 1999 saw mem
bers dining at a local restaurant "The Slug
and Lettuce" before taking off to the
Masterton Cemetery for a brush up on their
straight-line navigation skills. This is a good
way to practice, especially in the older pmis
of the cemetery where there are lots of path
ways to use. Questions were asked regarding
inscriptions on headstones which added
interest to the evening.

The coastal nll1 with a difference was
held in February. Those attended began
the day with morning tea at Ivan and Joy
Feast's home at Tauherenikau, then it was
over the hill (Rimutakas) to Eastbourne
via Mangaroa and Whitemans Valley.
After a picnic lunch in the Domain, some
visited the beach, others a local garden,
and a few took the Ferry across the harbour
to Wellington. After all this activity many
of the members visited Doug and Carolyn
Banks home for afternoon tea before
retuming home. The winners for the day
were Dick and Doreen O'Brien in their
immaculate 1929 Ford Model A Phaeton.

March club night was attended by over
60 members for the ID Car system Road
Show. A very well presented and
infonnative evening.

The annual Rex Porter Memorial Rally
held in somewhat indifferent weather
attracted 46 entries in spite of many of
our members and other clubs members
being away in Dunedin at the Annual
Motorcycle rally. Unfortunately the
gymkhana planned for the afternoon had
to be cancelled because of the weather,
so a ShOli run in the country area was
held instead. The overall winner of this
years event was John and Lisa
Satterthwaite driving their 1912 Ford
Model T.

Wanganui Fay Chamberlain

For those who read my last report 
yep it was! Great fun indeed, as the
Manawatu Branch joined us at Rangiwahia
Sports Day for a gymkhana with a
difference. The village population would
have swelled by 150% by us being there!
Bob Clark did the honours by winning,
but the rest of us were just chuffed the
locals wanted us back next year!

back too. Once again members took their
cars to ChUlion School and drove the "older
than us" people round the school grounds
in style. Did you know a Mark I Zephyr
convertible can go under a goalpost?

It's been a busy rally season, the
exceedingly fine weather has seen our

The "Waimarie" hull reccntlv restored and
repainted as the millennium iJroject for
Wangonui. It is planned to re!aunch this great
pa(klle steamer, on New Year's Do)', 2000. It's
been three veal's in the restoration since its
salvage.fi'(}~n the riverbed and has drawn lots of
tourists to the Museum set up whilst restoration
is going on, and lots of local help ond interest
too. The /W(} blokes holding i/ up Frank Dowers
(left), and Ivon Kenda/l (right), bo/h Wongarwi
\lee members, who enjoyed the Sunday
ajiemoon shed raids.

members go in all directions. The Art
Deco was popular, as was the London to
Brighton Veteran fun run, the Horowhenua
Swapmeet, and latest, the North Island
Easter Rally, where the Chamberlain's
1906 I cylinder Reo made a valiant effort
over the "rather long" route!

Arrangements are now under way for the
Mid-Year Rally on Queens Birthday
Weekend, with our AGM the previous week.

Had an excellent shed raid this month too.
Brucc Ardell took us to four places of inter
est, including the "Waimarie" Paddle steam
er restoration (a Wanganui millennium pro
ject), which is now on the riverbank to work
on the superstructure. One small child was
heard to remark "like the Titanic eh Mum?,
except it's a bit smaller".

Wellington Carilyn Banks

It had to happen, Basil Sharp's magic hat
has finally let him down and our
Commercial Rally and Gymkhana were
marred by wet weather. In spite of this, five
Commercial Vehicles and eight 'others'
embarked on an interesting route through the
Western Hills, Belmont, Moonshine Valley
and onto Trentham Memorial Park negotiat
ing fallen trees and rocks, and heavy trucks
on the way. Despite the difficulties, John
Veneburg (Junior) attained a perfect score to
win the Trophy in his 1944 Dodge I Ton,
second place went to Dave Collins in his
1930 Model A Pickup and third equal was
awarded to all other entrants who braved the

Jolm Veneburg (Junior), 2nd was Andrew
Neal in a 1925 Willys-Knight and 3rd was
Phil Brodie in his 1932 Austin 10.

Three vehicles representee! this Branch
on the North Island Club Captain's Tour,
a 1937 Pontiac driven by Maisie and
Laurie Ashley, a 1933 Austin 7, Box
Sedan with Pauline and Bill Smith
squeezed in and our 1962 Jaguar Mark 2
loaded with Doug and I and bedding and
luggage, and all the paraphernalia we
seemed to require. We enjoyed the tour
immensely, a very relaxing way to see
parts of the North Island we usually flash
past saying to each other, we must stop
there one day! The Tour ended at Tauranga
where we participated in the Easter Rally,
another wonderful event. What would we
do without the Vintage Car Club and the
opportunities it provides for us! A large
number of members attended the Travelling
Roae! Show to learn about the introduction
of the 10 Cards. The response from
members has been excellent with a rush
on applications for the Cards.

Next month is AGM time again and
members are reminded to give serious
thought to participating in the running of
the Club.

May 23 is another important day in the
Club calendar, Ladies are you out there prac
tising for the Annual Ladies Rally? Watch
the Motoring Spirit for further details and
come along and show 'em how!

Wellsford Alma Henson

Leaving New Zealand on Thursday ane!
arriving back on Monday James Lawrie,
Grant Scott, Nigel Hawkes and two of his
mates attended the Ballarat Swap Meet.
Slightly larger than what we are used to
here with 2100 Booked Sites.

Accommodation was a hired camper and
as they were "on site" with all amenities
handy were able to spend their time brows
ing instead of travelling. Found some Model
A parts and a gearbox for a Mustang. Not
many Dodge parts there. The weather vari
able, Swandri's to sandals.

March 21 Hany and Margaret Heaven,
leaving the Chev behind, started out in
their Citroen heading for Feilding and the
start of the North Island Club Captain's
Tour. The traffic was heavy, the weather
hot and apart from small generator and
radiator problems arrived at their Motor
Camp. Although it wasn't Christmas time
they found they had a date with a turkey
gobbler. A resident of the camp it took a
fancy to the bird in the hub caps and
bumper. Rain had now appeared on the
scene and hung around for a day or two
but didn't dampen the spirit of anyone as
there was so much to see and do on the
following ten days. One free day then
joined the North Island Easter Rally.

Four cars from the Club took residents
of the Heritage Rest Home on an outing
from Wellsford to Warkworth to see the
new wharf and shopping centre. Finished
the aftemoon with a very cosy cuppa with
Martin Howson.

North Island Easter Rally Wilbur and
Ayleen Brown took their Eric Campbell, by

., ~



Model T & A Ford
Parts available....... ~
Wheel & hub parts, hub caps, brakes, front axle, spare tyre mounting, steering,
fuel lines & gauges, body & engine mounts, exhaust, motor, gearbox, radiator,
water pump, gas tank, carburettor, starter, generator, distributor, ignition &
wiring, head, side, & tail lights, horn, all wirings, instrument panels, fenders &
brackets new & used, valances, running boards & trim, step plates, bonnets,
lacings, retainers & rods, hood shelves, speedometers, cables, drives, windshield
frames & parts, elec. windshield wipers, arms & blades, bumper clamps & bolts,
backing plates, shock absorbers, links, arms, oil, exterior & interior door handles,
window winders, channels, dovetails, hinge pins, screws, bumper rubbers, check
straps, dickey seat parts & panels, patch panels, sub frames, floor pans, complete
pickup beds & parts, screw & bolt kits, high quality seat springs to order.
Many hundreds of parts available off the shelf for same day service. Use your

credit card for immediate desgatch.

• Veteran & Vintage Cars Lld \JISA)
P. O. Box 43009

Mangere
Ph 092755316 Fax 09 2756882

WHAT THOSE CURLY
HINGE THINGS -

'&
THEY ARE PUT ON -

ON OUR NEW FABRIC
SALOON

NOW WE KNOW-

ARE FOR-

WE HAVE ALWAYS
WONDERED-

Ngatea where Wilbur found a brass fire
extinguisher of Vintage era. They did the
Tauranga to Ohope section with petrol
blockages nearly every 10 miles even
though there is only one foot of petrol pipe.
With the help of a pump and new petrol at
the half way stop, they 'literally' flew
home. While away they even located a front
axle for the Metz. Those who attend these
rallies will agree with the Browns that they
have become more reunions than rallies.
They are off next to the Anzac weekend
Maunga Moana Rally at Taranaki.

Jim and Rita Jorgensen together with
Paul and Kathy Coil ins took seven hours
to get from Wellsford to Tauranga. Were
unlucky enough to be caught up in the
heavy traffic from the Bombay turnoff.
Following Wilbur they couldn't see the
reason for his purchase of the fire
extinguisher as he didn't seem to be going
fast enough to overheat. Arrived safely,
booked in and collected their rally packs.
Next morning lined up at the racecourse
prior to heading for Whakatane and by a
very devious route ended up at the Ohope
Beach Golf Club for lunch. The afternoon
trip to the Watchorn Truck Museum was
missed, I'm told, by excessive talking in
the car. Detoured on way home through
Ngatea - Miranda Kaiaua (fish and chips)
Clevedon and back onto State Highway I
at Manurewa, thus avoiding main traffic
stream. A thoroughly enjoyable weekend.



The Vicar (Des Harl'ey) presell/s LOllsie Clark wilh herJirsl place
award for Mosl Posh Dress Presentalion while husband Palll
Clark pays mvre alleJ1lionlO Ihe Vicar's wife (Val Harvey) allhe
prize-xiving during Ihe WaikalO Posh Picnic.

Text Trish Rees
Photos Des Harvey

he truly posh invitation
having been received,
more than 110 members,
their families and friends

turned out for an event not to be
missed. They came tI1 Fords,
Austins and Chryslers. They came
in Cadillacs, a Daimler, Chevs and
Dodges. They came in finery fit for
weddings, balls, cocktail parties and
school picnics. The mother of the
bride was there, the hostess with the
mostest was there and Elizabeth R
(aka Glenis Braddock) was there.
We even had a Posh on a motorbike
and sidecar. What a Posh Picnic it
was! Then, of course, you have one at every
Posh Picnic, don't you? The Hillbillies
(Terry and Bev Pidduck) arrived in their
original Essex complete with haybale, rust
ed milk bucket, horse harness and Poppy
the dog on a bailing twine lead. Terry with
his unbuttoned, inside out shirt slung non
chalantly over his black shearing singlet,
two plucked chickens hanging from his

rope belt; Bev adorned with a curly blonde
wig, a string of onions at the ready - for the
chicken stuffing, no doubt!

Guests were welcomed at the Waikato
Branch Club Rooms by the Vicar (aka Des
Harvey) and partook of a pelfectly splendid
morning tea served by a dashing butler and
three gorgeous maids. A shol1 run, com
plete with Posh silent checks, through

countryside gradually turning green
from the recent rains found us at the
home and one and a half acre gar
den of Sir Dickie and Lady
Marianne Marshall at Morrinsville.

Gaily coloured beach umbreJlas
and gazebos spread round the gar
den provided some relief from the
sun for the guests, some taking
advantage of the cool waters of the
Posh garden swimming pool, others
readying their posh spreads and
outfits for judging by resident
judge, Kathryn Parsons. Out came a
very old working gramophone,

Top: Winners ollhe Mosl Posh Luncheon
presell/alion lead Ihe way wilh slylish aplomh.
Below lefi: Posh Waikalo Branch Memhers
arriving al morning lea privr 10 Ihe Posh Picnic.
Middle: Lesley Welwer (Ie}i) and Chris She/ley
(right) ul7fold Ihe new Branchflag whil.'h 11'(/.1'

received wilh welcome applause.
Below: A garden scene/i'om Ihe Waikalo Posh
Pil'l1ic.

-



•
VIsIt US at www.dura.co.uIc or
The Home Ideas centIe, Pame//, Auddond

Congratulations
John & Lisa Satterthwaite

John is pictured here receiving a set of tyres for his 1912
Ford T Delivery from Tony Fitzgeorge of New Zealand Motor
Distributors, Wgtn, The tyres were donated as a prize for the

McLean Motor Car Act Centennial Veteran Rally.
New Zealand Motor Distributors offers their congratulations

Below: More Posh Members posin~ in the ~arden of Sir Dickie and Lady
Marianne Marshal/.
BOl/om: Posh membersjind the time to pose.

monogranuned goblets, lace table cloths, a candelabra, flowers,
nut crackers, ice buckets, the best family china, a Posh wine list,
silver and crystal and a variety of victuals fit for a king. The 'Top
Table' earned the award for Posh Picnic, hosted the Most Elegant
Pair, Paul and Louise Clark and Ms Posh Elegance, Vicky Ryan.

Garden, Baby and Toddler photo competitions kept everyone
busy on arrival, identifying various Club members in their very
early years, sorting curly headed babies into male and female, liq
uid ambers from elms, rosemary from lavender, weeds from plants
and ageing trees - could Lady Marianne have planted that seed lOO
years ago! Both competitions had to be decided on a draw as we
were all far smarter than the organisers anticipated.

GOl'don and Yvonne Grigg from Gordon's Antiques and
Collectibles, were on hand to comment on and value the guest's
antiques (husbands not included) and award a prize for the best, or
most interesting, antique piece, Madam Fleur sketched caricatures,
Chris and Doreen Shelley had a display of their handmade porce
lain dolls, Glencoe Soaps displayed and sold their natural soaps
and, while sipping cider provided by the Harvest Wines Company
and eating tlUffles provided by the Chocolate Factory, we were
entertained by two kilt twirling pipers.

The Posh Awards Ceremony was kicked off with the launching
of the Waikato Branch flag that you will see flying proudly at our
Club Rooms and at the Royal Sun AllianceRally 2000. Then, the
tone of the day having been completely upset by the Most Unposhly
Presented Award, and the antics of the Vicar's daughter (aka Angela
Harvey) with her determination to kiss every male as he came up to
collect his prize, Elizabeth R finally restored decolUm with a speech.
What an honour! Having been presented with the award for Most
Regal Poshness, she congratulated us on our garden pa11y and, on
behalf of her husband (Chauffeur Braddock) and herself, thanked
the Vicar for the award and our hospitality.

A unique day exceptionally well put together by Des and Val
Harvey and their team. The effort members went to enter into the
spirit of the day is a clear reflection of the support the Waikato
Branch enjoys and the popularity of 'Harvey' organised events.
Believe me, if you see anything organised in the Waikato (or any
where else for that matter) by Des and Val, be in.
You won't be disappointed. Aren't we lucky Des is on the
Committee for the Royal SunAJliance Rally 2000.



Mail Bag
Continuedfrom Page 12

(multiply x 4)
Answer 3285.03cc.
Check: Piston displacement 200.5cu inch
es according to Page Ford Model A car
page 30. Conversion factor applied (ref
Machinery Handbook).
1 cubic in = 16.387cm'.
Therefore 200.5 x 16.387 = 3285.59cc.

I hope the above clears once and for all
the debate.

Yours etc ..
Gordon D McPherson

Dear Sir,
Would it be possible 10 publish in

Beaded Wheels a complete list of the
entrants taking part in the recent McLean
Centennial Rally. This would include car
make and year, present owner and original
owner where possible.

I feel that Beaded Wheels is the correct
place to record these details.

Also while looking through an early
Beaded Wheels December 1956 (the first
published on glossy paper) mention is made
of Roy Tomlin and his rare "Smith Flyer".
Is this car still around and what did it look
like. The same goes for Roy Tomlin or is he
long gone. Thanks.

Yours etc.,
Barrie Grant

Thanks for the suggestion, yOIl will find
the complete list of entrants on page 50
of this edition, however we were unable
to ohtain original owner information. Eel.

Dear Sir,
Re: Beaded Wheels No 237, letter from

Ross Haynes.
I agree with Mr Haynes that we should

not assume in order to make points. That
said, I believe the comments made by the
very experienced Eoin Young could not be
taken seriously, so the charge of assump
tion is refuted.

However, Mr Haynes has assumed that
my Type 22 Bugatti experience was with the
roller bearing engine - this is not correct. I
have no experience with ball or roller
engines other than motorcycles. Dismantling
and reassembling of my own plain bearing
engine 50 years ago proved to be well with
in the capabilities of a motor apprentice at
the rime.

Despite the industry problems with
heavi.ly loaded plain bearings, Bugatti con
tinued to offer these for several years in
parallel with his ball bearing Brescias,
"Cordon Rouge" won numerous awards at
over 6,000 rpm with the plain bearing
engine, and jet lubrication of the crankpins.
Actually Mays claimed 6,700 compared
with the later "Cordon Bleu's" 6,900 
not bad for the time. At this level of tune
many premier awards were won at various
venues, including sand races before
improved materials were used for the trans
mission.

Other notables such as Segrave,
Cushman, Marshall etc. also raced these
engines successfully.

In the context of my statement re 16

valve lineage the included angle is irrele
vant though I would be happy to discuss the
pros and cons any time.

My lingering doubts about Bugatti ax.les
led me to consult Conway who provides a
drawing of the Type 35 three quarter float
ing axle used by all Bugattis since 191O!

When Austin commissioned Murray
Jamieson to SOlt out the side valve and build
a new OHC racer he placed restrictions on
chassis and suspension design which obliged
Jamieson to bring vintage technology into
the mid-1930s, albeit with some very neces
sary changes. Bugatti also continued to offer
older technology for different reasons - as a
small manufacturer and designer with little
academic skills, he could not be expected to
compete with large State subsidised compa
nies in Nazi Gellnany. Alfa could not match
that even with a substantial experimental
department.

The Austin OHC stands unopposed as a
monument to 750cc development and
Jamieson's brilliance. Attempting to gild
the lily by comparing it with the 750kg
German cars denigrates the engine rather
than enhancing its image. Mr Haynes, by
using examples from a weight formula as a
yardstick also effectively scuppers his argu
ment that power per litre is the true measure
of a designer's ability to win races. There
are many examples where races have been
won with high mid-range torque and relia
bility at the expense of maximum power
over a narrow rev range. The L937 W125
and 6 litre Auto Union are two, 1951
Ferrari 4.5, and 1966 Repco Brabham two
more, and do not forget Bugatti at the Targa
Florio, Monaco, Spa and Le Mans.

To put the Austin in true perspective we
can compare it with a few other cars using
road racing figures-

Litre Bhp/litre
1932 Maserati 4CTF I. I 133
1937 Austin OHC .75 120
1937 Auto Union 6.0 86
1937 MB WI25 5.6 115
1938 Alfa 8c 3.0 117
1938 MB W154 3.0 .160
1939 MS WI63 1.5 186
In conclusion, Neil ComeI' has his own

opinions as we all have. After driving the
Roycroft Type 35 in the early 1950s, it was
not lintil the advent of the Lotus 7 that I had
met a car with such precise steering and that
includes Alfa 1750 and the 1931 2.3. I would
risk the extra complication of the Type 35

Yours etc.,
BlII Shiells

Correspondellce 011 this issue IS now
closed. Ed.

Dear Sir,
As one of the conunittee member of the

1996 Sun Alliance 50th Anniversary Rally,
we attended the 1992 Pan Pacific Rally at
Palmerston North. to have a good listen to
people as to what they did and didn't enjoy
about the rally. They said it was a brilliant
rally except for the frustrating motoring
caused by "average speeds".

"Bert" would be doing his average speed
of 25mph on some narrow winding road
where passing was impossible or danger-
i\1l," A l~rO"p. nllP,l1p. "f Athpr pntr':lntc C't"\l"\n

formed up behind him, some of them hav
ing a much higher average speed criteria,
what a lot of frustration and anger and loss
of enjoyment this caused not to mention
strained relationships with their crew.

That's why the 1996 Sun Alliance 50th
Anniversary Rally didn't have any average
speed criteria. You could motor at your
own pace and hopefully you enjoyed your
motoring without the frustration of "Berts".

A recent major L999 South Island Rally
had many frustrated motorists trampled
behind "Bert" doing his 25mph average
speed. Talking to the entrants, that was their
complaint again, reaLly great rally - but!

When is the VCC Executive going to
learn that large rallies, with a lot of cars on
the same route don't need an average speed
criteria which causes frustrated entrants to
vent their anger on the organisers, other
entrants, carry out dangerous overtaking
manoeuvres or silently fume and vow never
to enter another major rally again.

Correct me if I'm wrong. but has the
year 2000 rally an average speed criteria? I
have even been on a rally with 25mph aver
age speed criteria on a major lOOkm/h road!

It is time the National Executive banned
average speed criteria from entry forms.
Not to mention banning organisers setting
average speeds for entrants. Find another
way of dishing out the gongs such as lucky
entrant number etc. For heavens sake, we
enter a rally to enjoy the motoring and
social scene. Let's cut out the frustration of
having to follow "Bert".

On another matter. ..
From notes in April's "Hub" The

Registrars Report, 6 March 1999,
Executive meeting notes. Surely we don't
have to go to a specific WOF testing sta
tion/garage for our Vintage warrants as
the'e notes imply? Whatever next from the
dating saga? If this is true, I feel the
National Executive have lost the plot and
are creating a bureaucratic nightmare for
members! In my opinion they have already
done that.

Yours etc.,
Trevor Lightfoot

The Registrar's report to the Executive
Meeting 6 March was referring to those
Vintage Car Club members who may wish
to become Technical certifiers for the
examination of Historic Vehicles that have
been modified to the poillt where safety 011

the roads could he affected NOT the normal
\lCC vehicle already registered. Ed

Dear Sir,
I would like to take this opportunity to

thank all those people who replied to my let
ter regarding a Vintage hearse in the
./{l/1uaryIFebruary Beaded Wheels. Your
help was very much appreciated. To all
those people who gave their time, photos,
plans, advice it has been extremely valuable.

I can inform you that as a result we have
purchased a 1929 Nash hearse which
requires a complete restoration. We are still
continuing our search for another example
in a complete and restored state but we are
not that hopeful of finding one.

Yours etc.,
Philip Macey
""\1"\1\ C" ... L n __ --l llo.T nl
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~Model '~"& 'T" Parts
~ ~

Tel./Fax (03) 352-6672 Windscreen Frame Repair Service ' )
Mobile (025) 322-041 '
PO Box 970, All makes - open and closed cars

Christchurch ~1'iIf;:"

For all your Restoration Requirements

TYRES & TUBES Assorted Sizes New and Used

SPECIAL - NEW SUSPENSION BALL JOINTS - 1/2 NORMAL RETAIL

FORD Falcon· Fairlane • Mustang '63-'71 •~6 •Z~2 • Falcon XA 72 •
• Rootes GlOap Series Gals '61-'67 ·lriumph Spitfire • Valiant '62-'72 •

~~:~: • Yal'xhall '61-'7i·V~or·Holden Torana '64-'75 & Holden '71
• Triumph Herald ·-Comnlel & Hlllman·~3·

• Morris & Austin 1100 - complete driveshaft and Universal •
~~-

BMC 1100 & 1962-74 Austin, MG, Morris, Riley, Vanden Plas, Wolseley
1300 RANGE Front Suspension Major Repair Kit

PO Box 20
Renwick 7352

31 High St, Renwick
MARLBOROUGH (S.I.)

Phone (03) 572-8880

Ph 08004 BASIS (22747)

Fax (03) 572·8851

" .....

Retail Shop:

Telephone Enquiries:

Telephone Orders:

Fax Enquiries/Orders:

Main Order Address:

•

BUSINESS PREMISES: 518 Cranford Street, Redwood, Christchurch
• •..•. ·4 (Behind Thorn's Glass & Rental Roadsters)

HOURS:- FLEXIBLE, TIMES BY ARRANGEMENT

e

BAS~S
OU) Awv RUBBER M t



1930 Model A Ford Phoeton, Owner Bre" Abrohom. 457/500 x 19 Firestone W/WolI tyres. SPD Photography, Slephen Perry, Ph/Fox 09 445 9910 Mob. 025909978

Equip your vehicle from New Zealand's largest range of
antique & classic tyres from

Ve"teran &.. Viu~ge Cars L-td
Est 1975

PO Box 43-009, Mangere.
Office & Showroom: 207 Buckland Rd, Mangere, Auckland.

Phone 09 275 5316 • Fax 09 275 6882

.. EARLY FORD PARTS 1909 - 1931 ..,
Veteran &Vintage stock an extensive range of new &used Model T and A

parts along with general restoration supplies


